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Advertising; One inch of space, the
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PBE88” (which has a large circulation in every part
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insertion,
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subsequentinsertion.
Address all communications to
PORTLAND PUBLISHING Co.
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Felt and Velvet Hats,
Ostrich Tips, Plumes and Flowers.

Deal Malta and Yak Laces

or

Young,

OUR PRICES SHALL BE THE LOWEST
Look!

Yak Laces

VARIETY.

HUMAN HAIR AND CORSETS
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UNDERSTANDINGS,

unsurpassed stock iu this State
pretentions made.

None to beat in Price or

F. LATNER,
OLD

NUMBED

eod4w

PALMER’S

BEADED LACES,

18 Spring
“
20

Hoop Skirts
“

Ladies’ Fleeced Lined Hose
“
“
Ribbed
Gents’Hose

JACQUELINE

18 Bone German Woven
A. D. French Corsets,

PERFECT-FITTING CORSET
Pablic !

Corsets,

“
Embroidered
Elegantly Embroidered Corsets,
•

The peculiar style of cutting gives sufficient fullat the bosom, without folding at the top. gradand over the hips, is longually and closely fitting
er front and hack than
Corsets, and hi fact,
is the only Corset cerset cut in this form.
ness

to,
ordinary

“

44 cts.
97 “

“

Former price
“
“

-1.75

“

“

“
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Stock

of Trimmed

and

Fearful Sacrifice in

$1.25

Agents
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FLOUR STORE
IN' THE CITY.
We Sell for Cash

MILLINERY
“

“

“

“

“

“

“

“

“

“

All of

Only

TRUST IS DEAD.

Flour and Cracker, of all kinds,
Brooms, Cheese.

^ uoodi delivered to any part er the
City, without charge. Produce bought and

““

CO.,

No. 57 Commercial Street.

Carriages!
LOCKHART,

sro. 5 4k O

&

mid

Elegant Turkey

Sleighs,

Phaetons,

Beach

Wagons, &c.

Received tlais *i:i» »n4

Enough

when

Butter,

Cranberries, Dried Apples, &c.,&c.

HODGDON & SOULE.
ocl4

dtl

SOUTHERN HARD- PINE
LUMBER.

3,000,000
Feet Timber. Flask and Board, for Skip,
Bridge, Factory, Car and Home
Mills.

The only

as

attended too.

SEAMLESS

10 feet

will Give you

a

|

AND

People

!

We Don’t Sell Goods
V

d3m

FOR CASH !

Cheney Brothers’

which enables

AMERICAN SILKS
For Fall and Winter Wear.

Bottle.

country.

!

KID

to

These goods are made in the most approved manner, and are guaranteed to surpass in
weight, Iniah and durability, any that
can be obtained at
corresponding prices*

GLOYES

$1.75.

$1.00.

PRICES WE NAME!

SWEETSIR^
Bleacher, Presser, Dyer

$5

Pants from

60 cts.
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$30
to $8.
to

J A

umpcrs

tvn

Business Suits all grades
and prices, at a little
some

other

parties.

NEW YORK AND BOSTON.
eoil2in

ocl3

to sell goods at the

lower than

For gale to the trade only by

$3,30.

ns

Overcoats from

Attention is called to the choice stock of these
Black and Colored Gros Grain Silks, which may now
be obtaiped from leading dealers throughout the

and Sew-

KID

AND

FLEECED

LINED

er

GAUNTLETS !

It is
we

a

positive fact that

have the largest stock of

Clothing

in Maine,

of Ladies’ Straw Hats.

The best shapes.
The nicest work.
The most perfect finished.
Every Hat made a new one.
OHr shapes include the “lima

cogia

Tab*an,

Buttons !
Who’s

beam,

Nos.
oc14

129

Middle

and 6

Portland, Me.

Temple Streets.
dgt

Got

Buttons !
the

Buttons ?

NELSON & CO..
297

ocls

Congress
&

Street.

COME AND SEE US.

J.

BURLEIGH,

89 MIDDLE ST.
d3t

Bights op a Citizen op the United States.
By Xheophilus Parsons, LL. D. Hartford: S. S.
Scranton & Co. For sala by subscription.
The distinctness of statement and admira*

ble method which characterize Professor Parsons’ books make them useful to the
unprofessional as well as the professional man.
His statements of principles are always direct aud clear, and he combines
rigorous accuracy in technical detail with that clearness
of style and comprehensive
grouping which
go to the making up of a popular manual.
The book under consideration is divided

ocll

OM.„

14__

._,
vuuj

n

v*
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wuau

state and

deeds, bonds, agency, insurance, transportation aud other matters are discussed, aud
forms of legal documents to be used in the
transactions of business are given. In an
appendix we have a treatise on the rules of
organization and procedure in deliberative
assemblies, and a glossary of the law terms

dtf

common use.

The book promises to meet a general need,
containing, as it does, valuable and well digested information concerning the fundamental principles of our government, and our
own personal, political and
property rights.
A

—

Please the

Please examine our goods and
prices before purchasing elsewhere.

oc16d3t*

built in 1872, is well found and in first class orWill be sold very cheap II applied for soon. EnCHAS. T. WALKER,
quire of
132 Commercial Street.
oc!3dlw

—

a
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A

Goods \

Refund the money !

1.25

$3.50 Each.

BUTTON

J. W. PEERING,

der.

Exchange

$1.25

Bottle.

selling them at from $1.00

TWO

Cheap

<■
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Dr. Bacon, whose lucid and vigorous style
needs no description, has here massed and
presented to the public much valuable information not generally accessible concerning
the planting of churches in the New England colonies, and, by way of introduction reviews in a succinct manner the process by
which the original Christian church was established. Incidentally he emphasizes a distinction of great importance and which is too
much overlooked—between Puritans and Pilgrims, Nationalist and Separatist,—the Puritans believing that a Christian nation is a
Christian church, and the Pilgrims contending for a separation between church and
state. In one particular Dr. Bacon’s method
is open to serious objections. He says, “The
words, written or spoken, of the actors in the
story are often introduced for the sake of
bringing the reader into closer connection
with the men whom I describe and with their
times—but, in so doing, I have not always
deemed it necessary to transcribe with scrupulous exactness every pleonasm or tautology,
and every careless mlslocation of words in the
construction of a sentence.”
That is to say,
he gives the speech of those ancient worthies
translated into Baconian elegance, in order
that the reader may know them better! The
style is the man, and the style, the ipsissima
verba of these men should have been preserved.
The Political Personal, and Pbop3Rty

in

!

$1.35.

to $10.00 for a real Russia Leather Pooket Book

we are

Sell

Always Been

and at less prices for the
same quality of goods, and
all we ask is for the public
DON’T FORGET THAT
to investigate and decide
We are Selling REAL HAIR SWITCHES at a dis- di Murska,” “Promenade,” “New for themselves.
If it were
count of 20 per cent, from onr low prices,
York,” “Charlotte Cushman,” etc. not so we
should
not be
which are marked in plain figures.
New No. 544 Congress St. able to sell double the
se29
eo(13w
amount of any other party
We are
in
Earnest !
$isc>oo,
which is a positive fact. A
SALE
FOR
!
splendid stock of GentleMEAN
WE
BUSINESS J
An Established Businesss on Middle St. man's Furnishing
Goods,
handsome profit. Liberal inducements to
Paying
all of which we sell cheap.
the right parties. Address for two days,
Come and See, and Onr Prices will Convince You.
BUSINESS,
LINED

HEAD BICHiBDSON’S W1IABF.

Yacht for Sale.
FINE Sloop Yacht, 28$ teet long,

we

a

Two Button Kid Gloves

500 Bbls. No. 1 Apples.
500 Bis Silver Skin Onions,

RID GLOVES!

CHENEY BROTHERS,

Why pay from Si.OO

New York and Vermont State.

purposes) on Wbart and at the
sortment offered In Maine.
E^OrderB by mail promptly

formerly
**

by the Bushel

10 cts. to

For Sale
Tubs Choice

yard,

the Barrel !

$1.00

On

500

a

90 c.,

Pocket Books

hand and for sale at low prices.
Specialty work built to order and repairing in all
its branches.
aug 25
tf

Unusual Bargains In Ladies’, Gents’
and Children’s Underwear, Ladies’ for
50 cts., 70 cts., $1.00, $1.25. $1.50 and
$4. Gents’ for 50c, 75c and $1.25. Children’s from 45 cts. to $1.50.

sel8

$1.00

Perfumery by
If it is not Cheap

UNDERWEAR.

Our Motto has

r*

vi

of the writ of habeas corpus, of freedom of
speech and writing, of suffrage, and of the
domestic relation; the third of property
rights and business relations. In this third
part wills, contracts, rules of partnership,

LEAD !

New Fall Shades Trefonsse and Garibaldi two button Gloves. The Garibaldies we sell for

in ali Colors.

Heavy All Wool Empress Cloth 37 1-2 cts.

lO cts. to

$1.75._

book written to defend by the his-

national, and of constitutional powers; the second of personal rights,

STREET,

I

a

intrt itirnu

dTrTgo !

Splendid assortments of Merino,
Fleeced and Balmoral Hose for
Ladies and Children at prices from
10 cts to

The Genesis of New England Churches. By
Leonard Bacon. Harper & Brothers, publishers.
For S3le by Loring, Short & Hannon.

--x-—

& Moore, On Commission!
Red Table Damask ! Owen
WE BUY
Congress St., cor. Brown.

Warrant'd Fast Colors,
Primed 511 Wool Table Covers,

CASCO STREET,

Stylish

Flowers and Feathers !

French and American Flowers in Profusion.

Res; of Mechanic Building.

Light

5.00

Warranted to be heavier than can be found at the same price.

Manufacturers of

Light Carriages

3.00

4.00

“

RARE & BEAUTIFUL BIRDS & WINGS !

Washing made ea«y, put up by H. H. Dow, the
beet thing, labor saving, and will not damage the
finest article.

D. P. H.

$1.00

“

2.25.
2.50,

Superb Ostrich Feathers

Bice, Soap, Be.,

Carriages!

$1.50.

CO,
CUU1W

those Elegant French Styles in Soft French Felt.

Solid Cases of

Canned Roods of all kind*.
Sugar, Coffee and Tea.,
Spice*. Rai.ina, Starch, See.

O’BRION &

Styles, 50 cts. Worth
“

to $3 50
50 c

c.

PORTLAND.

in the

to philosophical disquisition and florid
rhetoric which marked his earlier volumes.
There are fewer statements and inferences
which are calculated to provoke criticism, and
more discoveries iu the field of
original investigation. The work, as a whole, does not call
for review now, but the concluding volume
can be commended as a worth;
ending to the
industrious and loving labors of a lifetime.

tutions,

MIDDLE

HOSIERY !

dency

Equal Low Prices.

C. D, B. FISK &
233

DEPARTMENT.

Felt and Velvet Hats, Latest
“
“
Trimmed “

•

$7.00. $8.00 and $9.00
$30.00 and $31.00

WE ARE ALL READY FOR THE FALL
CAMPAIGN AND NOW LET IT
BEGIN.

1.75
3.00

PORTLAND,
for the State of Maine.

1 llilVJUU

AGES,

from 75

Untrimmed Hats.

Everything

nmnuo

VUll

V l

Working Pants,

Co.,

Jobbers of Fancy Goods,

nn mm

JU M

All Other Garments at

75 cts.

VIVO

Overalls and Jumpers, each

“

96

17T7W

Good Over Coats,
The Best Elysian Beaver Over Coats,

IM-M-E-KT-S-E

QTParticnlir attention Is called to the
method of fastening Bones in this Corset,
which is acknowledged superior to any
other.

Sole

SUITABLE FOB ALL SIZES
A

50 cts
“
60'

“

for
pair
“
“

50 cts.
$1.00
1.85

ments.
A

Better qualities embracing the best Balbrisrsran at the Lowest Prices.

THIS IS THE M0S1

Prince &

“

have put forth.

we

Men’s, Boys’ and Children’s Gar-

WOW LOOK

former price

19 cts. 3
8 “ 13
8 “ 13

•

CORSET!

Merrill,

30 cts.;
35 “

‘I

is Asked into all

OUR IMMENSE STOCK IS FILLED WITH THE LATEST STYLE
OF

BEADED VEILS,

WOW LOOK !

footings.

Investigation

BELTS,

In the Greatest Possible Varieties and at Prices Lower
than the Lowest Prices ever heard of.
WOW LOOK !

PATENT

the

BEADED

335.

oclO

to

GIMPS,

BEADED FRINGES, BEADED BUTTONS,

539 Congress Street.

Ever Offered

own

BEADED

and sell for Cash.

This enables us to undersell ail others who do business on a different
plan. It puts ready Money into onr hands and enables us to buy goods
at figures that credit men know nothing about.
We now steer clear of all Combinations or Customs and stand on our

$5,000.00 WORTH OF

Quality.

900 pair 3-Butlen* at 85 cl* per pair.
Abo 500 pair*, all the new Fell .hade*,
** •#* per pair. Al*e some of a celebrated
■sake at 81.30; da Seatalen at91.50 per
Aba fail aaaerlaaeat af eveaiai
pair.
Shade* from llti Button..
iy Ladles, dtmt flail to avail yourselves or the opportunity ottered.

buy for Cash

Forty years ago George Bancroft published
the first volume of his History of the United
States. In this year 1874 he brings his great
and noble work to a fitting conclusion with
the recognition of the independence of the
United States in November, 1782.
The tenth and closing volume, just published, chronicles the events of the four years
from the fourth of May, 1778 to the thirteenth of November, 1782. His position as
United States Minister at Berlin has given Mr.
Bancroft access to the archives of several for
eign nations and to many important documents and much valuable correspondence. By
the aid of these he has been enabled to throw
light upon some hitherto obscure phases of
the War of Independence, such as the alliance with France, the attitude of Germany
and Russia, and the negotiations for peace.
In this last volume the style of Mr. Bancroft has undergone no perceptible change.
He exhibits the same genius for details, the
same patient research, the same power of
rapid and masterly generalization, the same ten-

This is

AGAINST MISS—
We

the

tA.!Anl«..lL.l,l_19a._
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[n/iii

Wonder !

AIL IN NICE SHADES AND SPLENDID QUALITIES.

Kid Gloves,Kid Gloves
most
and no

REFUNDED.

style elsewhere for less money, BRING IT BACK
paid will be
returned without parley.

At Bmii Iitw JPricea.

Positively the

Poor, Treated Alike,

unworn and uninjured, and the lull amount of money yon

CLOAK ORNAMENTS,

Fringes, Gimps, Beltings

or

If the garment is not exactly what you thought, if the “home folks”
prefer another color or another shape, if yon find that you can buy the

35c per yard and upwards.

and

Rich

same material and

French

GREAT

Deviation,

and sntisiaction guaranteed with every garment sold, or

DETERMINED TO DO IT.

Irons 81.75 per yard upwards.

IN

no

POLITE ATTENTION GUARANTEED TO ALL.

Turquoise Silk

Beaded

h

Marking Every Garment in plain Figures.

Velvets,

ALSO

Plan

Guaranteeing prices lower than the lowest,
having hat

‘1 >-{^

;;\r

....

—OF—

—

started business has proved to be

we first

of the

covery of

Assuring Equal Rights to All! Silencing Objectors!
Ruling out the Possibility of Unfairness,

Unheard of Prices.

To

SHADES

For Hats, Bonnets

United States, from tre DisAmerican Continent.
By
George Bancrott. Vol X. Boston: Little,Brown
& Co. For sale by Loring. Short & Harmon.

!

Upward

Synopsis of Our

DOWN,

DOWN,

IN ALL THE

Al*o

Recent Publications.

JMMENSE_SUCCESS

•*

GOODS ARE MARKED

OFFERED

PiKli AVI Cl

adopted when

we

!

FIRED

Unequaled.
Bargains
ARE
Silk Web

SATURDAY MORNING, OCT. 17, 1874

an

_

NEW

THE PRESS.

EXCELSIOR !

see

TEEMS 88.00 PEE ANNUM IN ADVANCE.

1874.

History

THF MAINE STATE PRESS
is published every Thursday Morning at
$2.50
year, if paid in advance, at $2.00 a year.

17,

MISCELLANEOUS.

MISCELLANEOUS.__

__

OCTOBER

MORNING,

PORTLAND, SATURDAY

PRESS

Published eTery day (Sundays excepted) by the

Terms:

YOL. 13.

PRESS.

Theory of Fine Art. By Joseph Torrey. New
York: Scribner, Armstrong & Co. For sale
by
Loring, Short & Harmon.

Natural taste aud inclination, a residence
abroad, and a thorough education and broad
culture in art have eminently fitted Professor
Torrey for the work he has undertaken. The
volume under review consists of a series of
lectures delivered by him while professor in
the university of Vermont. That these lectures form an admirable treatise upon the
theory of fine art will be readily acknowledged
by the critical reader. The subject is treated
both historically and philosophically, aud the
author’s own observations in European galleries are made good use of. The ideality of
art, the culture of the imagination, the relation of art to nature, the standard of taste,
sculpture, painting, music, poetry, and architecture are dwelt upon, and freshly and lovingly treated. The style is clear, concise and
picturesque, and the matter is admirably arranged. We gladly welcome this effort, so
worthy of success and eminently adapted to
command it, to stimulate art study in this
country. The book deserves very general perusal.
the lily

and the Cross, a Tale op Acadia.
By James de Mile. Boston: Lee & Shepard. For
sole by Francis Coffin.

A book from Professor de Mille is always
welcome, if ouly on account of its delightful
extravagance. The present venture has no
such deep, and It may be said [improbable,
mystery as was found in the pages of the
“Cryptogram,” but it is bright and fresh and
vastly entertaining, The story is a story of a

setooner which

bears the odd title of “Rev.
Amos Adams,”but which is commonly known
by the shorter name of “The Parson.” Its
captain,“Zion Awake Jordan,”is one of those
absurdly amusing characters which De Mille
loves to paint. There is a pretty story of love
and adventure connected with the cruise of
the “Parson” to the romantic land of Acadia*
Choice Receipts By M. S. TV. Boston: J. B. Osgood & Co. Portland: Bailey & Noyes.
This seems to be a compact hand-book containing none but reliable and choice receipts

for everyday

We are assured that every
receipt given will bear the test of experiment,
that the writer has accepted nothing from
tradition, and that each receipt is the practical result of repeated trials by several hands,
and like a proverb represents the wit of many.
The volume is elegantly gotten up, and blank
leaves give ample chance for the housewife to
add her own pet receipts.
use.

Magazines.
Harper’s Magazine for November, closing
the forty-ninth volume, brings to its readers a
rich and varied feast of novelties. The number opens with an interesting article on the
Bahamas, beautifully illustrated. M. D. Conway continues his illustrated papers on Decorative Art and Architecture in England; and
Professor Newcomb concludes his popular
Talks of an Astronomer, which are profusely
llustrated.
Martin A. Howell, Jr., contributes an entertaining illustrated article on the
Water-fowl of the West. A grand poem, en-

titled Sibylla Cumana, illustrated by Frederis contributed by Commander William
Gibson.
Senor Castelar’s remarkable papers are continued ; and there is, from the pen of R. H.
Horne, a thrilling novelette of twenty pages
in length. A short story, Wooed by an Attache, is contributed by the author of Joseph
the Jew and A Sack of Gold.
This number also contains the continuation of Raps of the Gamp—a serial story of
unusual interest; and poems by Joaquin Miller and Kate Hillard.
The most striking feature of the number is
the commencement of a series of papers published under the title of The First Century
of the Republic, which the publishers announce will continue through more than
twenty numbers of the magazine—each paper
being devoted to some special department of
progress, and altogether constituting a complete history of our national development
during the century closing in 1876. Each paper is prepared by the most competent writer,
selected with reference to literary ability as
well as special knowledge.
The United States Official Posted Guide
is a new and valuable publication intended to be the official organ ot the Post
Office Department at Washington, with the
general public, as well as with postmasters.
It is prepared at the department and cantains rates of postage at home on various
classes of mail matter, and rates to foreign
countries. It gives fall directions about the
registry of letters; a list of all the Money
Order Offices In the country, with directions
how to obtain an order, with rates, and the
names of all offices that give orders on Great
Britain.
It
Germany, and Switzerland.
contains a complete alphabetical list of ail
the Post Offices
in the United Stales,
and a
list of ail
the
aroffices
ranged by counties in the several states.
It has, besides, the chief regulations of
the Post
Office Department
and minute instructions and suggestions to the public. In short, it answers all the questions
which one is constantly compelled to ask at
the post office, and is indispensable to business and professional men.
The Guide is
published quarterly, under contract with the
Post Office Department at Washington, H.
O. Houghton & Co., Boston: Hurd and
Houghton, New York, and subseriptions will
be received at the post office.
The October number of the North American Review contains some notable articles.
The opening contribution,by Mr.D. A. Wasson,
has the caption “The Modern Type of Oppression.” The problems of commerce and
credit, of capital aud labor, and of corporations and monopolies are wisely treated, and
the good and the evil of them contrasted.
“Exact Science in America” is the title of
Mr. Simon Newcomb’s comparative estimate of the progress and attained results of
exact science in this country and in Europe—
an estimate which is not
flattering to us.
Mr. Filz Edward Hal) contributes a philological criticism of Oliphant’s “Sources of
Standard English,’’and unsparingly condemns
the many affectations in the use of obsolete
words which are gaining currency.
Mr. Gamaliel Bradford has a thoughtful
and instructive financial article in which he
gives Mr. Walter Bagehot and his “Lombard
Street” a hauling over the coals.
The history of Tweedism and the New
York municipal “ring”is exhaustively treated
in a fifty page article, and valuable lessons
drawn from the experience of the metropolis.
The book reviews, fifteen iu number, are
up to the usual high standard of excellence
and are fuller than is customary.
The Unitarian Review for October opens
with a scholarly and highly interesting article on The Nestorian and Eutychlan Phases
of the Trinitarian Controversy, by the Rev.
Edward H. Hall.
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his thoughtful and entertaining papers on
mathematics,
A well-considered paper ou The Similarities
of Physical and Religious Knowledge, by the
Rev. James T. Bixby will be of interest in
the light of the growing discussion as to the
relations of science and religion.
The Shoemaker of |Gorlitz, is a sketch of
the life, work and opinions of Jacob
Bohme,
by R. E. Thompson.
The Things That Please God is a sermon
by
the Rev. Dr. A. P. Peabody.
J. Viollier contributes au entertaining paper on Modern Switzerland.
The Editor’s Note Book contains much interesting comment, and the book notices are
readable and well-considered.
Books Received.
Eornn Done. A Romance of Exmoor.
By E. D. Blackmore, author of "Maid of Sker,”
&«. &c. Paper, 280 pp., price 75 cents. No. 421 of
the “Library of Select Novels.” New York: Harper & Brothers. Portland: Loring, Short & Harmon.

9qnire Arden. A Novel. By Mrs. Oliphant,
author of “Chronicles ol Carlir.gford.” &c. &c.
Paper, 192 pp., price 75 cents. No. 420 of the
“Library of Select Novels.” New York: Harper
& Brothers. Portland: Loring, Short & Harmon,
km’s Illustrated Almanac far 1874. Paper,
48 pp., profusely illustrated, price 25 cents. New
York: Harper «& Brothers. Portland: Loring,
Short & Harmon.
A History of Germany, from the Earliest
Times. Founded on Dr. David Mailer’s “History of the German People.” By Charlton T.
Lewis. Cloth, 709 pp., with maps and illustrations. New York: Harper & Brothers. Portland: Loring, Short & Harmon.

Campaigning on the Oxns, and the Full of
Khiva. By J. A. Mac Gahan, correspondent of
“New York Herald. Cloth. 438 pp., with map
and numerous Illustrations. New York: Harper
& Brothers. Portland: Loring, Short & Harmon.
the

Cloth of Gold, and Other Poems.
By
Thom»3 Bailey Aldrich. Cloth, tinted leaves, 184
pp., price *150. Boston: J. E. Osgood & Co.
Portland: Bailey & Noyes.
The Building of

Clark,
Cloth,

M.

D.,

a

author

Brain.
of “Sex

By Edward H.
In Education.”
Boston: J. B. Osgood

price *125.
& Co. Portland: Bailey & Noyes,
Cholco Receipts. By M. S. W. Cloth, 200 pp.,
153 pp.,

ft
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land: Bailey * Noyes.
The Blary of a House.
French of Viollet-Lc-Duc,
Illustrated by tbe author.
281pp., price f3. Boston:
Portland: Bailey & Noyes.
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Translated from tbe

by George M. Towle.
Cloth, rouged leaves,
J. B. Osgood * Co.

The Political, Personal, and Property
Bights of a Citizen of the United Butte*.
By Tbeophllus Parsons, LB. D. Cloth, 738 pp.
Hartford: S. S. Scranton * Co. For sale by sub-

scription.
Quiet Hoars; a Collection of Poems. Clotb,
rouged leaves, 182 pp. Boston: Roberts Brothers.
•
Portland: Loring, Short & Harmon.
My Bister Jeannie. A Novel. By George Sand.
Translated from the French by S. B. Crocker.
Cloth, 213 pp. Boston: Roberts Brothers. Portland ; Loring, Short & Harmon.
The English in Ireland in the Eighteenth
Centnry. By James Anthony Froude. Volumes I and II.
Cloth, 2019 pp., price |2 90 a volume.
New York: Scribner, Armstrong & Co.
Portland: Loring, Short * Harmon.
Pupa’s Pretty Gift Book. Cloth, price $2,
illustrated with 150 pictures. New York: Thomas
Nelson*Sons. Portland: Dresser, JlcLcllan *
Co.
The Western World. Picturesque Sketches of
Nature and Natural History in North and South
America. By William H. G. Kingston. Cloth, 736
pp., illustrated. London and New York: T. Nelson* Sons. Portland: Dresser, McLellan & Co.

The most economical Governor in the Union
ia the Governor of Wisconsin. The Chief Justice of that Commonwealth rendered a decision
weeks ago, in the railroad cases, which
was thought the most important decision that
But the Govwas ever rendered in that state.
ernor sent a message to the Chief Justice requesting him to cut down his opinion to about
one Ihird or one-half its present length, because

some

it will cost too much to print it.
There is, perhaps, some excuse for spelling
Culpeper with an extra p, but no leniency
should be shown the man who makes Sumpter
of Sumter, and Bingampton of Binghamton.—

Louisville Courier-Journal.
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TRUE STORY OF HOME LIFE IN PORTLAND.

J

My patient aud long suffering “partner”
goes by the name of John, but he couldn’t be
more perfect if bis name was Theophilus Gnstavus and as for knowing any
more—why,
bless you, he knows everything. He
has, however, one fault which I am obliged to mention
and that is extravagance, and especially extravagance iu overshoes. Somehow he insists
buying overshoe*/ till the house is full of
*♦
them.
He came home one night lost winter with a
very nice pair, and, a day or two after, I discovered our frolicsome offspring bad converted
tho off shoe into a huge mau-of-war, the kitchen sink into a mighty ocean—a piece of candle
in a bottle into a beacon light. I was pleased
to see the dears having a good time and soaking don’t really hurt rubber—and I’m sure I
didn’t see anything to groan about when one
on

got spoiled.

Children must

play

with some-

thing.
But I cherished that left one tenderly—1
it as a memento—I couldn’t do
ADythis^
else with it.

kept

Before many days John appeared with a bran
pair. 1 thanked him. I was proud cf

new

him.

It was nice to feel

pair in the house; and

that we had a new
I could let the baby

now

have the old odd one for a eart and let him
punch off the rubber if be wauted to.

But I think I must have given the
angel one
of the new ones by mistake for, somehow
another was left. I acknowledged roy error!
I said I was sorry. John swore—he didn’t
mean to but he did though he didn’t realize it

himself;—he

said he would go with wet feet
and die—he said he wanted to die—then he
called me names.

Well, I kept the family on hash and things,
and in course of time John again bought two
more pair, and we were all happy once more. I
put them carefully away with the others with
true wifely zeal. Bat sometime daring the last
spring cleaning I got

tired of seeing the odd
shoes kicking round so with an energy not uuusual at such times, I put them into the rubbish barrel. They wouldn’t bring much as
rags, and all the wooden legs ofl our friends

were lefts, and the dear children
little tired of overshoes.

getting

were

a

Alas! even here was I the victim of circumstances—for in overlooking our winter habiliments the other day, we discovered
orershocs side by side.

four left

It wasn’t the old ones after all that got away
in the rubbish barrel.
This time John didn’t say anything for a long
tiin?—he didn’t feel like it—he didn’t feel well
—he didn’t like keeping house—be wanted to
board round; then he said he might take a trip
to

California for the winter

of the

account

on

climate—be thought perhaps he might live

longer there. Then he said I was a dear creature—but he felt weak and would lie down a
little while.
Now we keep them on a silver salver in the
parlor. We don’t have to pay taxes on them—
but they don’t bring iu anything—so to speak—
towards the support of our numerous family—
but they look pretty—and looks is by no means
to be despised. Perhaps I may train some ivies
in them as soon as we get five—an odd aud
lucky number; for, as winter is coming, I don’t
suppose anything will occur to stop John’s extravagance in this line.
And I am,
His Maby Ann.

News anfrOther Items.
Rents are thirty per cent, lower in Chicago
this year.
Mrs. Wilson, the author of St. Elmo, spends
her time between wrestling with Confucius
and the Greek philosophers, and feeding chickens.

Postmaster General Jewell is just as handand agreeable as a woman, and h's fleecy
white hair, clear, rosy complexion, merry,
twinkling eyes and perfect white teeth play the
very mischief with the women. So says a correspondent of the Ccuiie:
some

1

A man who can pen a fine essay may write
indifferent verse, while a versatile versifier may
fail in essaying an essay. A friend of ours, a
short time since, composed some lines on “The
Robin,” which were decidedly bad, though he
is always excellent on “a lark.”— rRnatnn
Ulobe.
Out at Zanesville, O., the yonng gentlemen
wear a satin badge bearing the
words, " Hire a
hall,” under the lappel of their coats, and
when boared by inveierate talkers they jast
turn up the lappel and display the badge. The
plan is said to work finely.
Gem from the dramatic ciitic of the Wooster

(0.) Republican: “Miss Mionie Wallace, as
Affray, is excruciatingly funny and most exquisitely piquant Explosiveness sits well upon
her, while her ghostly fear and fits of insubordination and submission were neatly and most

artistically rendered.”
Postmaster General

custom, which, to

Jewell

some

follows the old

extent, still obtains, ot

returning unofficial visits by card. A person,
for instance, calls npon him to pay his respect",
either at the Post Office Department, or at his
hotel, and in recognition of the courtesy. Got.
Jewell,

on the following
day, sends him his
card.
The New York Times calls loudly for an
American claret, and says its use, “with water,” would avert many of the evil effects of
our climate and habits of life, and check many
diseases. It trusts that for moral, sanitary and
economic reasons oar cheap grapes may bring
us a time of cheap light
wines, and that tho

long-looked-for “American claret” will soon
make its appearance.
Mr. Sampson, the financial editor of the
London Times, has been compelled to resign on
acconnt of

being mixed op in stock specnlalations including the notorious “Emma Mine.”
When appointed to the important position be
pledged himself never to eogage, directly or
indirectly, in any stock speculation which
might come bofore him for report or comment.

SOMETHING

NEW !

FAKKAND’S IUPKOVED

Self-Folding Tucker

and

ble Hemmer.

Adjustafor Sew-

The most useful attachment ever inveuted
ing Machines.

Th* only one which has a Folding Slide,
which keeps the tuck or hew perfectly eves,

Doing away with creasing, measuring or folding by
hand, thereby making a great saving of time and
labor.

It will tuck any thickness or goods, from
Lace to Broadcloth, The Hemmer attacked will
hem nnv rioairnd width from ohm fourth to two aiu! a
fourth iuches. It needs only to bo seen to be appro*

elated.

Reduced Frio© $2.50,

MRS. STEPHEN B. SMITH,
Bale Agent far Pari land,

JuSOtt

NO. 137 OXFORD STREET.

RICHARDSON & CROSS.
LUMBER
Commission Merchants.
Special attention paid

Southern

to

furnishing

Pine
—

AND

Lumber

~

Timber for Ships, Bridges, Facto*
ries, Railroads, Ac,
either at mill

or

delirerod.

West India and South American Cargoes
furnished to order.

No. 1 1-3 UNION WHARF
aul8

Islwttt

PORTLAND, MAINE.

COAT!
OF TUB BEST GRADES.
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Every regular attache of the Press is furnished
with a Card certificate countersigned by Stanley T
Pullen, Editor. All railway, steamboat and hotel
managers will confer a favor upon us by demanding
eredcntials of evcrffcersou claiming to represent our

Journal, as we have information that several “bummers” are seeking courtesies in the name of be
Press, and we have no disposition to be, even assively, a party to such frauds.
We do not read anonymous letters and communications.. The name and address of the writer are in
all eases indispensable, not necessarily for publication
bit as a guaranty of good faith.
We cannot undertake to return or reserve communications that are not used.

Portland and the Grand Trunk Railway.
The enterprise and liberality displayed by
the Grand Trunk Railway Cotn^any under
its new management is ^ain turning the attention of our citizens to its importance to
Portland and tending to restore the popularity it formerly enjoyed in this community.
Those among us who have been inclined to
criticise and find fault with its lack of cnter_
prise, tardy movements and want of accom.
modation are beginning to appreciate the
magnitude of the institution and to under,
stand that while the Grand Trunk has moved
slowly it has moved and moved substantially;
"i wc have often had geod causa
its management, as regards
_of Portland, we ought to parkm,
don much to a corporation which has furnished us such a magnificent line of railway,
connecting us with Canada and the West,
and, by its steamship connections, with Europe, and has lifted from our shoulders all the
burdens undertaken by us to secure its constiuction. Acorporation which has invested
fifty million dollars in a line of railway from
which they have received no dividends,
the advantages of which have thus far been
all in our favor, deserves not only our friend,
ly forbearance for its mistakes, hut our cooperation and material aid in whatever tends
to make it a success. The amount required
nVion(TO fkn

mi'inn
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the other necessary improvements incident
thereto, is so enormous that it could not be
readily obtained eveD with the high credit
and great resources of this powerful company. Since President Potter became con
nectea with the road, in 1869, twenty million
dollars have been expended in extending, improving and equipping it, nearly live millions
of which were absorbed by the change of
gauge alone. It required time to bring the
English stockholders up to the adoption of a
policy involving such vast expenditures in an
enterprise which had made no returns upou
previous investments, and to secure the
necessary loans after authority had been obtained by the Directors.
President Potter, himself a man of great
wealth and having the confidence of the capitalists of Great Britain, afier comiug to this
side of the water and examining personally
into the condition of the Grand Trunk, its
necessities and capabilities, finally succeeded
in obtaining the means to change the gauge
aud put the road in first class condition for
business.
Not only has the gauge been
changed to conform to that of the New England and western roads but more than 803
miles of new steel rails have been laid, wood
en bridges have been replaced by iron, locomotives have been built by the huudred and
cars by the thousand, until the road has
been made one of the best in the country,
in its permanent way and equipment. It is
now capable of moving all the freight oflered,
not only for transatlantic shipment but for
home consumption—and the only great drawback to its success now is the want of terminal facilities here in Portland lor the transhipment of freight destined for Europe. The
capacity of the road has been more than
doubled, while the facilities for transacting its
hneinoco
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diminished by the disastrous fire of last year
which destroyed the wharves and warehouses
of the company and the elevator and other
buildings used by it iu connectiou with the
Jinea of ocean steamers at Galt’s wharf.
The result is that the business which we
have made such exertions to bring to our
city and which the comparatively moderate
outlay of a few hundred thousand dollars
would enable us to retain and increase ten
fold, is in danger, through our own apathy
and neglect, of passing from us to our more
powerful commercial rivals. Great railway
lines to the West can be sustained only in
connection with ocean steamers and oceau
steamers can be secured only by offering adequate facilities for the cheap handling of
freight. Our city is fortunate in the possession of great natural advantages in geographical position; in the safety and capacity
of its harbor and in being the terminus of
one of the longest and best appointed railway
lines on the continent having an established
section with first class lines of
steamers.

European
But all these great advantages

will not enable us to secure and retain the
usiness which we have so long struggled to
'tain unless we supplement them by such
it :ovements as are needed to make them
available.
The Grand Trunk Company have built
and equipped a great line for bringing to us
the products of Canada and the West. They
have ready to connect with them lines of
ocean steamers which any commercial city in
the world would esteem an acquisition,
They are interested in making this port the
Atlantic terminus of their road and have the
influence to create and direct business to oar
city. But they cannot be expected to do all
this if our citizens stand by indifferent and do
nothing to co-operate with them in making
successful a line originally established for our
benefit. We can afford to do much in this
direction because what has thus far been done
has cost us comparatively nothing, and what
is now to be done will briDg certain and immediate returns.
The company has performed Its part iu bringing
to us the
products of the West and of Europe. It is
our part to find the facilities for Us storage
auu

(.rausmpuieui.

We understand that stroug inducements
are being offered to proprietors of the steamship lines which we have heretofore regarded
as our own, to leave us
entirely, as they already have partially,and to make Boston their
terminus. Such a change of the ocean steamship lines would, of necessity, carry with it a
change of the terminus of the Grand Trunk
Bailway from Portland to Boston, leaving
Portland a way station on the line.
Every
effoit should be made by our citizens, not on
ly to prevent the possibility of such a result,
but to secure for our city the full benefit to
be derived from the great railway and steamship lines which we have been so fortunate as
to secure.

Pebhaps the annual report of the Western Union Telegraph
Company affords as
good an example as can be found of the state
of business during the year.
The fiscal year
ending June 30, showed a falling off of $70,000 in gross receipts, and $250,000 in net
profits, consequent upon the dullness in business.
The account since then, however,
shows an increase in profits amounting to
$100,000 a month. This may be taken as a
strong indication of revival in general business

during

the last few months.

Oub valued contemporary in Bangor labors
to induce its readers to believe that, because the Pbess protests against its gross
and unjustifiable personal assault upon a
gentleman formerly connected with this paper, we thereby endorse and sympathize with
th utterances which are charged to him.
For language concerning “misrepresentation
to the extent of actual
falsehood,” overhaul
your Whig and Courier, and when fonnd
make a note.
Mb. Gbeen, the New York
Comtroller, is
still at his figures. His latest calculation
is
that Tweed and his friends increased the

city

debt $81,000,000 in two and one half
years,
and that during the same time they stole
$25,000,000. Such expert thieves were never
known before. The present city debt is nom-

inally $153,000,000.

ELECTIONS.

BY TELEGRAPH.
MATTERS IN MAINE.
The Pophmu Explosion.
Bath, Oct 1G.—Melville Potter, the cook on
the steamer Popham, who was so badly scalded
by the explosion Wednesday, died this after38 yeirs of age aud leaves a
Win. H. Allen, the fireman killed, was about
20 years of age, an
orphan, and had no relatives here. An investigation by the board of inspectors as to the
cause of the explosion has been going on, bnt

noon.

He

was

IOW A.
Democratic Congressman Claimed.
New York, Oct 1G.—The World’s special
from Dubuque says that L. L Ainsworth is
elected to Congress in the 3d (Dubuque) districts by a majority of 191. Official returns are
in from all but one townsbip, and that will
not change the result.
Ainsworth is the first
Democrat elected to Congress
from Iowa since
"
1852.

wife but no children.

decision as yet has beeu arrived at.
Sank Defaulter.
Boston, Ocs. 16.—The teller of the First
National Bank of Auburn, Maine, Is a defaulter. Amount between §1000 and §2000.

no

HAMPSHIRE.

NEW

Portsmoatli Items.
Portsmouth, Oct. 16.- The Newburyport
Veterans returned from their visit to Dover
this morning, dined at the Rockingham House
and are visiting the navy yard this afternoon
by invitation of the officers and will return
home this evening.
The funeral of Archibald A. Peteison, late
of New York, was attended at the Universalist
church this afternoon. Rev. Dr. Chapin was
Mr. Peterson
expected but did not arrive.
carried one of the “Banners of Welcome” in
the procession to receive Lafayette here fifty
years ago last month.

MASSACHUSETTS.
Excitement in the (thee Trade.
Boston, Oct. 16.—'The excitement in the shoe
trade,caused by a large number of suits brought
for infringement of the Gallatine patent for
pegging, culminates in a convention of all New
England manufacturers here to-morrow, to
take steps to oppose the demands of the patent.
Killed by n Pall.
Edward Culiman fell through an open
hatchway in a store on Commerce street, this
afternoon, and was killed.

NEW YORK.
The Scandal Sain.
Nbw York, Oct 1G.—A writ of issue wai
served to-day on the counsel of Henry Ward
Beecher in the Tilton libel suit case, and will
be placed on the November calendar.
The grand jury of the Oyer and Terminer
Court of Brooklyn brought in an indictment
against Demas Barnes for libel for the publication of an article in the Brooklyn Argus, intimating that improper relations had existed
Hi.tn.pn ttip

lata

Mrs.

Henrv O. Bowen

and

Kev. H. W. Beecher. By consent the case was
transferred to the Brooklyn City Court for a
hearing at the next term.
Peabody Fund
The board of trustees of the Peabody Educational Fund were in session all day yesterday.
Ex-Governor Winthrop, who is in Europe and
one of the trustees, sent a letter, embodying his
views of the work to be done for the coming
year and the distribution of the fund. The
board will consider the necessities of each state
and distribute the money in their care in such a
manner as they judge will best meet the wishes
of the late Mr. Peabody. The session of the
trustees will close to-day, and the report will be
given to the public.
Southern State

Honda.

A Herald despatch states that an agent of
foreign holders of Southern state bonds has
arrived in New Orleans to settle the debt of the
state held by them, amounting to $25,000,000.
The basis of settlement is the funding of the
debt for thirty years at four or five per cent,
interest per annum. He finds he cannot settle
the debt of Louisiana, because he cannot find
any legitimate government. Other Southern
states by their Governors have accepted the
above proposition, and it only remains to be
The
ratified by the different legislatures.
grand total of such debt of all the Southern
states is one hundred millions.
A Negro Bolt.
A New Orleans despatch to the Herald says
that the colored delegates to the parish convention bolted the nomination of Badger (white)
for criminal sheriff, and nominated a negro
named. Boutte. The delegates then adopted a
resolution of confidence in Pinehback, who
leads the opposition to Kellogg, and requesting
the United (States Senate to admit him to a
seat
Phelps Again Convicted.
Alhany, Oct. 10.—The third trial of Phelps
resulted in a verdict guilty of larceny. Sentence deferred to Monday, when a motion will
be made to carry the case to a higher court.

WASHINGTON.
A Breeze in tbe)Patent Office.
Washington, Oct. 16—A lady clerk employed in the Patent Office, in an interview
with Assistant Secretary Cowan to-day, assumed the entire responsibility of gatering subscriptions from clerks and other employees of
that office, to purchase a tea-set for presenta-
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informed her admission could concern only herself, and not exempt other contributors,
the law requiring a summary discharge of
those in the government service who contribute for such purposes. Definite action will not
be taken until the return of Secretary Delano,
who is daily expected. There is no way of
evading the law except by discharging the contributors aud reappointing them.
Treasury Balances.
The following are the Treasury balances today Curreucy, $14,068,508; special deposit of
legal tenders for redemption of certificates of
was

deposit, $58,150,000; coin, $78,877,848, including
coin certificates, $23,660,000; outstanding legal
tenders, $382,000,000.

The Union Pacific Railroad.
The Commission appointed to see if the Union Pacific Kailroad had complied with the
recommendations of a former commission appointed by Secretary Cox have reported. They
say the road has expended $2,215,976 more for
construction than the $1,380,000 which the
former condition reported. The road has more
than complied with ail the recommendations
except in locating its machine shops at Evanstown instead of at the Junction, where they
failed to obtain suitable property. The reports
concludes that the company has complied with
the recommendations at a cost of $115,214,587.79. The commissioners think the road is
first class.
Removal of Clerks.
The notice heretofore given by Secretary
Bristow that it was his intention to remove all
but one in a family in the employ of the Treasury was in a partial measure put into execution
to-day by notification sent to twenty-five clerks
that their services wonld be no longer required
after the first proximo. The blow fell particularly heavy in Treasurer Spinner’s bureau.

ARKANSAS

73,000 Conservative Majority.
Little Rock, Oct. 16.—Returns from 11 additional counties sustain last night's estimate
of 75,000 majority for the constitution. State
ticket beaded by Garland for Governor runs
about even with the constitution. So far but
three counties voted against the constitution,
namely: Phelps, Jefferson and Lincoln. The
Republicans have elected but eight or ten
members of the Assembly.
INDIANA.
The Legislature.
Indianapolis, Oct. 1G.—More complete returns from all the legislative districts in the
state, show the following results:
The Senate stands—Democrats, 23; Republicans, 21; Independent, 3.
In the House the Democrats have 52, Republicans, 37, and Independents, 11.
Tue Democratic majority on the state ticket
will piobably reach 18,000.

INDIANS.
Destruction of n Comanche Village.
New York, Oct. 1G.—Details of McKenzie’s
recent raid state that after several skirmishes
the command came upon the Comanche village
in a deep canon near the head of the Red
River, about daybreak. They were obliged to
charge down a precipice of 500 to 800 feet into
a valley half a mile wide, where the Indian
lodges were strung for some three miles. The
descent took nearly an hour.
After driving the Indians through the whole
village, McKenzie ordered their lodges burned
and the captured cattle to be secured. During
the fight five Indians were killed, and probably
ten or twelve wounded.
There were 1,106 horses ami mules captured,
from which 360 of the best were selected, and
the remainder shot to prevent their falling into
the hands of hostile Indians. All the lodges
were burned, and the loss to this particular
band of Indians is about irreparable. This is
believed to be the most effective blow dealt on
this frontier during the last two year3.
Among the plunder found in the lodge were
new blankets, fresh from the reservations, the
best breech-loading arms, with plenty of metallic cartridges, one mule being found packed
with 5,000 rounds, and another loafed with
lead and powder in kegs, bales of calico and
turkey red, sacks of Minneapolis and Osage
Mission flour, groceries of all kinds in profusion. Indeed they seemed to be richer in
everything than the white men who behave
themselves.
General McKenzie was looking for auother

village.
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Congressional Nominations.

Boston, Oct. 15.—J. M. S. Williams was
nominated to Congress by the Republicans of
the 8th district to-day. A strong effort made
to bring forward cx-Governor Claflin was de

feated.
New Yoke, Oct. 1G.—Two Liberals were
nominated by the Tammanyitcs last night for
Congress, one of them being a brother of Ros-

Conkling.

Alex. Stephen* oa the President.
In a two and a half hour’s speech at Augusta, Ga., last nigbt, A. H. Stephens said that
Grant had done his duty, and that the civil
rignts bill would destroy the public schools.
He saw no objection to a third term. He said
that Grant should not be abused for his Louisiana policy, counselled obedience to the laws,
and was hopeful of the future of the country.

SPORTING.
Bcncoa Park.
Boston, Oct. 1G.—The October races at Beacon Park were concluded this afternoon.
The
weather was very pleasant and the attendance
quite large. There was but one regular race on
the card, that for a purse of |600 for horses that
never beat 2.29.
Of seven entries five started,
and the race was won by Flora Belle in three
heats.
Time—2
straight
29, 2.29$, 2.30$.
Keene Trotting Park.
Keene, Oct. 16.—The races to-day at the
meeting of the Keene Riding Park Association
were largely attended and very spirited.
In
the race open to all for a purse of $700 the following was the score:
B. 8. Wright, c. m. Molly Morris,
111
F. M. Wetherbee, b. m. Jean Inglow,
2 4 2
G. S. Fogg, c. m. Lady Williams,
3 2 5
R. Denuing, b. g. Lew Ires,
5 3 3
O. J. Peck, b. m. Flora,
4 5 4
Time—2.36, 2.36|, 2.40.
In the 2 50 class, for a purse of $400, Barney
Crossman won two heats, Schoolmaster two,
and Jenny two, when the race was postponed
till to-morrow morniDg.
Kind
Naw Haven, Oct.
of New York, having
per in this city that

Reading.

16.—Dr. Geo. M. Beard
stated in a letter to a paJ. R. Brown, the mind
reader, accomplished his feats by trickery or
other means than claimed by him, Mr. Brown
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Thursday evening,

and
him. Brown has been submitting his
to the professors of the scientific school
amination, and they are satisfied of his
next
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Leaky Grand Jury.
Salt Lake, Oct. 1G.—The grand jury was
lectured this morning by the Court as tn the
duty of secrecy and threatened with punishA

if discovered disclosing their proceedings.
Ihis aciion was no doubt called forth by the
fact that officers have been hunting for the
wives of George Q Cannon as witnesses, but
found his residence locked and every one absent.
ft is stated that Cannon has also absented himself to escape the United States Marshal.
ment

The President in Chicago.
Chicago. Oct. 1G.—The President and wife
arrived here this eveningfrom Springfield. The
President has taken rooms at the Palmer House
and will remain in the city until after the wedding of Col. Fred Grant, on the 20th inst.
METEOROLOGICAL.
PROBABILITIES FOB THE NEXT
HOURS

been acquitted.
The new baritone, Taglipictra, appeared in
Brooklyn, Thursday night, and created a sensa-

tion.
The motion to correct the record in Tweed ’a
case was up before Judge Brady yesterday. No
decision.
A New Orleans despatc hto the Tribune says
a parade of about 1000 negroes took place there
Thursday night, they being members of the
first and third ward Democratic clubs.
They
were escorted by about 300 members of the
White League and kindred political organizations, to protect them from threatened insults
and attack of the whites.
A Herald special says Dockray is at Santander. He landed destitute and nearly naked.
direction of Gen. Cushing he was supplied
By
with clothes by the American consul at Santander. Gen. Cushing at the same time telegraphed to Washington for instructions, but no answer was received up to the eveuiug of the 28th.
It appears that our government can do nothing
=
in the case but request Dockray’s restoration
The Manchester, N. H„ water works, commenced in 1872, were flnishod yesterday at an
expence of $674,384 83.
The 10th Massachusetts Democratic congressional district convention, adjourned
yesterday,
after appointing a committee to select candidates.
Steamers engaged in laying the Direct cable
have all coaled and only wait for
repairs to the
Faraday’s rudder, when it will sooa be Com-

pleted.

Tbe warrant for the execution of (Jddersohk
read to him Thursday.
He showed no
emotion. He said he was reconciled to his fate
and prefers death to a life sentence
He still
asserts his innocence.
Base ball at New York—Atlan tics 3, Hartfords 2.
Samuel Armstrong struck his brother Henry
on the head with a hammer, in Newark
yesterday, inflicting a dangerous wound.
was

n.

little

V ab Dep’t, Office Chief Signal 1
OfficeK; Washington, D. 0.,
>
Oct. 17, (1 A. M.)
For New England,
A falling barometer, southwest winds, wijh
warm and partly cloudy weather.

)

FOREIGN.

Foreign Expona.
MATANZAS. Schr Nellie F Sawyer—3700 shooks
and heads, 2000 box shooks.
ST. JOHN. NB. Br Schr Milo—800 bbls flour.
Foreign Imports.
ST. JOHN, NB.
Steamer City of Portland—

3 horses and 1 sulky to G H Bailey; 2 cases skins to
C H Fliug; 94 boxes herring and 120 cases syrup to
G T Railroad; 1 pkg merchandise to F A Pierce.

AS

K. II

AUAA,

VVd.

AM,-1U

19

XCJJUILCU

LUUll IUC

Secretary of the Treasury has declared bis intention to allow custom officers who furnish information or seize smuggled goods thirty per
cent, of the value of the seizure, and fifty per
cent, where great violence is shown. Informers outside are to receive twenty per cent.
Fire Record.
The tug Douglass was burned at Detroit,
and John Cassidy, firemau, drowned. Loss $18,000.
Bodell’s saw mill at Cato, Mich., is burned.
Loss $12,000.
The bouse and barn of J. Sullivan in Millburn, Mass., was burned Thursday night. Loss,
$7000; insured for $4500 in Boston and Worces
ter companies.
Six hundred dollars in money
was burned in the house.
A fire broke out yesterday in the carding
room of the Granite woolen mill in Pascaog, K.
I, owned by A. S. Sayles. Fire was extinguished with a loss of $20,000. Insurance $140,317 in 42 offices, largely in Pennsylvania and
western offices.
Fre law. night at 552 Broadway, N. Y., damaged stocks of Steibel & Co., manufacturers of
fancy caps, $10,000; Meyer & Co., importers,
$2500; Hollingsworth & Leeds, dealers in laces,
$5000; building $2500 and minor losses $1500.

Fargery Case—Workmen Buried.
Oct. 15.—The case of Lamar

Philadelphia,

C. Johnson and Maria Furoy, charged with
forgery of transfers of city loans two years ago
amounting to $20,000, was heard in the Quarter Sessions to-day.
The matter created attention at the time and
subsequently, and latterly
was supposed to have been settled.
The parties were again arrested in the early part of tbe
present week, and given a speedy trial. After
an hour’s deliberation the jury rendered a verdict of guilty, with a recommendation to mer•y. A motion for a new trial was made.
This afternoon while workmen were flllinup a culvert at 43d and Sansaw streets, the
banks fell in killing a boy named Hugh and
two laborers, Frank Bees and Frank McGonigal, and seriously injuring Samuel Mink.
—

The Wimii’i Congress.
Chicago, Oct.—In the Woman’s Congress
this morning Mrs. Ellen Mitchell read an interesting paper on ‘Fallen Women,” and Mrs 1
Julia Ward Howe a paper on “The Influence
of Literature on Crime.”
In the congress to-night a paper was read by
Mrs. Dr. Eustiu of Orange, N. J.t on dentistry. Mrs. Julia Ward Howe, Mrs. Churchill
and others discussed the subject. Miss Phcebe
Cozzeus delivered an able discourse od capability of women for learned professions.
The Church of thfi Dnity, Chicago, thinks it
isn’t brotherly for the Church of the Messiah
to endeavor to
persuade Bobert Uollygf to leave

The Cnrlist War.
Madrid, Oct. 16.—Don Carlos has returned
to Toloso from Paente la Reina.
Reports continue to be received of additional
defeats of bands of Carlists by the Republicans, and of the appearance of insurgents in
the camps of the government troops with requests for amnesty.
Santander, Oct. 16.—Important despatches
have been received in this city from Madrid, in
relation to the negatiations for the surrender of
certain battalions of Don Carlos’ army to the

Republicans.

Count Arnim.
Oct. 16.—The residence of Count
Von Arnim in this city was again searched today by the police and agents of the government.
To Mariner*.
Halifax, Oct. 16.—The Dominion Marine
and Fishery Department intend to have a
powerful fog whistle placed at Sambro’ Head,
at the entrance of Halifax harbor. Another
will be placed at Cape Sable aud in Barrington
passage. Measures will be taken to note"the
dangerous rocks.

Berlin,

TELEGRAMS
The New Hampshire State Teachers Association is in session at Wbitefield in that state.
There is a large attendance.
James Laffin has been bound over on a charge
of murdering Ellen Lucas, of Bridcenort.
MINOR

uonn.

.ttenry T. Montgomery of Newport, E,
1., dropped dead yesterday morning.
Rev.

A stage with four men passengers was run
away with and pitched overboard, Thursday
evening, at Astoria Ferry, L. I. The men and
horses were drowned.

Capt. Symouds, an American, of the ship
which sunk in the British chancel after colliding with the ship Cando, and his
wife and daughter, who were accompanying
him, were all drowned.

Kingsbridge,

A letter from Havana reports a rumor there
of a defalcation in the custom house of $1,000.000.
A Progressionist defeated an Ultramontane
In the election for the German Parliament, in

Westphalia.

A. Emanuel & Co., the largest importers of
cigars in the Dominion, have suspended. Liabilities $400,000.
The Postmaster General has approved the
sample of paper submitted by the Plymp'.on

Company.

Resolutions of the bar of the U S. Supreme
Court on the death of Judge Curtis were adopted yesterday.
Eeverdy Johnson and others
pronounced eulogies. They will be presented
to the Supreme Court Monday or Tuesday.
A Herald correspondent reports that the

compensation paid Englaud by Spain
to $75,000.
Of this $40,000 were paid

amounts

as satisfaction for the British sufferers in the Virginius butchery.
The remaining $35,000 went
to cover outstanding claims against Spain.
There is no truth in the report that the Italian government has ordered Thiers to leave

Italy.

Eleven citizens of So. Martinsville, La., deny
the story of a riot there and style it a political
lie.
A despatch from Fort Garry announces the
declaration of outlawry against Louis Rill. This
puts an end to Bill's claim to sit iu Parliament.
The French consul general at New York is
calling on all males of his nationality to register at the general consulate.
Rev. Henry Ward Beecher has filed an affidavit of denial in the Tilton suit.
It is said that Austiia and
Italy propose *
conference of powers to consider the
Spanish
note to France in the same manner as the Luxwas treated.
question
emburg
Dr. S. G. Bumap, an old physician of Hollister, Mass., died yesterday.
Work has been commenced at
Kinmount,
Ont., on the Victoria railroad; 300 Icelanders
are at work.

European Market*.
London. Oct. 16—12.30 P. M.—American secnrities
—U. S. 5-20s, 1865, old, 105$ ex-coup.; 1867s* 109; Erie
Railway 26J @ 27; do pref. 46.
Frankfort, Oct. 16—12.30 P. M.—United Slates
5-20s, 1862. 97$.
Liverpool, Oct. 16—12.30 P. M. Cotton market is
quiet and unchanged; MiddliDg uplands at 8d; do
Orleans at 8fd; sales 12,000 bales, Including 20u0 bales
tor speculation and export.

Agents.

TT&S&weow

SPECIAL NOTICES.
I. O. O. F.

Wood—Firm at $5 for best.

BLEACHED
u.e<l

Table,

on

at

will

8ft

A

PORTLAND,
oc5

anti

8*1

bush of barley.

Shipments—3015 bbls flour, 48,655 bush wheat 355

017 bush corn,
Dush barley.

29,163 busn oats, 4000 bti6h rye,

13 716

Cincinnati, Oct. 16.—Provisions quiet with scarcely anything doing. Pork nominal at 24 00. Bacon is
nominal; saleB shoulders at 7$c; clear rib sides at 13$
clear sides at 14$c. Sugar cured liams at 12$ ® 13c
Cut Meats nominal; shoulders at 7$c; clear rib sides
Lard Is nomiual at 13c
12$c; clear sides at 13$c.
L ve Hogs active; common or mixed lots light grades
5 25 @ 5 40: good to choice at 6 00 @ 6 40; receipts 2229
head; shipments 1600 head. Whiskey firm at 97c.
xoledo, Oct. 16—Wheat is a shade higher; Nol
White Michigan at 112$; extra White Michigan at
118$; No 1 lied Winter at 110; No 2 do held at 1 04
1 03$ bid; No 3 do 1 01; No 1 Amber Michigan 1 06$ ■’
No 2 Amber Illinois at 1104; receipts Wheat 38,9oo’
bush; shipments of Wheat 55,400 bush. Corn is dull
and lower; high Mixed at 76c cash; 66Jc {new seller
Oct; 63$ do Nov; 63c do Dec; low Mixed 65c for new
seller Oct; no grade 61c; receipts 21,000 bush Corn:
shipments t3.400 bush. Oats dull and nothing doing’
receipts 8000 bush oi Oats; shipments 17,800 bush.
Freights dull and unchanged; to Buffalo 2}; to Obwego 6.
Milwaukee, Oct. 16.—Wheat weak; Nol Milwaukee at 97$c; No 2 do at 90$c cash; 90$c seller Oct*
88}c seller Nov; receipts Wheat 111,000 bush; shipments 85,000 bush. Cora is dull; high Mixed at 72c.
Oats quiet; No 2 at 46$c. Rye is steady; Nol at 84c
Barley steady; No 2 Spring at 1 07$.
Lake Freights—Wheat to Buffalo 4; Wheat to Oswego

NOW

OPENING

Matanzas 3d Inst. Beta Kobert Buff, Routen.
brig
Sid 3d, brig Carrie Bertha, Bowling. Baltimore
A at Cardenas 5th Inst, brig Sarah Emma Carter
Matanzas; sch Elva E Peuengill, York. Portland
6tb. brig Minnie Miller, Davis, Pfcton.
Sid 6th. brig Proteus, WbPe, New York; soli Ralph
Carlton, Harkness, North of Hatteras.
Ar at Sagua 29th ult, brig Sportsman, Blanchard,
Cardenas.
Ar at Halifax I6th Inst, sch Almou Bird, Drink*
water, Portland.
NBl “*h lD8t' *h An“ <*»*«•

.Arat

Bacbe1' Norton, Portland;
H°ubntS,8'b,nba!!qne
Bishop, Bishop. Batb.

AT

TIES.
BEST QUALITY WINDSOR
One Yard Cong tor 37 cts.

P*£, Ponland"'

297 Congress St

oclo

EASTMAN BROTHERS,

& CO.’S

NELSON

d3t

534 CONGRESS STREET.

SPOKM,
Aug 11 oft Cape Good Hope, ship Moravia, trom

miss Clara E. manger,

Rangoon for Faliuoutb.

Teacher of Vocal Music,
aog Mme St., Portland.

0C7

TUCKER’S

PRINTING

TTS3m

8je20

115 EXCHANGE STREET.
All orderB, either personal or by mail, "will receive
prompt attention_
Jy24dtf»n

—

Antigua.

WAR!

DON’T READ THIS!
EVERY 8.VUKER should try the

uew

lot of

10,000 Imported Havana Cigars,
FELECIANA BRAND,
because they are the cheapest; because
best. $9.00 per 100; 11 for $1.00.

they

are

The City besieged but not
captured; as the smoke left
we advance to front with
colors flying. Boys must

the

ALLEN’S FRUIT STORE,

oclOsntf

IVo.

IN

SUITS

—

CAMEL’S

HAIR !

Prone Bine in Camel’s
and Silk combined.

new

Hair

IMPORTED

STREET.

11 Exchange Htreet.

MARRIED.

—OF—

LADIES’ FALL AND WINTER

AT

snlw

4

REMOVAL.

&

DR. SHAW, lias removed his office from Fluent
Block, to his residence No 32 HIGH ST. oclSsntf

TO

BOSTON

BY

5

—

FREE

Wednesday,
0. C.

RAIL.

STREET,

Oct. 7, 1874.

GOLDER, Agent.

Tickets to or from Boston via Boston Sc
HI nine or Eastern Railroad,

burned.

se2isntl

FALL

II EXCHANGE STREET.

c

TT.

o a

CHOICE STYLES LADIES’ GARMENTS,

Tlie old firm of

SAMUEL

OPENING !

Wednesday, Oct. 7, 1874.

ROUNDS

A

SON

4

&

5

STREET.

FREE

still keep at

36

COMMERCIAL

FIRST

OF

COAL

cheap as any other dealer in the city of Portland from one ton to ten thousand, viz.,

DEPARTURE OF STEAMSHIPS.
For
Date.
Liverpool.Oct 17
Java.New York. .Liverpool.Oct 17
Baltic.New York. .Liverpool.Oct 17
California.New York. .Glasgow.Oct 17
St Lanrient.New York. .Havre .Oct 17
Henry Channcy... New York..Aspinwall ...Oct 17
Columbus.New York..Havana.Oct 20
Minnesota..New York. Liverpool.Oct 20

WE

QUOTE

IIAIR

CAMEL

for Cash and
Sell for Cash.

3 Pair, far 33 Caala.

Eight Pairs Ladies’ Cotton

The above Coals

are

every way

—

COALS

suitable for

4

&

5

AT

7 pairs Ladies’ Fleeced Cotton Hose
far

FREE

STREET.

Steam, Furnaces, Parlcr and Cook Stoyes,
We warrant

our

Coal to give perfect satisfaction in

QUALITY

AXTD

fram 30 cchi. ta ST caala.

Gents’ Herino Vests—good,
fram 43 ceal. upward..

PORT OP PORTLAND.

discount to purchasers of large

A liberal

quantities.

53T"Tlease call and get
ng elsewhere.

S. ROUNDS &
NO.

OPENING

prices before purchas*

our

Elegant Jet Embroidered Sacques
Wednesday, Oct, 7, 1874,

SON,
4

COMMERCIAL STREET,

36

HEAD

Sc

5

FREE

STREET.

FRANKLIN WHARF.

jy23sntf
NIiss Sarah L. Deroll,
Recently returned from a two years’ course of study
abroad, wishes to receive pupils in German and
French, singly or in classes. References satisfatory.
Further information to be obtained at 31 1-2 HIGH
STREET.
ocl5snlm

OPENING

BOSTON & RIAINE R. R.

WEDNESDAY. OCT. 7, 1874,

—

FROM BOSTON TO PORTLAND.

4

S

A

FREE

STREET.

Eastern R. R., Also.
Cor. Exchange a.d Middle St.

Why

Will

Y«u Caght

one who has used Dr. Morris’ Syrup of Tar
Wild Cherry aud Horehound, will be without it. As
remedy for all throat and lung diseases, cure for
croup, and preventive of consumption It has no equal.
In whooping cough it acts like a charm. Contains no
opium and is pleasant to take. Trial bottles 10 cents.
For sale by A. S. Hinds, Preble House; T. G. Loring,
Exchange and Federal St.; C. L. Holt, 603 Congress
Si,; C. B. Woodman, Saecarappa; A. T. Keen, Gorham; E. P. Weston, Fryebnrg; W.F. Phillips & Co.,
Wholesale agents. Morris & Heretay, Philadelphia,
proprietors.
oclOoodtf

No

a

HOT AIR

OPENING
—OF—

PARIS AND BERLIN CLOAKS,

& Co.

fram 30 ccnta upward*.

Ladies’ Linen Collars and Cads
fram 13 ceal. upwards.

CAMBRIC EDGINGS
all price*.

Varns,

FURNACES.

EAID WORK AND JET, Ac., Ac.,

WEDNESDAY,

199 Fere St.,
betweeu Exchange ana Plum streets; also, all kinds
of Stoves and Furnace repaired in the best nanner.

se23sntf

—

4

&

5

Awnings, Tents, Flags,

A

LEAVITT.
eodsn

For Sale.
SLOOP YACHT CARRIE. Inquire at
GOWELL & UREENOUGH’S,
ocllsntf
217 Middle Street.

L. D. M. SWEAT,
Attorney & Counselor at Law,
Has returned to Portland and resumed the practice of bis profession.

Office No. 121

mussey’s Row,

middle

street,
gut

Notice.

JUST RECEIVED

From $7.00 to $10.00 per lOO.

T. J.

DAILEY,

Cor. Exchange and middle St*.

WHITE’S
SPECIALTY FOR DYSPEPSIA.
This is the only prompt, efficient and safe master
of such symptoms as loss of appetite, heartburn,
palpitation of the heart, dizziness, sleeplessness, melancholy, costiveness, wind, mental and physical debility, as well as many others, which, it neglected, will
soon place “the house we live in” beyond the reach
of any remedy.
I had “Dyspepsia” twenty years, sometimes able
to eat only the plainest food, and very little ot that.
I tried physicians and remedies without relief until I
learned ot “White’s Specialty for Dyspepsia,” which
has entirely cured me.
(Signed)
Mrs. B. L. WEST, Vineyard Haven, Mass.
Springfield, Ms., Oct. 18.—Mr. White, Dear Sir:—
The “Specialty” is liked very much by every one who
We have sold it for two years, and are not
uses it.
selling auythiug but the “Specialty” now fer “DysC. P. ALDEN.
pepsia.” Yours truly,
Price $1 per Bottle. For sale by all druggists.
Send for Descriptive Circular to the proprietor. H.
0. WHITE, Cambndgeport, Mass.

°e!6d&wOmoe

ROBERT
THAYER
WILDE,
The Natural Magnetic Physician,
11 and 13

aulO

Eluent Block.
snlw'ttf

THE

LEADER:
—

BY

—

Palmer & Emerson,
Rightly namod, it being the best book for Choirs,
Schools
and Vocal classes. Just published.
Singing
$1.38 each or $12.00 per doz. For sale by
C. K. HAWES,
MTJSIC DEALER,
77 middle Street, Portland,
octl
snlm

PICTURESQUE AMERICA.
are now

to bind this work in the best
Bates.

prepared

Beduecd

C. R. GRANT
Will receive a limited nomber of pupils In Oil Palntng, Charcoal Drawing, &c., from life and objects.
Apply at Studio, room 8, Casco Bank Building, 91
Middle Street.

SAM PI.ES NOW BEADY.

LORING, SHORT & HARMON

sn2w

octlsneodtf

Consumption Can Be Cured.
Schexck’s Pulmonic Sybup,
Schenck’s Seaweed Tonic,
Schenck’s Mandrake Pills,
Are the only medicines that will cure Pulmonary
Consumption. Frequently medicines that stop a
cough will occasion the death of the patient; they
lock up the liver, stop the circulation of the blood,
hemorrhage follows; and in fact, they ciogthe action
of the very organs that caused tne cough. Liver complaint and Dyspepsia are the causee ot two-thirds of
cases

of

consumption. Many

persons

complain

ot a dull pain in the side, constipation,coated tongue,
pain in the shoulder-blade, feelings ot drowriness
and restlessness, the lood lying
heavily on the stomach, accompanied with aclditv and belching up of
Wind.

A. Fine Lot of Imported

Booms

sneodfm

ocl

the

PORTLAND.

oclCsnlm

STREET,

EXCHANGE STREET.,

mc3

anil

FREE

D. C. BOLDER, Agent.

Boat Sails,
Covers, Canvass Letterings,
Decorations, Ac.

49 1-2

AT

OCT. 7,

—

ThftSfi SVTnntimR

liHiinllv nrioinata frnm

a

ordered condition of the stomach or a torpid liver.
Persons to affected, it they take one or two heavy
colds, and if the cough in these cases bo suddenly
checked, will find the stomach and liver clogged, re
maining torpid and inactive, and almost before they
are aware tbe lungs are a mass of sores, and ulcerated, tbe result or which is death. Schenck’s Pulmonic Syrup is an expectorant which does not contain opium or anything calculated to check a cough
suddenly. Schenck’s Seaweed Tonic dissolves the
food, mixes with the gastric juices of the stomach,
aids digestion and creates a ravenous appetite.
When the bowels are costive, skiu sallow, or tbe
symptoms otherwise of a billious tendency, Schenk’s
Mandrake Pills are required. These mediciues are
prepared only by
J. H. SCHENCK & SON,
N. E. corner Sixth and Arch streets, Phila.
And are tor sale
all druggists and dealers.
by
Dr. Scnenck wiil be at tbe Quincy House, Boston, on the following Wednesdays: October 7th
and 21st, November 4th and 18th, and December 2d,
16th and 3otb.
mel2

eod&wlysnlt

To Tbe Insuring Public.
As the great fires in Chicago and Boston oecurred
In tlie fall of the year, this season 1, one in which a
large amount of insurance is being efiected. Notwithstanding the increased rates, the insurance business has nor been generally remunerative,
It needs
to be Carefully managed. Rates should always be
adequate to the tlie risk. Thev sbonld be carefully
made, and always just and equitable.
We make Fire Insurance ocr Special Business and Study andibelieving it should bo conducted on sound principles, by carefully scrutinizing
risks, looking well to moral hazard, making tbe rates
as nearly equitable as possible,
scrupulously regarding the rights and interests of all parties concerned,
even in the minutest details of the
business, we shall
to
strive
conduct our business on this plattorm,
knowing that we shall deserve, and believing we
shall receive the confidence of the entire
community.
We make Insubanoe Statistics a Specialty.
Our office is well supplied with Iusnrance Books, Reports and Documents, also interesting Insurance
Statistics or various kinds, which are
open to the inspection of the insuring public. Reliable information

as

to tbe
to

nting
We

Standing of Companies or other matteis reinsurance, freely communicated.
scrupulously careful that we place insur-

are

FIRST-CLASS AND RELIABLE
COMPANIES. Our Companies aro unexcelled in
character and standing, by those of any Agency in
the State.
All business intrusted to us will be attended to
promptly and in good faith toward all parties concerned. Superior facilities for placing large lines of
insurance in reliable
Surplus lines solic-

^TAC£.w0.niyJ2

ited. Correspondencecompanies.
with insuring parties promptly
attended to. Losses promptly and honorably adjusted.

BARNES BROS,
SB EXCHANGE STREET,
Portland, October 7,1674.

Psrllaai, Mr.
sntf

Yarns i

Varus,

all calam—all .Sadr.—3 aad 4 Thread.

VELVETS—ALL COLORS,
from 35 cent* to 91.50 per yard.

Ladies’ Merino Hose—plain & ribbed
from 15 cento npwardo.

Ladies’ Night Dresses
from 90 ceris to 97.00.

Ladies’ Chemises',
from 33 cento to

93.50.

Ladies’ Drawers
55

from

to

cealo

93.75.

Ladies’ Skirts
88 cento to 93.50.

from

Milo, (Br) McDougal, St John, NB—John PorUtica, Thorndike, Rockland—C A B Morse«

Corset Covers
from 50 cento npwardo.

[from merchants* exchange.]

Ladies’ Kid Gloves—all colors,

Ar at Queenstown 15th, master Prussian, Quebec,
Cld at Philadelphia 16tb, sch Ethan Allen, Blake,
Portland.
Ar at Baltimore 16th, sch Grace Webster, from
Windsor, NS.
teons.

from hO cento ta $1.95.

from 50 cento npwardo.

Hoop Skirts
Ladies’ Merino

Corsets—German,
(ram 50 cento ta $5.00.
We claim to sell the

BEST

Rnnt.nn

?

F.vnrpca

VVnsa

Rruilrnnrf

the State

FOR
Jet

Clw.rloa

Miller, Jones, Providence ; Sea Foam, Pbilbroo1',
do; Revenae. Phinney, Boston for Rondout; Baltic,
Parker, Salem for Port Johnson; Loretta Fish, Hall,
St George; Petrel, Davis, Jonesport- Armida Hall,
Hall. New Haven; Statesman. Wilcox, Shulee, NS;
Pacific, Ginn, Rockland; Lizzie Raymond, Lord,
Essex, Ct.
Cld 15th, brig Don Jacinto, Croston, Marseilles.
NEW HAVEN—Ar 14th, sch Sedona. Jones, Calais
Cld 14th, sch Cassie Jameson, Jameson, for Pen-

Jewelry
IN

81.00.

and Yankee Notions

GREAT

VARIETY,

The goods we offer are the best the market affords.
Prices quoted we think must satisfy the most exacting. Candor compels us to say we would not sacrifice our stock at the above prices, only we think the
TIMES demand it.

J. H.
Comer

FITZGERALD,
Congress and Myrtle Sts.

dtr

jwH_

m

BL AS
-AND—

QUILTS
-AT-

EASTMAN BROS.
We have

a

fitted up for the sale of these
arc prepared to show the best

room

goods exclusively,

and

stock at the
I

LOWEST PRICES
ever

offered in Portland.

WHITE BLANKETS

sacola.

PROVIDENCE-Ar 15tb, sch Wm Whitehead. Titus, Poughkeepsie; Cook Borden, Lunt, and Ernest
T Lee, Rideout, Calais.
Ar 15th, sch Miui Mulloch, Norwood. Calais.
Sid 15th, sch
•-»w,«<rham. Phi adelphia;

at $2.50 per

Hiswnv

J W Coffin, Ch:
FALL RIVE
New York.
Sid fiu East

Robinson, New

CORSET
in

NEW ORLEANS—Below 15th inst, ship Gatherer,
Thompson, from Bath,
JACKSONVILLE-Ar 8tb, schs M W Drew, Chapels, Belfast; Helen Augusta, Jordan, New York;
Ulrica R Smith, Smith, do.
BRUNSWICK, GA—Sid 8th, sch Hattie A White,
Bellaty, New York.
Ar 14th. sch Henrietta, Langley, Portland.
Cld 14th, schs Annie R Lewis, Brown, Portland;
Etta May, Dix, New York.
Cld 16th. brijr C S Packard, for Rio Janeiro.
SAVANNAH—Cld 14th. sch Hattie A Butler,Reed,
Portland; Jos Souther, Watts, St John, NB.
CHARLESTON—Ar 14th, sch Grace Bradley, Turner. Boston.
Sid 14th, sch T W H White. Smith, Jacksonville.
Ar 10th, brig Edith Hall. Bunker, Bull River: sch
A F Ames, Achorn, Boothbav.
GEORGETOWN, SC—Ar 4tb, sch E V Glover, Wiley, New York.
Ar 6th. brig Mary E Dana. O’NeiL Portland.
WILMINGTON—Cld 12tb, brig Altavela. Freethy,
Jacrael: sch Wm Back, Miller, New York.
RICHMOND—Sid 12th, sch Hattie Coombs, Melvin,
New York.
WILMINGTON, DEL—Ar 14th Inst, sch Mercy T
Trundy, Warren, Windsor, NS.
NORFOLK—Ar 13th, sch Albert Clarence, Hawes,
Philadelphia.
PHILADELPHIA-Ar 14th, sch Mahaska, Blake,
Portland.
Cld 14th, schs F G Warner, Kimball, for Trinidad;
Rosina, Beal, Rock and.
Below 15th, sch B J Willard, from Portland: Andrew Nevenger, from Bath.
At Delaware Breakwater 14th, barque Alfred, from
Barrow, E.
NEW YORK—Ar 14th. ship Hudson, Pratt, London ; schs Georgia, McClure. Arecibo Mary Ellen,
Robinson, Naguabo; schs Nellie J Dfnsmore, Parker,
Georgetown; Statesman, Eaton. Shulee, NS; Ida L
Howard, Moshler, Boston; Charlotte Fish, Rockland;
L S Barnes, Coleman, Boston; Anadir, Knowles,
Eastport; Calvin. Thomas, Stonington; Wm Todd,
Wnnn.

Vests—good,

from 50 cento to $1.35.

MEMORANDA
Ship Enoch Talbot, Talbot, from Baker's Island for
with
Europe,
guano, put Into Tahiti Aug 16, leaking
badly. She was discharging lor repairs.
C
Brig Mary Mariner, DonlI, from Havana for Baltimore, put into Key west 6th inst with foremast
head sprung. Would be ready to proceed next day.
Sch Geo B Ferguson, from Philadelphia of and for
Belfast, was run into by a steamer on Tuesday night
and damaged to the extent of 91000. She was towed
to Wilmington, Del.

New York.

JET AND EA.CE TRIMMED,

*

Herino Hose

Ladies’ Silk and Roman Ties

DOMESTIC PORTS.
GALVESTON—Ar 9th, sch Alice Bell, Hathaway,

Elegant Jet Embroidered,

BECKHAM'S Store Store,

stylo at

Sch
Sch

Hose

from 13 ccal. upward*.

NB, via

E. PONCE,

se22snlm

F.

Gents’

Sch Maud, Robinson, Philadelphia—coal to Randall & McAllister.
Sch T Benedict, Crockett, Woodbridge, NJ—clay to
J N Winslow.
Sch Belle Brown, Hall, Philadelphia
coal to
Rounds & Dyer.
Sch Casco Lodge, Pierce, Port Johnson—coal to
Randall & McAllister.
I
Sch Congress, York, New York—coal to Joseph H
Poor & Bro.
Sch Odell, Winslow. New York--pino lumber to
Phinney & Jackson.
Sch Arcilla, (Br) Colwell, Newark.
Sch Castalia. (Br) Ropers. Newark.
Scb Milo, (3r) McDougal, Boston.
Sch Iris, (Br) Buchara, Boston.
Sch Mariel, Anderson, Boston.
Sch Snow Squall, Simpson. Provincetown.
Sch Geo Brooks, Lindsey, Wellfleet.
Sch If V Troop, (Br) Fash, Clementport, NS.
Sch Ariadne, (new, 400 tons) Dyer, Harpswell.
Sch Ann Creeon, Jasper, Ellswortn.
Sch Robt Ridley. Alexander, Camden.
Sch Samaritan, Dodge, Bangor for Salem.
Sch Gloucester, Munroe, Bristol for Boston.
CLEARED.
Sch Nellie F Sawyer, Getchell, Matanzas—Isaac

SHAWLS

TO BOSTON,
OR

passengers and mdse to J N Magna.
Steamer City ot Portland, Pike, St John.
Eastport tor Boston.
Brig Carrie Winslow, Welch, Boston.
Sch E G Willard, Fobes. Philadelphia.

Wool

fram lO ccal. upward..

Friday* Oct. 16.

Emery.

of everything New and Desirable in

TICKETS $2.2 0.
—

Children’s

—

QUANTITY.

81.00.

Boys’ and Hisses’ Herino Vests

Steamship Geo Washington, Whitehead, N York—

—

Hose

far SO c«u.

SUITS

WEDNESDAY, OCT. 7, 1874,

:

Ladies’ Lisle Thread Gloves

ARRIVED.

HICKERY.
LORBERY and
FRANKLIN

THIS DAY

3 Pair, far 33 cast..

Atlas.Boston..Liverpool.Oct 20

IN AU. THE NEW MIXTURES,

BROOK,
JOHNS,

or

Hisses’ Lisle Thread Gloves

CImbria.New York. .Hamberg. ...Oct 22
Colon.New York.. Aspinwall.Oct 24
City of Montreal.. .New York. .Liverpool.Oct 24
Utopia.New York. Glasgow.Oct 24
Etna.New York. .Jamaica.Oct 27

HONEY

oclO

Buy

MARINE 3NTEWS.

FALL OPENING

legitimate house

We

as

LADIES’

no

in
wilt sell
Goods LESS THAN HE CAN.
Oar judgment is eqaal to the best.
Onr credit also.

Miniatnre Almanac.October 17.
rises.6.15 | High water.4.00 PM
Son sets.5.15 I Moon sets.0.50 PM

SUGAR LOAF,
SPKINU MOUNTAIN,

We

claims that

the trade can, does

all the

QUALITIES

solid

FITZGERALD

Son

STREET,

We shoot

shot.

Name.
From
ot Paris.New York.

$2.30.

*

not play with big guns.
The recoil in some cases is
more dangerous than snent
shot. Our gun is not breech

In this eity, Oct. 11. by Rev. G. K. Kimball. ThoGarvin of Shapleigh and Miss Betsey McKenacr
of Portland.
In Augusta, Oct. 14, F. H. Johnston of Lewiston
and Miss Carrie Gale of Autniata.
In Gardiner, Oct. 13. Kev. S. S. Bronson of Aina
and Mrs. Marlon W. Tozier ot Hallowed.
In Bath, Oct. 14, Ezra Grover of Topsham and Miss
B. Anna Jackson ot Bath.
At Mechanic Falls, Oct. 10, Josiah K. Weeks and
Mrs. Almira 3. Cummings, both ot Paris.

mas

City

WM. ALLEN, JR.,

K.

Aug 30, lat 6 35 S, Ion 25 40 W, ship Chandoi, from
Shields for Bombay.
Sept 23, iat 35, Ion 74 7, sch Annie May, Irom
for

tf

HOUSE.

Tho Book, Card and Job Printing Business of the
late David Tucker, wilt be continued, as heretofore,
at the Stand,

—

oc!5

hH®

H S

PRICES

7$.

Buffalo, Oct. 18.—Wheat Is dull; No 2 Milwaukee offered at 1 01: receipts wheat 124,000 bush; shipments 197,000 bush. Com heavy and lower; sales at
80c on spot; receipts corn 37,030 bush; shipments 58
BOO bush. Oats inactive and nominal; no receipts*
shipments 28,000 bush of oats.
Freights—Wheat 10; Corn 9; Oats 6c.

antf

In this city, Oct. 1G, Marcia A., only child of Wm.
M. Weymouth, aged 4 months 18 days.
In Bumtord, Get. 4, Mrs, Annette, wile of Martin
V. Eastman, aged 32 years.
In Bath, Oct. 1G, Mrs. Frances, widow of the lato
Joseph Nichols, aged 83 years 6 months.
In Sonth Bridgton, Oct. D, Mr. David Burnham,
aged 66 years.
In Kennebunkport, Oct. 14, Capt. Benjamin Perkins, aged 82 years.

—Rosin is

at 91c: 60 do at 94c: refined S11 par Is dull ? stonriar/t
A at 10$ @ logc. Coffee in fair jobbing demand; sales
4.31 bags Santos extra Isabella and 3750
bags Hio extra La Platte at Mobile on p t. Gold closed at 110.
Oceon Frcghts—The engagements have been for
Liverpool, 31,000 bush grain bv steam at 5$d; 250
baleB cotton to fill at $d; Cardiff, steam 8000 bush of
grain at 7d; London, steam 61,000 bush grain at 7d.
Chicago, Oct* 16.—Flour is irregular and heavy
shipping extra nominally at 4 50 @ 4 75. Wheat Is
steady and moderately active at 88c lor cash or seller
Oct; 88$ @ 881c seller Nov; No 3 at 84$c. Corn firm
and fairly active at 72fc seller for Oct; 69$ @ 691c sellOats are steady and in fair demand at 464c
er Nov.
cash; 46J @ 46$c seller Oct; 44} @ 45c seller Nov; 441c
seller all the year.
Rye is quiet and nominal.y at
82c. Barley is firm and fair demand at l 04 m1 08
to
1 04 ® 1 05 seller Oct
according
location;
cash,
102$ do Nov; No 3 at 92 @ 95c. Whiskey dull
nominally at 1 00. Provisions dull and easier Pork
at 1’ 20 @ 17 25 seller all the year; 17 G5 seller Feb.
Lard at Ilf @ 11 41 for seller all the year; 11 60 seller
tor Feb; 11 55 do Jan and Feb. Bulk Meats quiet
Lake Freights nominally unchanged at 3}cfor Corn
and 4 lor wheat and 3c ior Oats to Buffalo.
On the call of the board in the afternoon—Corn closed steady at 72$c for seller Oct; 69$ @ 69$c do Nov
Receipts—7036 bbls flour, 121,295 bush wheat
345 bush com, 58,200 bush oats, 3824 bush.rve, 20 490

Kowe, New York.
H.b.? L^»,H Cole'
barS’le Klba, Grover. New
r6th- "o1,
Uertba- Bowling. Matanzas.
YSld’idt
,’ainn.trrr!i°
Sid Jd, barque
Cardenas, Sundberg, Progress.).
Brasstine, Mantle, tor
id®* sch
E?htMtM
M M V/iK„
Knowles. Dow, tor Boston, dldtlmore.
ldg,
do

YOTk*9th

Beceired fer D)e House.

Goods

New and second hand Furnaces for sale low at

dull; strained nominally at 2 40* Tar is
quiet and unchanged; Wilmington nominally at 2 25;
Spirits Turpentine is at 38c. Raw sugar fir ; sales
200 huds Cuba at 8$ @ 8§c; sales of 91* boxes
Clayed

STOCK

FIJI. I.

ME.

Polonaise, Basques and Orerskirls

Domestic Markets.

*0&K»Oct.l6-Evening.--Flour—receipts 9,741 bbls; exports 7690 bbls; sales 9125 bbls; the
general market is dull; moderate concessions are made
to sell on most grades. Buckwheat flour
steady at
3 00 @ 3 50 for State; 3 50 @ 3 75 for Penn
per 100
lbs.
Rye flour is quiet; State sold at 515; extra
Western 5 00 @ 5 15; Minnesota less active* Wheat
—receipts 96,16* bush; exports 61.276 busli; sales
137.000 bush at 1 01@1 04 for No 3 Milwaukee Spring;
1 06 lor No 2 Chicago Spring: 110
@ 1 104 for No 2
Milwaukee Spring; 113 @ 1 20 for Red Winter; 1 21
@123 for Amber Winter; 130@1314 for White
Michigan; closed about lc lower with mir business
for milling and expo.it at the decline.
Corn—receipts
53,819 bush; exports 9100 bush; sales 150,000 bush
early at 89$ in store and 90 @ 90$c afloat for Western
Mixed; later at 91 @ 92 for Mixed to high do afloat;
closed at 91 @ 91$c; White 1 05.
Oats—receipts 51,343 bush; sales 7U,000 bush at 57 @ 58c for ;-.tate Mixed on track; 60c lor State afloat 60c for No 2
Chicago
mixed; 59 @ 60c for Western do; White 60 @ 62c;
closed lower. Rye—receipts 2000 bush; market
quiet
and nominal with no sales; held at 95 @102 for
State to arrive. Barley—receipts 41,133 bush; sales
8.000 bush Canada, private, said to be at 1 38 r® 1 40;
State quiet. Barley Malt—receipts 43,975
bush; sales
15.000 bush; new Western 1 31; oatmeal steady at
1 75 for city. Seeds—receipts none; buyers and sellers apart; 10c bid bid, lOgc asked.
Whisey—receipts
414 bbls; sales 350 do, idcluding 50 bbls at 1
05, and
300 do at 1 04$. Pork opened dull and lower at 19 25
seller Ooct closing firmer at 19 87. Lard is firmer at
12c seller all the year. Tallow is firm at 84.
Linseed
Oil 76c. Petroleum steady; crude in bulk at
5$ @ 5fl;
R S W at 12$c: cases are at 17$ @ I7}c. Naval Stores

Exchange Sts.,

DIES.

47I

road securities:
Central Pacific bonds.92g
Union Pacific.884
Union Pacific land grants.854
Union Pacific incomes....*90

Corner Congress &

Slngabore.
Ar at Yarmouth. NS. 1st
inst, ship John O Baker,
*• London for Philadelphia.
6*b ln8t’ brig J“llet C C,“k>
Shaw New Yo’rk608
Ar at Guantanamo 20th
nit. brig P M Tinker, BerSbf SlT, <»nd sailed for New York).

Paris Saits, in Silk, Silk and Worsted, &c.

tlie

Erie. 3i|
Krie preferred....
50
Union Pacific Btock..
Michigan Central. 734
Lake Shore. 974
Illinois Central. .92
Chicago & Northwestern. 384
Chicago & Northwestern preferred.
544
Chicago & Rock Island. 98j
The following were the quotations for Pacific Rail-

’•

THE LARGEST STOCK.
THE BEST GOODS,
THE LOWEST PRICES.

coupon.m|

Western Unlou Telegraph Co.804
Pacific Mail.
N Y Central and Hudson River consolidated.1013

CLOAKS

ALWAYS

5’s.112g

Stocks:

14th inst, shin N Boynton
J
Sichols, Bangkok.
Ar at Flume 15th Init, brig F I Merriuian, Lecraw
*
Richmond, Va.
At Elsinore J3lh inst, ship Graham’s Polly, Clapp,
:rom New York for Cronstaut.
Ar at Tahiti Aug 1G, ship Enoch Talbot, Talbot,
Baker’s Island for Europe, leakv.
Ar at Cardiff 1st inst. ship
Moonlight, Waterhouse,
Rotterdam, to load for Batavia.
Sidfm Cardiff 15th inst, ship Cuba, Theobald, for

oclSaulw

Ladies’ and Children’s Under Garments,

be sold at

MIDDLE

Srew York.
Arat Bremcrhaven

GOODS,

FANCY

OPENING

Grand Army Fair,

Piano,

K.OTZ8CHMAB.

Gloves, Hosiery, Buttons,

LEACH’S,

484§

The following were the closing quotations of Gov
ernment securities:
United States coupon 6’s, 1881.1181
United States 5-20’s, 1862.113
United States 5-20’s 1864.115ft
United States 5*20’s, 1865, old.
1184
United States 5-20’s, 1865, new... 1164
United States 5-20’s, 1867.1174
United States 5-20’s, 1868.
1174
United States new
United States 10-40
Currency 6’s .H7j
The iollowmg were
closing quotations ot

Kid

The

—

& Erie.

DRY A

COTTONS,

NOTABLE

Heston Stock Lin.

New Fork Stock and money market.
New York, Oct. 16—Evenino.—Money advanced
to 4 per cent, but was afterwards loaned at 3 @ 3$
per cent. Sterling Exchange strong at 484& @
tor 60 days and 488 @ 488J for sight. The Customsjreceipts‘to-day were $416,000. Gold dull and all transactions at 110. Rate for borrowing were 1 per cent,
to flat towards the close; 2 per cent, was paid for
carrying. The Assistant Treasurer disbursed to-day
$16,000 in interest and $5000 in redemption of bonds*
Imports of dry goods for the week $1,708,811; amount
marketed $1,858,094. Governments in good demand
and strong.
State bonds nominal. Railroad mortgages are tirm except Indiana Central lsts, which declined to 70J. Stocks were firm at the opening at £
@ fell higher prices. As the morning advanced there
was a tailing off | @ § per cent., which was followed
by a sharp recovery under the lead of Erie, which
advanced on higher quotations from London, after
wmuu wie rnauiuk ogam ucuuueu uu
ugiiu Dusiness J
@ | per cent.
During the afternoon there was an
advance along the entire list of $ @ $ per cent., the
latter being for Erie, which was exceptionally strong.
Next to Erie was Western Union, Lake Shore and
Obios. The total transactions to-day aggregated 170,000 shares, including 975 shares New York Central,
47,100 Erie, 30,800 Lake Shore, 3,000 North Western,
1900 Rock Island, 8,60 Pacific Mail, 2300 St Paul. 5000
Obios, 43,100 Western Unon, 6300 Wabash, 12,800
Union Pacific, 2100 Indiana Central, 4700 Hartford

BOSWORTH,

Hcf. II.

561 YARDS FINE

ust

(.Sales at the Broker’s Board, Oct. 16.1
Boston and Maine Railroad 7s.104i
Eastern Railroad.
@ 55*

M. A,

EOBEIGJV PORTS,
Passed Aojlcr Aug 20, barquo Helena, Snow, Horn
Lloilo for Now York.
Sid fm Ma aga Ot.i iD»t, brig A J Peltengill Hall

144 1-2 Exchange Street.

The monthly meeting of the Odd Fellows’ Mutual
Belief Association will be holden at Odd Fellows’
Hall, TUESDAY EVENING. Oct. 20th, at 7t o'clock
ocl7m3t Per order,
JOSHUA DAVIS, Sec.

and sell
common

Teacher of

No Excuse For Being Sick.
No person can use Boschee’s German Syrup with-

out getting immediate reliif and cure. Wc have the
first case of Coughs, Colds or Consumption, or any
disease of the Throat and Lungs, yet to hear from
that has not been cured. We have distributed every
year for three years over 250,000 sample bottles by
druggists in all parts ot the united States. No otoer
Manufacturer of Medicine ever gave their PreperaGo to your druggist and
tions such a test as this
get a sample bottle for 10 cents and try it—two doses
will relieve you. W. F. PHILIPS & CO., Wholesale

EATON~

MISS EMMA L.

1(' West. East port.
sch Ida C Spoflord, Ingalls,

ORT—Lhb,

.’orUimd

Well Worth Beading.
Who is there who does not desire to be always ex.
empted from indigestion—to have a good appetite, a
painless stomach, a clear head, a regular pulse, a
healthy complexion? If this meets the eye of any
who are not thus blessed, let them try Host.etter’s
Stomach Bitters. We guarantee that this delightful
tonic will restore any stomach, however weak, to a
healthy condition; that it will bring back the truant
appetite, and give permanent vigor to the whole system. Tbe feeble and emaciated, suffering from dyspepsia or indigestion in any form, are advised, for the
sake of their own bodily and mental comfort to try
it. Ladies of the most delicate constitution testify
to its harmless and its restorative properties. Physicians everywhere, disgusted with the adulterated
liquors of commerce, prescribe it as the safest and
most reliable of all stomachics.

Rsckland lime market.

Rockland, Oct. 15—Market very firm;
90c @ 1 00; Lump $1 40; Casks, 25c.

£rx1Jj&-fi!h- H?l,y

SllEIAL NOTICES.

no

bush; Freights—Barley 53c.

Daily Domestic Receipts.
Grand Trunk Railroad—J G Randall 100 bbls of
flour, Alden & Co 100 do do, King & Gilman 300 do
Josselyn & Co 100 do, R C Jewett 100 do, Empire
Mills Co 100 do, Marr & True 100 do, W P Hubbard
100 do, D W Coolidge 500 do, Norton & Chapman 200
do, O B Varney 100 do, J F Randall 200 ao, Wade
& Bassett 100 do, G W Greene 1 car corn, Kensell &
Tabor 1 do do and 1 do barley in bulk.
Eastern Railroad—W H Mil liken 200 bbls flour,
Josselyn & Co 200 do, Norton, Chapman & Co 200 do,
David Keazer 100 do, Continental Mills 1 car cotton,
L&W Cummings 1 do lumber, J S Kicker l do oi
hides.
By water conveyance—1000 bush cornmeal to G W
True & Co.

Arrest of Ku Klax.

The Attorney General is in receipt of a telegram from the United States marshal of Alabama stating that forty-two additional arrests
have been made in Sumter eouhty of persons
charged with committing Ku Klux outrages
aud stopping U. S. mails.
Supreme Court
The Supreme Court to-day advanced the
Union Pacific Kailroad cases on the docket, and
set them for argument on the second Monday
of December.
No motions to advance were made in other
important cases pending, but it is probable that
such motions will be made next Friday in the
Wisconsin cases, known as the Grange cases
involving the question of the right of states to
regulate railroad tariff.
The writ of error in the ease of the Chinese
women in California, presenting the question
of the power of a state to return improper
characters, brought here for vile purposes, lias
not as
yet reached this court, hat upon being
filed will doubtless be advanced together with
the cases above mentioned.
The Grant Parish cases, and the cases involving the status of Alexandria city, will be set
for au early hearing.
Tees in Smuggling Cases.

Wheat steady; No 1 Milwaukee at 115; No 1
Michigan I 25 @ 1 26; receipt s ot wheat 57,700
shipments; Freights—Wheat 6|. Corn dull
at 92 @ 93c; receipts 19,386 bush; no shipments;
Freights—Corn 6$ Barley quiet; Canada offered at
132; receipts barley 82,262 bush; shipments 39,032
White

Pom iq

auoted at 105, meal 100, oats 68c. There is quite a
supply of flour in market and prices are depresed.
Sugars exhibit no change. Butter is no easier and
prices range from 40 to 43c. Potatoes are plenty and
sell low.

SPECIAL NOTICES.

bbis.

busa;

Portland Wholesale Markets.
Felday, Oct. 16.—There is a large supply of grain

....

rwENTV-FODIt

y“
Oswego, Oct. 16.—Flour unchanged; sales of 260

FINANCIAL AND COMMERCIAL.

ill market, anil nriceit have fallen nff

r

-A- VJUA JL AVAUI

coe

A Dover despatch stales that a defalcation
of $5000 has been discovered in tho office of the
city collector there.
It is reported that Superintendent Mintum
of the Brooklyn navy yard is about to be raised
to the office of naval constructor for long and
meritorious service.
At Buffalo, Thursday, Michael Burns and
John Dorr pulled a two mile race for the championship of Buffalo. Ellis Ward was referee.
Burns won hy two lengths in 15.53
It is stated that the proceedings in the trial
of ltev. Mr. Glendennfng before the Presbytery
in Jersey City are characterized by a bitter partisanship, and a levity in great contrast with
the grave case under trial.
The trial of Kev. T. A. Goodwin of the Methodist church, in Indianapolis, on the charge of
heresy, is set for the 22d inst.
A Tribune special from New Orleans says
that the train bearing five companies of the
13th infantry, en route to that point, was
thrown from the track at Dyer, Term.
Two
soldiers were killed and several injured.
A us. A Levi, a New York Republican inspector, indicted for frauds at elections, has

pair

and

upwards.

California Rlanto*-

ivia.

VINEYARD HAVEN-Ar 14th, schs T Benedict.
Crockett, and C W Dexter, Dunton, South Amboy
for Portland; Para. Cates, do lor Portsmouth; Five
Sisters, Wallacce. Stouington for Ma ;uias; A S Emery, Emery, ltockport for New York; Koret. Dunham, Bowdoinham for do; Marv A Rice, Rice, Bangor for ltiverbead; Cherub, Fletcher, Gaidiner lor
Newport; Royal Oak. Galley. Machias for do.
Sid. brigs Richmond. James Crosby, and Elmira;
schs Orlando, Hauuibal. Chas Heath, Onward. Geu
Howard, Hamburg, Ximena, Charley Cobb. Fannie
Barney. Ada S Allen. Fred Smith. H Curtis. Waterloo. Alamo, Ocean Ranger, Neptune, May Day, Ida
L Howard, Allston. T Benedict, Sardinian, A S Emery, Sardinian, Castillian, and Evelyn.
NEW BEDFORD—Ar 14th, sch John G Ferris,
Webber, Bootbbay ; Abigail Haynes, Barlow, Pocasset.
Ar 15tb,

schs Gen Hall, Gross, Bristol, Me; Elia
Frances, Bulger. Calais.
BOSTON—Ar 15th, schs Ida, Wilson. Cherryfleld;
Adelaide, Treworgy, Ellsworth; Magnolia, Thompson, Surry; Boston, Fogg, Freenort ; Kate Clark,
Thurston. Tremont; Benj Franklin, Fartiham, Bangor; Ringleader, Snare, and M L Crockett, Crockett,
do; Washington, Perkins, Winterport ; Revenue.
Morse, and Harriet, Weeks. Bath.
Below, schs Ida L Howard, Brigadier, Ada S Allen,
Charley Cobb, F N Tower. T Benedict.
Cld 15th. brig Carrie N Winslow, Welsh, Portland;
schs Chalcedony, Ingalls, Machias; Elizabeth, Laland, K Haworth.
Ar 16th, schs Lizzie Wilson. Wilson,
Baltimore;
Ada S Allen. Dndley, and Charley Cobb, Ames, ltonilout; Mansfield. Achorn, New York; B I. Condon,
Lord. Bangor; Nelly Baker, Newcomb, Portland.
Cld 16th. schs H L Whiton, Rich. Mobile; Amelia
Whitnev, Bangor.
SALEM—Ar 13th. schs Abjuizar, Low, and Victory, Moon, Port Johnson; Alabama. Seavev, Calais
lor New Haven ; Harriet Rogers, Shaw, Steuben
*
wuuen»
Atalanta, Brown. Rockland.
Ar 14th. schs Arthur Burton, Frohock. and T l77ia
10
L Mills, Armstrong, Port Johnson.
SALEM—Ar 15th, sch.lookuut,
Lubec:
Hncklns,
Eastern River, Sparrow, Orlaud.
“laCk Eatfle’ PI,i;iiP8'from Portland

rorBaiv«tornUe

3aUlB>CCES^ER—Ar Hth’

'ch R°yal °»k. Alley,

Colored Blankets
$1.75

to

$4.75

pair.

per

Domestic Quilts
88 cents to $2.00.

!

Elegant Marseilles Quilts
from $1.75 to $6.00.
Tbew Quill, are from
91.00 la 93.00 leu.
than former Price*.
N. B.—Congress street h is been renumbere I.
former number was 332; our
present number is

534

Our

Congress Street

EASTMAN BROS.

008___tatl
Bonds and ftloi

tgages.

Municipal Bond*
*elecVJl Westernana
Estate
Trust lieeds-

Mortgages
1*e“J
Collections and Hemittauces

promptly atCHARLES M. H
D6 Middle St.

augi7TuTh&Sly2dp

AWKEsf

The Museum.—Tho fine audienco at the
Museum last night ought to bo very gratifying
to Messrs. Shaw & Ellis as showing the high

PRESS.

THK

SATURDAY MORSIN'G

OCT. 17, 1874

appreciation In which their efforts to built up a
suitable theatre are held by the citizens of
Portland. Our best people were there to show
their sympathy with the enterprise and to enjoy a pleasant evening's entertainment. Now

THE PRESS
•ay be obtained at tbe Periodical Depots of Fe»-enden Bros., Marquis, Brunell & Co., Andrews,
Wentworth, Moses, N. B. Kendrick, and Chisholm
Bros., on all traius that run out ot the city.
At
ot Pillsbury.
At Saco of L, IIo<lgdon,
At Waterville, of J. S. Carter.
At Bath, of J. O. Shaw.
At Lewiston, of French Bros, and Stevens & Co.
•

they have been once it is hoped they will continue their visitations.
“Not a Bad Judge” passed off well. ’-The
large audienco seemed to infuse new life into
the actors and they entered into their parts
with great spirit. In Matthew’s very enter-

Blddeford,

_
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New Advertisements

To-Day.

SPECIAL NOTICES.
I. O. O. F.- Mutual Relief Association.
MISCELLANEOUS NOTICES.
A Splendid Beverage.
Mrs. Manchester.
NEW ADVERTISEMENTS.
Corns, &c—Dr. Welch.
Insurance Agency—Rollins. Loring, & Adams.
Marked Down—Nelson & Co.
Sanford's Jamaica Ginger.
Postal Guide.
For sale—H. T. Libby.
Dont Suffer—G. W. Stover.
Wanted—Lady Penmen.
Notice—T. J. Dailey.
Removal—Dr. Shaw.
A. P. Fuller—Varnishes.
Sheriff’s Sale—Wm. H. Dresser.
ENTERTAINMENT COLUMN.
Portland Museum & Opera House.

tation of the leading role of Plumper. It was
like a reminiscence of Matthews himself. There
was the same rapid yet distinct
utterance, anl
many of the tricks of action and gesture which
Matthews has made famous. Such a finished
impersonation, so spirited and yet so free from

exaggeration,
Chippendale,

for.
This

Religious Notices.
Bay Side Parish (Union).—liev. B. F. Pritchard
Pastor. Sabbath School at 1 p. m.; Preaching at 2 and
6 p. m.
Preaching at Knightville at 10$ a. m.
Sabbath School at 11$ a. m. Social meeting 7$ p. m.
Williston Church.—Preaching services at 10$ a.
m. and 3 p. ui.
Sabbath School at 1$ p. m.; Social
meeting at 7$ p. m.
St. Luke’s Cathedral. State St.—Rt. Rev. H.
A. Neely, Bishop of the Diocese of Maine.—Sunday
services 10.30 a. m., 3 and 7. p. m. Daily services at
9 a. m. and 5 p. m. Seats free to all.
Bethel Church—Services 10$ a. m., 3 and 7 p.m.
in.

Paul’s Church, corner ot Congress and Lostreet.—Rev. Dr. Pise, Rector.
Services on

St.
cust

Sunday 10$^a.

m.

and 3 p.

m.

Y. M. C. Association, Mechanics' Building, Con-

Second Parish Church.—Rev. Dr. Carruthers,
pastor. Services at 10$ a. m., and 7$ p. m. Sunday
School at 3 p. m.
St. Stephen’s Church.—Rev. Asa Dalton, Rector. Sunday Services at 10$ a. m.; and 3 p. m. Sittings free to all, and all are welcomed.
jy There will be preaching Sunday afternoon and
cveuing, at the usual hours, in the Army and Navy
Hall, Cor. Congress and Brown Sts., conducted by
the Christian Denomination.
Newbury St. Church.—Preaching by Mr. B. B.

Dyer,

to-morrow

afternoon, Prayer meeting

at

10$

m., and Temperance Lecture at 7 p. m. lolllowea
by Prayer meeting.
Chestnut St. M. E. Church, Rev. S. F. Jones
pastor. Services at 104 a. m. by the pastor, and 3 p.
m. bv Rev D. B. Randall.
Sunday School at 14 p. m.
Sunday School Concert at 7 p. m.
Casco St. Church.—Rev. A. A. Smith will preach
at the usual hours. Sabbath School in connection with
morning service. Social meeting in the evening.
Portland Spiritual Association,—Temperance Hall, 3514 Congress streel.
24 p.m., locture
and debate, subject—The Soul. Seats free.
Preble Chapel, corner Preble and Cumberland
streets. Sunday School 2 p. m. Preaching 3 p. m.
Temperance meeting 7 p. m. Seats free.
India St. Universalist Church.—Rev. Geo. \V.
Bicknell. pastor Preaching 104 a. m., followed by
Sunday School. Second lecture in the practical course
at 74 p. m. by the pastor. Subject—“Religion a living life.
First Second Advent Church, 3534 Congress
St.—Elder S. Bragg will preach Sunday at the usual
hours. Seats free.
Mountfort St. A. M. E. Church.—Prayer and
conference meeting 104 a. m. Preaching, 3 and 74 p.
m, All are invited.
New Jerusalem Church.—Rev. W. B. Hayden
a.

will preach to-morrow morning, his second discourse
the Second Coming of the Lofd; viz: the darkness
and spiritual desolation preceeding this coming; Matt,
xxiv, 22.
Evening Bible meeting in the vestry at 7. The In
ternational Lesson; The Mind of Christ, Mark, lx, 33.
Plymouth Church.—Rev. C. F. Dole, Pastor,
Preaching at 104 a. m. Sabbath School Concert at 3
Preaching at 7 p. m.
on

Spiritual Fraternity, at Arcana Hall. Conference at 3 p. m.
Free St. Baptist Church.—Preaching at 104 a.
m. and 3
p. m. by Rev. G. B. Ilsley of Yarmouth.
Sabbath 3chool at close oi moruiDg service.
Congress Street M. E. Church.—Rev. C. B.
Pitblado, Pastor. Preacbing at 104 a. m. and 3 p. m.
by the pastor. Prayer meetings at 9 a. m. and 7 p.m.
Union Temperance Prayer meeting at 74 p. m,

*

evening

an

Wednesday.

Cong. Chapel.—Sunday School at 11 a. m.
Preaching at 344. m. by Rev. J, F. Morgan. Evening
service at 7.
St. Lawrence St, Church.—Service At 104 a.
m. and at 3 p. m.
Sunday School at 14 p. m,
Advent Christian Church, Union Hall. 87 Free
St.— Preaching at 104 a. m. and 3 p. m. by Eider J.
C.Wellemer of Yarmouth, Player meeting at 7 p. m.
Allen Mission Chapel, Locust Street.—Prayer
West

meetings 9 a. m. and 2 p. m. Preaching at 10 30 a.
Sunday School 3 p. m. Temperance Lect ure at
p. m. by Ex-Policeman, A. W. Scott. Text—Is
there no Balm in Gilead. Temperance meeting Monday evening. All are invited. Seats iree.

m.

First Lutheran Oongregation.—Y. M. C. A.
Rooms, Mechanics Block. N. Ellestad, pastor.
Services at 10-30 a, m. and 3 p. m.

municipal

Court.
MORRIS.

Friday.—John McDonald and William Drugan,
Larceny. Thirty days each. Committed.
Martin Ford. Larceny. Sixty days. Committed.
George Keeley. Search and seizure. Fined $50
with costs. Paid.
Brief Jotting*.
Tlie Grand Trunk have two of their sheds
nearly compieieu.

Harry Fessenden, son of James D. Fessenden, Esq., of tills city, fell one day last week
practising in the gymnasium,
Augustine’s School at Topsham, and
while

at

bill is

Mr. Bartlett appears as Plumper— a
part which he has pre-emiuently made his
own—in the last presentation of “Cool as a Cucumber,” Miss Florence Ellis, better known

Sappho,

as

and

St-

broke

both bones of one forearm.
The Grand Trunk are laying tracks to their
new new wharf and over the site of the old

great favorite in Portland,

a

makes her only appearauce this season in the
musical comedy “The Lady of Ashton,” and
Miss Chippendale comes out with her mirth—

provoking specialty “Our Gal.”
Next Monday “Caste,” a play which is sure
to draw, will be put upon the boards, and the
celebrated comedian, Mr. Belvil Cyan, will
make lus bow to a Portland audience. The role
of Eccles in “Caste” may be said to be Mr.
Ryan’s creation, for he was its first representative. In Chicago alone he played it for a hundred nights running, and the Tribune of that

city said, in speaking of the representation,
‘Eccles is as complete aud perfect a piece of
acting in its way as Jefferson’s Rip Van Winkle or Booth’s Hamlet.” He will be supported by the accomplished actress Miss Violet
Campbell, favorably remembered by our citizens as here with Mr. John Murray in 1807, by
Mrs. A. P. Grattan, one of the leading “old
women in the country, and
and Calder.

by Messrs.

Bartlett

Young Men’s Chbistian Association.—At
the business meeting last evening eighteen delegates were elected to the state convention.
The following persons were elected active
members at the monthly meeting: Royal Dav-

idson, Capt. Joseph Chandler, J. M. Roberts,
E. M. Haines, and Capt. A. C. Pettengill.
At a meeting of the local committee of the
convention, that meets Wednesday and Thursday of next week, it was reported that the
Wednesday evening meeting would be held in
Chestnut street church, and at the Plymouth

Thursday evening.

The free return
tickets over the Maine Central will be good until Saturday, giving an opportunity to those
who wish to remain at the Sabbath School convention, Friday, to do so. Free return tickets
from both conventions over the Ogdeusburg,
church

Exchange
street yesterday made himself generally obnoxious by howling at every one that passed.
man

exhibiting

a

glass ship

on

The Rev. N. Etlestad will preach before the
First Lutheran church to-morrow at the
Y. M. C. A. hall, at half-past ten and three
o’clock.
The estate of the late Robert Bird, Esq.,
corner of Spring and Emery streets, has beeu
sold to S. C. Andrews, Esq., for §10,000.
Enoch Knight, Esq., delivers his lecture on

“Funny Folks” atBridgton, Thursday.
A R. Wright left bis pocket-book containing
$60 and a number of valuable papers in a closet
at the Falmouth Hotel yesterday, and returned
in about five minutes to find the money gone
and the papers all right.
A gentleman who came from Boston Thursday night left $8,000 under his pillow in his
state room. He returned to the boat in time to
his money.
The Grand Trunk officials left yesterday for
Boston. No action was taken towards rebuildsecure

ing the elevator.
The Rev. Mr. Morgan of the State of Kansas
will deliver a temperance address, Sunday
evening, at the First Congregational meeting
<

house, Bradley’s Corner, Deering.
Statement—The Dirigo and Mountaineer base
ball clubs wish it stated that it did not take
both clubs to carry the score into the Argus
office.
We are requested to say that the whole house
is not reserved in the Army & Navy CourseCourse tickets will he sold without reserved
seats, and can be secuied at Rand & Thornes’
Those who purchase course
or Stockbridge’s.
tickets will be sure of getting seats, as no
more tickets will be sold than the house will

accommodate.
Deputies Bridges and Williams arrested a
man yesterday for stealing a lot of lead pipe
from the store of Wm. Pierce
The pipe was recovered.

a

on

Plum street

A Complicated Case.—Yesterday morning
mar named Peck arrived in this city,

colored

atu

rep*»rvcu

lUC

puiico

Diuuuu

wan a,

jouuj,

(his wife’s sister) had run away from
he. home in Boston, and was in this city in bad
nil flip
company.^ The nolice at once ffill

woman,

■*

retained.
me otaiion, and counsel were
Her counsel said that her brother-in-law had no
claim on her, and that she must he released.
At this point the Boston man claimed that she
had stolen articles from his house in Boston,
and thought that sho should be prosecuted on
this charge; hut the authorities failed to see
this last point and released her. The young
woman is a bright looking colored person, and
nsed by Peck and
says that she was badly
wished to live in this city. Peck says that he
shall contest the case, and have the woman
r as ted

ar-

again.

The Second Coming.—ltev. Mr. Hayden of
delivers to-morrow
tha New Jerusalem church,
ou “The Second
morning his second discourse
This body of ChristComiDg of the Lord.”
this advent of the
ians hold the doctrine that
its character and not
in
spiritnal
Lord, being
been
personal has already commenced, having
of the last century,
in progress since the middle
will be the spiritual
and the subject to morrow
in the
desolation and moral darkness foretold
The disthis coming.

gospels as preceding
courses of Mr. Hayden

subject are very
foremost preachers of

on

this

able. He is one or the
his churcli in tire United States.

Last Sabbath
the
his opening sermon was listened to with
closest interest by a large audience.

stove, coffee mill,
G. A. R.—The
at 8 o’clock
evening
Saturday
drawn
be
will
etc.,
are invited
interested
Those
Hall.
in Reception
to he present.
raffle of

the smallest in the state—certainly
among those having a local habitation—embracing ouly eight towns. Its grounds are in
Fryeburg, hardly a stone’s throw from the

is

probably

P. & O, R. R. depot, containing an enclosure
of ten acres, with exhibition hall of two stories,
a capacious dining saloon, a stable for horses,
cattle pens, two wells, a third of a mile track)
and other conveniences.
The first day was blue and cold, the leaden
sky and chilly air indicating the companionship of the snow which fell in Canada. The
cattle show, to which the day is devoted, was
not equal to former exhibitions, as a change in
the regulations prevented the usual display
from Denmark, a town noted for its fine cattle.
The afternoon was occupied mainly with trials
of strength and discipline of oxen and steers.
Among those who were most successful here
we noticed Messrs. E. Fessenden, J. D. Meserve, John Weston, Jas Walker of Fryeburg,
and J. W. Davis of Denmark, and J. S.
Kimball of Hiram.
The trotting of stallions and colts, four years
old and under, came off at 3 p. m., aud has al-

ready

been

reported

in your columns; the best

time was 2.G3.
The second day was much pleasanter, and a
large number of peoplo wore in attendance.
The facilities afforded by the railroad enable
the inhabitants of the adjoining towns in New
Hampshire to come to this fair,—the only one
within thirty miles of them. Many persons
were also present from the counties of York
and Cumberland. The number of ladies and
children presont was unusually large; the ar.

rangement of the grounds connecting the hall
and depot aro such that they can pass from one
to the other without exposure to the
dangers of
horses and carriages. This is the day for the
examination of articles exhibited in the upper
and lower halls, both by the committees and
the public. The upper hall was almost entirely
filled by contributions from the ladies,
Wo
noticed in the department of household manufactures, woolen flannel from Mrs. S. B. Charles
of Fryoburg; blankets from Mrs. Jos. Goldthwait of Denmark, and Mrs. Asa Osgood of
Fryeburg; fulled cloth from Miss Olive Swan
of Fryeburg; carpets from Mrs. W. H. Stickney, Brownfield; tow cloth from Mrs. T. J.
Haley, Stow, and Mrs. B. Charles, Chatham,
besides a very creditable display of yarn,
stockings, gloves and mittens from other
ladies. Under the head of Needle Work, &c.,
ju. kj. r

arrington ot
millinery, and Mrs.

r

ryeuurg made an entry ot
W. Perkins of Denmark

large contributions, while
quilts, coverlets,

sent

the walls were
rugs and mate,
quite equal to many of those now on exhibition
in Faneuil Hall, if your reporter is a
judge.
IBie display of cut flowers and pot plants from
the well arranged garden of Mrs. John Locke
of Fryeburg was fine and worthy of the first
premium, which it received. One end of the
table was covered with samples of preserves,
covered with

jellies, pickles, &c.;

ternational Executive Committee, and C. J.
Littlefield, of the Massachusetts Executive
Committee, are expected to be in attendance
at the convention.

Sacred Concert.—The sacred concert at
Hall to-morrow evening promises to be a

Factory, although
they have been
largely marketed. The bread and cake were
highly commended. The first premium for

will be given.
At the request of delegates there will be a
prayer meeting at the Rooms,Tuesday evening.
Dr. Verranus Morse from Brooklyn, of the In-

by the

son

learn

we

City

very fine entertainment. The talent is excellent.
There has been a ready sale of tickets
and the hall will be well filled. The following
is the programme:
X. Overture.Suppe.
Brass Band.

What Beams so Bright.ICreutzer.
Amphion Club,
3. Song.Gabriel.

2.

Mrs. Hawes.

And in Thy Temple Bending .Kaescr.
Amphion Club.
Selection. Flotow
Brass Band.
6. Ruined Chapel.Becker.
Amphion Club.
7. She Wandered l'own the Mountain Side.Clay.

4.
3.

Mrs. Hawes.

8. Ti

Prego.Curshman.
Mrs. Hawes, Miss iVeeks and Mr. Morgan.

9. A True and

Trusty Heart.Otto.
Amphion Club.

Accidents Yesterday.—James Faley, a
young man in the employ of Hodgdon & Lamb,
on Commercial
street, was rolling a barrel of
apples under a hatehway in the etme, when the
can-hooks—which were attached to another
barrel of apples that was being hoisted to the
third story—gave way and the barrel fell some
twenty feet, striking Foley on the shoulder,
breaking his collar bone and knocking him
He was taken up and Dr. Shaw
senseless.
called, who took the man to his home on Cumberland street.
Mr. Charles Stearns of Windham, was thrown
from his wagon while coming into town ami
severely injured. The accident was occasioned
an axle when the horse was
pace. Mr. Stearns was brought
and received medical attention.

by the breaking of

going
to

at

this

a

smart

city

freight depot.
A

West Oxford Fair,
The annual exhibition of this Society, commencing as usual on the second Tuesday of
October and continuing three days, closes the
county exhibitions of the state. This Society

a jar of maple syrup made
of Lewis Howe of Fryeburg, only
six years of age, was very good. The other
end of the same table ‘groaned’ under the
weight of firkins and jars of June and September butter from the dairies of Mrs. T. Day of
Fryeburg, and Mrs. S. Stiekney of Brownfield,
and other ladies, all pronounced ‘gilt-edged.’
The cheese were few in number, but excellent
in quality. We were surprised not to see some
of the fine products of the Fryeburg Cheese

74

BEFORE JUDGE

unusually attractive

offered.

Annual Benefit Ball.

meetings on Thursday evenings at 7$p.
Prayer
All from sea and land are invited. Seats free.

is rarely seen in Portland. Miss
who is excellent in Soubretto

parts, gave an amusing rendition of Wiggins.
The same bill will be given at the matinee this
afternoon, when a full house maybe looked

Army and Navy.

^

taining farce “Cool as a Cucumber,” Mr. Bartlett improved the opportunity to give a taste of
his quality, and to the huge delight of the audience gave a masterly and finished interpre-

I

Farmers’ Meetings.

Ward’s Opera House.—There was a good
house at Ward’s last evening. The programme
Yankee
was the same as the evening before.
Locke brought down the house in his sketch of

‘‘the

Kevin! performed
Yankee Duelist.”
wonderful feats on the flying riBgs. The Irish
character songs by James Clark were well received. Cummings of course was immense in
his song and dance. Professor Fox is very
good in his imitation of birds and animalsThe sketch of “The Shamrock” is excellent.
The Forrest Brothers call forth the highest
praise for their daring feats. Remember the
matinee this afternoon, and the new stars that

Monday evening.

will appear

P. O. S. A—Camp No. 2, P. O. S. A., held
its first anniversary in its hall at Turner’s Island last evening. There were large delegations present from the Camps in this city, and
remarks were made by Mr. Hawes,the National Vice President, Mr. Foster,the district president, Messrs. Osborne and Smith of Camp 1,
Hanson of Camp 3, Kimball of Camp 4, and
Chaplain |Pritchard of Camp 2. A tine Bible
was presented to the Camp
by Mrs. Palmer.
After partaking of refreshments the meeting

adjourned. Camp 2
bers, and is

one

now

numbers sixty mem-

of the most

flourishing

camps

in the state.
Locomotive Engineers.—Mr. A. H. Druman
engineer on the Maine Central, left

mond,

for Atlanta, Georgia, where he will
represent the engineers of Maine in the national meeting of the Brotherhood of Locomotive
Engineers. This is a very important and use-

yesterday

tui

organization with a meniDersuip oi over
10,000. It distributes a large amount ot money
annually to widows and orphans ot engineers.
There is also a mutual lite insurance association connected with the Brotherhood, from
which the family of each member receives
$3000 on his decease.

Diving, Col. Edward Moore has taken the
contract to remove a lot of sunken piles near
the Grand Taunk wharf, so as to make it safe
for the Allan steamers. Yesterday an exper—

ienced diver, assisted by
lumon

a

large

crew

3^ rge.n,
7Cr

—

•ge
to
nmen ne put aronnd
the piles that the pile driver was to pull out.
It will take some time to complete the work.
New Sohoonek.—The new schooner Ariadne,
built at Harpswell by P. C. Merryman, was
brought to this city yesterday, towed by the
She is a tbree-master, and is 120
tug Tiger.
She goes into the
general freighting business, and is owned by
\V. S. Jordan & Co., Charles Chase & Co., and
She is to have her masts put in here
others.

feet keel and 30 feet beam.

aud will be

rigged

at once.

She is 400 tons.

wheat bread was awarded to a young- girl of
Fryeburg, thirteen years of age.
The exhibition of fruit, considering the unfavorable season, was very excellent. Mr. H.
B. Allen of Hiram was one of the largest
exhibitors. Mr. H. Saunders of Sweden had a
large variety of apples, and some fine specimens of the Flemish Beauty.
Mr. W. H.

Eastman of Sweden among other kinds of
apples exhibited a home graft of excellent
flavor, well worthy the attention of orchardists.
Mr. Jacob Swan of Denmark contributed some
seedlings and also an elegant specimen of dried
apple, sliced and cured in one day. The prevailing varieties of apples were the Hubbard-

ston, Belleflower, Pearmain, Hodhead, Spitzen-

burg, Russet, Baldwin,
Fameuse, several kinds

N. Spy,
of Sweet and some
choice Crab. The only grapes noticed were the
Hartford Prolific, Clinton. Delaware, and N.
Mnsrailino.
Last year some fine peaches were
brought from Brownfield and Conway, but,
from neglect it is presumed, none were shown
this year. Several specimens of cranberries

shown, ripe and beautiful. Mr. W. H.
Stiekney of Brownfield brought several boxes
were

bees’ honey.
From a hurried stroll around the room we
only recall a recollection of some harnesses
from J. Evans, Fryeburg. Mason & Hamlin
orerans from tho mnsin star a nf
F T.iHinfinM

Bridgton; canaries from Mrs. S.
Fryeburg; coins fresh from the mint
delphia; some fine birch brooms, aud

special committee

police favored a relaw, and appropriated $200

ou

state

enactment of that
towards defraying the expenses of petitioning
the Legislature, and the raising of a committee
for the purpose of taking charge of the matter, of which Chief Templar Nye is chairman.
Tho Temperance Album, published in Boston, was made the organ of the Order, aud
$100 appropriated to pay for a certain amount
of space in its columns.

Page,

at

Phila-

an

Octo-

premium for the best half bushel potatoes, the
best and greatest variety of the same, and as
originator of the best variety of seedling potatoes. Plows from Frye’s manufactory of Portland were entered by Jas. Walker of

Fryeburg;
stoves by

grave stones by Mr. Leighton, and
S. A. Page.& Co.; a coop of several kinds of
pigeons from Master K. Howe, and two of
buff Brahmas from Kev. S. F. Strout of Fryeburg were all to be seen in that department.
But a slight account has been given of the
trotting during the fair, partly as your reporter
saw but little of it, and partly from the excessive predominance given to it in other accounts.
There seemed to be enough of it to satisfy the
crowd of lookers-on. I think the best time was
2.42.
The side shows and shanties were in full
blast. The original Punch and Judy, the lady
without arms, the learned pig, the wilderness
of monkeys, the negro minstrels, the try your
strength man, the picture dealer, auctioneers
and photograph saloons, all were on hand.
Mr. Ik M. Penniman of Sandwich, N. H.,
gave an address full of interest to the farmers
who heard it on Thursday afternoon.
The Hiram Brass Band were in attendance
during the last two days, and were well received. Excellent order was maintained by the
Marshal, K. Libby of Hiram, and his efficient
nnlSAo

TT5/*V.

There

vice.

only

a

__J_1_,
—■"■“J

—

1--O-

was

but little

OTl'

drunkenness, and
Probably many

few slight accidents.

persons and articles have been overlooked in
the above hurried account, as it was written at
an hour’s notice.

and'otisfleld Fair.
and Otisfield fair, which

Harrison

The Harrison
wag
held on Thursday, the 8th inst., at Bolster’s
Mills, was very successful. There were 231
entries in all the departments, many of the
entries comprising a large number of articles.
The show of cattle was held in Amos Small’s
field on the Harrison side of the river, the
ladies’ fair was in the meeting house, and the

display of

farm produce was held in Stuart’s
Hall. The show of cattle was excellent The
first premium for town teams was awarded to
the town of Harrison.
The show of poultry
was fair. The display of vegetables was
large
and fine, and it has seldom been surpassed in
the state. There was an excellent show of
fruit,—a show which would do credit to a county fair. In the way of fancy articles and
household manufactures, the ladies’ fair was a
decided success.

Business Rotes.
One spruce gum factory iu this city sends out
8000 boxes every year. There are two oth-

over
ers

doing a good business.

trade has been
Good Tempdabs.—On the second day of the
Good Templars convention at Dover, it was decided to hold the next meeting in Bangor, in
April, 1875. The committee on political action
recommended, among other things, the re establishment of a state police. The report of a

A.

ber number of the Chinese paper printed at
San Francisco, which will bo sent to you for
further notice.
The lower room was mainly given to garden
products. Samples of wheat were shown by
C. B- Smith of Denmark and J. L.
Stanley of
Fryeburg, the latter having raised over sixty
bushels. The common vegetables were
quite
respectable in numbers and quality. Messrs.
S. Stickney of Brownfield and J. L. Kimball of
Hiram aro always successful exhibitors here.
Geo. B. Barrows of Fryeburg received the first

Lahceny.—Officers Burnham arrested a man
yesterday for stealing lead pipe from the shop
of Charles Pierce on Plum street. Deputies
Bridges and Williams got on track of the lead
and recovered it.

Greening,

trebled

This branch of
within the last few

years,
The Ulster Paper Mills Company of New
York- a very large institution of its kind—are
examining the water powers of the Presumpscot, with a view to establishing some mills
there.
The

Mayfield Slate Company

of Skowhegan,
are selling tbeir celebrated marbleized slate
mantles and other goods faster than they can
turn them out. The goods are taking wonderthe probabilities are that alarger factory will bo built another season for their manufacture.
Eben Clough has about 20,000 bushels of po-

fully,and

factory at Bethel, and there
more waiting transportation to

tatoes in his starch
are as

many

market.

The

price paid is

fifty

from thirty to

cents per bushel.
There is a prospect of considerable lumbering
on the upper part of the St. Johu river this
winter.
The Androscoggin Pulp Company will raise
up the north end of their present building in

Brunswick,

to the

of

height

full

injuredlin

the least

by frost.
The Kineo Slate Company at Sebec, since it
commenced work last January, has worked the
quarry to a depth of 15 feet. The slate is said
to be of excelleut quality.

Religious Intelligence.
H. F. Snow will close his pastoral

laBev.
bors with the Union church, Naples, next Sabhis
ministerial
bath afternoon. He commenced
labors in Naples nearly two years ago, and during this time he has labored earnestly for the
building up of the church, and his efforts have
not been without success.
A yearly meeting of the Free Baptist Church
Hiram
was held iu the new church at South
last Friday, Saturday and Sunday. On Sunday
delivered by
a very interesting discourse was
Bev. Thomas Strout. In the afternoon a very
able sermon was preached by Bev. Mr. Goodwin.
The Piscataquis County Union Sunday School
Convention was held with the Free Baptist, in
Dover, this week.
The Gardiner District Ministerial Conference
commenced at South Paris Monday evening.
Bev. Mr. LeLacheur of Lewiston, preached an
able sermon.
Tuesday forenoon was spent in
discussion. In the afternoon the vestry recently finished by the society was dedicated. Presiding Elder Martin preached the S6rmon and
conducted the dedicatory exercises, assisted by
Bev. Mr. Sanderson, Hobart and Waterhouse.
In the evening Bev. Mr. Vivian of North

Bridgton, preached

NEW ADVERTISEMENTS.

XELSOX & CO.,

Below

marked

Thos. Lawlor, one of the parties whose names
returned by the coroner’s jury as the murderers of John Barlow in Lewiston, was arrested Wednesday.
CUMBERLAND

Mr. Albert Jack, of

Bridgton,

met with

a

Extra

OXFORD COUNTY.

At the last day of the Oxford County fair at
Norway, Sheriff Stacy arrested a man named
Pendsrgrass and three others for gambling.
They were bound over to Ihe S. J. Court
The Chase heir met at West Paris recently
and chose a committee of three to confer with
Mi. Henderson of New York, in relation to his
acting as agent, and it he should not see fit to
do so, then the committee are to select an agent
to go to England to fully investigate the matter; the agent to give bonds for the faithful
discharge of the trust, and to account for all
money paid to him.
PENOBSCOT COUNTY.

The Franklin House,

damaged by fire, Friday.

Bangor,

was

CHILDREN’S

Heavy Qualities,

Court in Portland in December next.
WASHINGTON COUNTY.

A shoal of upwards of one hundred seals
were at play in the wateis of West Quoddy

Bay, Monday.
A boy named McDonald, in Eastport, was
struck by a brick-bat, carelessly thrown by
another boy, Wednesday, and badly injured.
A boy named Tidd was badly burned by an
explosion of gunpowder, with which he was
fooling in Eastport, a few days ago.

tobacco and five dollars in money.
The Saco bridge war is over. The contractor
has gone to work, and the city fathers are evidently beaten.
James Curtis and James Travers, two Biddeford bootblacks, are under arrest for stealing
overcoats.
Monday, while workmen were engaged in
raising into the steeple of the French Catholic
church in Biddeford, an iron beam about fourteen feet long, and weighing 783 pounds, the
pin in one of the pulley blocks came out, when
the beam had been raised about fifty-five feet,
the

heam

came

down with

a

crash.

It

made its way through the gallery floor, cutting
off three beams 2x10 inches, placed edge up,
and lodged on the church floor, knocking a
small hole in that One of the workmen hail a
very narrow escape, as he had a few seconds
heforo passed immediately beneath where the
beam fell.
The Blanchard boiler is safer than any other
boiler. When the water goes from the middle
part to the upper, where the steam is generated, there is only twelve degrees difference
between the feed water and steam coming from
the hoiler. The above has been tested by the
thermometer, where in the old plan there is 150

degrees difference.
Arrangenents have been made by whioh
the new U. S. Postal Guide, advertised in our
columns,may be obtained on application at the

postoffice, where subscriptions will be received.
It is the only official publication of the kind,
and is indispensible to our business and professional men.
Nelson & Co. are increasing their
Bead their advertisement
every day.
note the prices.

FLEECED
all

sizes,

HOSE !

from 20

RIBBED

trifle
and

50 and 100

spools, has become the universal favorite.

from 12 cents upwards.

Managers.

_

oclO-lyS

from 12 cents

It auYou are troubled with a bad breath.
You
noys your friends as well as yourself.
would like to get rid of it, but scarcely know
Use
what means to adopt. We will tell you.
the fragrant SOZODONT, it will cleanse aud
and
leave your breath
beautify your teeth,

dlw

SANFORD'S
JAMAICA
alnnnnf

J™

_1

CHOLERA MORBUS,
Cramps, Pains, Diarrhoea, and Dysentery, are instantly relieved by it. It will render an attack of
Cholera morbus impossible, if taken when the symptoms of this dangerous complaint first manifest
themselves.

CRAMPS AND PAINS
Whether produced by indigestion, improper food,
water or diet, too Free indulgence in ice
water, exposure to sudden changes of temperature,
are immediately relieved by it. One ounce added t#

gallon of

ICE WATER
And sweetened, forms

mixture, which,as a cooling,
healthy, and refreshing Summer Beverage has no
equal. Barrels of ice water,prepared in this way,may
be drank without the slightest injury, and happy is

who finds in this a substitute tor spirituous
liquors. Its value to the Farmer, Mechanh and Laborer cannot be overestimated. It is so cheap as to
be within the reach of all; so finely flavored as to be
enjoyed by lovers of the choicest liquors.
the

man

DYSPEPSIA,
and

want of Tone

Activity in the Stomach and Bowels,
after Eating, are sure to be relieved by a
taken after each meal.

Oppression
single dose

/\/\ WILL BE PAID for a bottle of
I I II I any other Extract or Essence of
I
if
if Jamaica Ginger it found to equal it
#JJ
w in fine
flavor, purity, and prompt
medicinal effect. Largest, Cheapest
and Best. Take no other until you have given it a
trial.
For sale by all Druggists and Dealers in Medicine.
WEEKS & POTTER.
General Agents.
Boston,
W. F. PHILLIPS, & Co.,
J. W PERKINS & Co.,

"Wholesale

Agents.
ocl7dlw

ap24

INDISPENSABLE
Boniuess, Professional and Literary

To

men.

THE UNITED STATES OFFICIAL

POSTAL

GUIDE.

Revised and Published Quarterly
BY AUTHORITX

[From

OF THE POST OFFICE DEPARTMENT.
Postmaster General.]

tue

C., Sept. 29,1874.
Official Postal Guide,

Washington,

D.

The Untied male.
nnhlish<>il hv ITIII .11.11 niiffliton Sc Pa..
is compiled and published under a contract made with them by the Postmaster
General* in pursuance of an net of Congress approved June 23,1974, and is the
only publication of the kind so Author-

ized*

MARSHALL JEWELL,
Postmaster General.

No. 1, for October, 1874.

NOW READY, C0NTAN1ING
A
ALPHABETICAL
COMPLETE
LIST of all of the Post Offices in the United States.
A list of all the Post Offices ARRANGED BY
COUNTIES under States.
A list of all the MONEY-ORDER OFFICES in the country,Domestic and International.
RATFS OF POSTAGE on all classes of
mail matter to all parts ot the world.
Arrival and Departure of FOREIGN MAIL
STE AMC RS.
Full information

respecting REGISTRY of

letters.

Suggestions the Public, anil
All Ike information required by those wh.
scud or receive mail mutter.
to

Terms $1.50

a

year,

Subscriptions received at
plication to the Publishers,

postage free.

the Post

H. O. HOUGHTON & CO.
Riverside Press, Cambridge, Mass.
HURD AND HOUGHTON,
13 Asiob Place, New York.
ocUillt

—

AND

AND

liberal

St.

Exchange

Portland, Oct. 10, 1874.

on

ocl7d2w

be sold

bidder,

on

at

MRS.
to

a

•*

••

“
“
“

**
“
«

Above prices quoted,

GEORGE

M.

are

Twenty-fifth
—

Chiropodist,
ST.,

afflicted with their

operations are

of the
can

may be unable to go out
cclTalw*

FOR SALE.
ihc

ment

in

Tomb a ml Marble MonuEastern Cemetery

Now ownod by the heirs oi the late Capt. John Williams and Zenas Libby. Apply to,
H. T. LIBBY,
ocl7eod2w
No. 1 Portland Pier.

LECTURE BY

U.AY. lifliirv Ward Ranelior
Wednesday Evening,

Place

for

for
year to
responsible
WILL
party. Apply to F. G. PATTERSON, 13
Fluent Block.octl7dlw
one

Lady Penman.

A
plain band.
ocl7d2t

Address,

H.

a

a

gress St.

djt

sale by auction on SATURDAY, the seventeenth
(17th) aay of October, 1874, at 3 o’clock in the afternoon, on the premises, the following real estate of
William Paiker, deceased, to wit:—A certain parcel
ot land situated in Portland, in gaid County, on the
southwesterly corner Congress and Vaughan streets,
being about thirty two feet on Congress street by
about one hundred and ten feet on Vaughan street,
being the homestead ot said William Parker. Oo
the premises is an elegant three story brick House
with modern conveniences. Terms at sale.
ABAGA1LC. PARKER, Administratrix.
Portland, Sept. 11, 1874.
F. ©• B4ILJEV A CO., Auctioneers.
scl6
eodtol0td7t

TUESDAY, Oct. 20th, at 10 o’clock A. M., at
ONHouse
124 Foro street,
shall sell the Furniture in said
of
we

G1 iss Ware.
F. O. BAILEY A

v.

CO., tact's.

AUCTIONEERS

DRAMATIC ENTERTAINMENT BY

KATE RE1GN0LDS AND TROCPE
pleasing Comedy of

YEAR 1

Wednesday Evening, Nov.

I

No 18 Exchange St., Portland.
A.

M.

B.

B. DYER,

MORGAN, 1

BOLIiES.

aulldtt

Fire

Engine,

close accounts.

MORGAN & BIER, AactiMcen.
d3,

oclS_

Wednesday Evening, Dee. 9th,
LECTURE BY

B.

J

At Private Sale.
M. & D. aro agents for the sale if
“Herring & Parrels Champion Safes, “Wiegands” Patent Sectiona
Steam Boiler, “Haskins” Steam Engines, ‘•Blake*’
Patent Steam Pumps, and “Little Giant, Chemica

At 9 o’clock.
Goods from previous sales, comprising Dry Goods
Clothing, Carpets, and Crockery. Also New Style
Spring Beds, Mil rors, Lot ol Settees, «Sc. Also an
Invoice, Black Walnut Goods, Umbrella Stands,
Boot Boxes, <Sc. Also several line Oil Paintings to

LECTURE BY

JOHN

—

Merchants,

MORGAN & OVER.

Wednesday Evening, Nov. lStfa,

C.

AND

Saturday’s Sundries. At our Anc
tion Mart, 18 Exchange St.,

OE LONDON.

E.

—

Commission

Ilia,

LECTURE BY

REV.

Auctioneers.
td

MORGAN & DYER,

itSth,

Wednesday Evening, November 4tb,

the

UAIL1.1 me tu..

oc6_

REV. EDWARD EGGLESTON.

MORGAN & DVEK.

GOUGH.

tS^Tlie remaining Entertainments will be
nounced shortly.

an-

Before each Entertainment.

m.

Doors open at 6J; Entertainments commence at
ij o’clock.
By older or Lecture Committee.
C. H. FLING, Chairman.
J. C. Pbocteb, Treasnter,
ocSdtf

Horse, Jigger and Sled
Square.

on

Market

SATURDAY Oct. 17th at 11 o’clock. One Grey
Horse, One Jigger, One Sled. All property in
this sale, will, as usual, be sold without reserve.
MORGAN & DYER, Auctioneer*.
ocl5

ON

ANNUAL SALE
Hudson’s Bay Buffalo Robes.
By Instructions from James Bissett, Esq.; the
above Sale will take place at the COMPANY'S OFFICES, Montreal,

on

Wednesday, 21st

October Instant,

WHEM ABOUT

WILL

we

are

Must write a rapid and
in own band writing,
A. H., Bo* 2004, City.

desirable location in Congress Square
Enquire at BLARES’ BAKERY, Con-

se28p2t>

JOHN LEEMING,
Auctioneer.

oc!3dt20

Auction sale.

EXHIBITION
—

ottering the largest and best assorted stock of

FANCY

WORSTED,

FANCY CASSIMERES,
VELVET AND SILK TESTINGS
That we have ever shown. And having a cutter that
understands his business, we are prepared to make
garments to older in tirst-class stylo and at reasonable prices.
We would invite especial attention to our Fall
and Winler Overcoatings iii Fancy and
Plain Elysian Beaver, Far Beavers,Chinchilla, iHoncow Beaver and Kerseys in all
the new Patterns and Colors, and to our Suiting,
many of which are of our own importation,
very nobby in color and design.

OF

to
vote of the Board of Directors of
the Gallatin Land, Coal and Oil Company or
PURSUANT
West
the
a

and

Fall

Winter

and

I take the pleasure to inform
my friends, patrons and the public in general, that I will exhibit

BLANKETS,

Wednesday, Oct. 7th,

COWELL & GREENOUGB'S,
THREE CASES BLANKETS.
Oue lot worth
#4.50.Selling for #3.00

MY

5.00.

’*

OF

LINE !

save

OF

Nobby Goods for

Children’s

E. W. HASKELL,
to

be pleased to see the
Ladies to examine the goods and

“Noble

&

Haskell”,

80 MIDDLE STREET,
Has full line of fine goods, tor Gents* wear, and
guarantees to make them up in the best style, and
give satisfaction to all who may favor him with their
patronage.
VST*ARTHUR NOBLE may be found at tho old
stand, and will be pleased to receive a call from his
former customers.
se30d2w

ay-NO CARDS.

d2wi*

ORDER
—

3511-2 Congress St.
A.

sell

T. LOBENSTEIN.
oc5

4.00
5.50

Clothing!

TO
AT

A.

Respectfully.

Coats and Pants.

••

GOWELL A GREE.tOIIGB,
No, #47 middle siireel.
ocSdtf

I will

prices,

—

••

your money.

MADE

FALL STOCK

..

6.50.

splendid line or DRESS GOOD* In
all Styles and Shades, very cheap.
6BAWL8, 8IIAWL8.
We can beat tho world In prices for all kinds
Striped India, long and square; Cashmere, long and
a

square; Ottoman m endless variety ol styles.
Also, a splendid line of Woolens and Housekeeping Goods, selling cheaper than the cheapest.
Call anil see us before purchasing elsewhere and

the most

IN

BLANKETS.

JUST RECEIVED AT

Also,

Number, 482 and 484. ELEGANT
STOCK
Old Number, 290 and 292
GOODS
i$2w

LOT M. MORRILL, Trustee.
oc9d&wtd

Augusta, Oct. 1,1874.

GOODS !

are

Congress St., Opp. Preble Honse.

Virginia,
undersigned will, on Tuesaay, tho
3d day of November next, at twelve o’clock
at the Exchange Hotel, Bangor, Maine, sell at public auction, all the right, title, and interest of sakl
company In and to lands in West Virginia, bv virtue
of a declaration of trust made by the undersigned on
the 21st day ot March. 1865.

meridian,

—

New

—

SOLD.

Office.

friends and customers that

our

BE

Catalogues (conditions same as heretofore) may be
hail on application by post or at tho
Company’s

Foreign Woolens.

successor

Pew lor Sale.
very
IN Church.

Ocl.

LECTURE BY

-OF-

snlw*

leased

iw.Aurllo.rrra.

O. HAILE If A

F.

whom it may concern, $30,000 bonds (30 bonds of
$1,000 each) all coupons on, of the first mortgage
bonds of the Portland Glass Company—terms matie
known at time of sale.

Wednesday Ereniag, Oct. 31*1,

.70
.75
1.00
].|.t
less than at wholesale.

0C5

bo

oc3dtl

Next Saturday,
At salesroom, 176 Fore Street, at 10
o’clock, Cloths, Shirts and Drawers, Dry
and Fancy Goods. At 101-2, by order
of Assignee, a stuck of Kitchen Furniture, consisting of Washing Machiue,
Wringer, Tin Ware. Apple Pearers, Dish
Drainers, Cutlery, Ac. At II1-2 a large
assortment of Furniture, Carpets, fine
Feather Beds, Mattresses, Room Papers,
Curtains, Ac At 12 1-2 Office Furniture,
lot new Demijohns, Liqnor Barrels, Ac.

Portland Glass Company Bonds a t
Auction.
FRIDAY, the Sixth day of November next, at
12 o’clock, noon, at Merchants Exchange, Exchange street, Portland, we shall sell for benefit ot

—

»

SUITINGS,

will be treated at their residence.

llalf

Consignments solicited.

ENTERTAINMENTS. ON

«•
a

OVERCOATINGS,

the boot or shoe
immediatelywith great comfort.

Aged People--who

OF

ARRIVAL

We would notify

OF BOSTON,
has taken rooms at

worn

Regular sale of Furniture anil General Merchandise
176 Fore street, com-

every Saturday at salesroom,
mencing at 9 o’clock A. M.

ocl5d5t*

Custom Department

WELCH,

feet can be assured that his
most Beneficial Character and

ALLE2V.

ding, Crockery and

Annual Series

Tickets to the Course #1.50; Reserved Seats #1.00
extra; Members' Tickets #1.00 (each member being
entitled to tw o); Evening Tickets 50 cents.
Members’ tickets can be procured at Stockbridge’s
Music Store on and after Monday Oct. 5th. The sals
of Reserved Seats will commence at Stockbridge’s
Music Store Saturday morning, Oct. lotn, at 0 o'clock

NEW

.

Notice is hereby giving that

are

HALL !

CHARLES BRAD LAUGH,

tl

W.

house, consisting
Parlor, Dining room.
Chamber and Kitchen Furniture, large lot of Bed-

8 .50

wholesale aad retail.

c.

BAILEY.

12,000. ROBES

and Clnb Nails

are

A.

GERMANTOWN WOOLS
o&er at

(Office 15 Kxchange Street.)

O.

Furniture at Auction.

CITY

LEAP

Orin Hawkes & Co.

TREATED •without PAIN

22 FEDERAL

DAWSON.

CONCERT BY CHANDLER'S BAND

we

P.

PURSUANT

Dec. 10th,

L.

F. O. BAILEY & CO.,
Auctioneers and Commission Merehanst
Salesroom 176 Fore Street,

Administratrix’s Sale by Anetiou
to a license from the Judge ot Probate of Cumberland County, I shall ofler tor

Course tickets with reserved seats for sale at Rand
Thornes*, Doering Block,
Course tickets without reserved seats for sale at
Stockbridge’s Music store and Rand & Thornes.
octl7
deodtd

few
••

Reduced
tf

at

SALRS~

0C1S

We have received our Fall Importations of Bergmanns Zephvr Worsteds in Single, Split and double
in all the choice shades, also

Horns. Bunions. Ingrowing

Where all persons who

—

CQueert by the Portland Band.

d6m

and

Nov. 27th,

Thursday Evening,

The balance of onr stock of Palmer’* Jacqueline Conet at Sevenly.llve cents.
Davi* & Co. sole proprietor of the

IN

octlT

Surgeon

Nov. 12, 1874,

Concert by the Ariona.

DAVIS & CO.

203 FORE STREET.

DR.

:

SCOTT-SIDDONS,

presenting

of

“
“
«
•<

35 cU.
aiul$i.

x>uxes

wu».

GRAND FAMILY MATINEE,

CONCERT,

be preceded by a Concert by the Amphioa Club

Gents’ Merino Underwear J
Bargains ior

Parquette

25cts,

AUCTION

SELECT READINGS

public

JUST RECEIVED

CENTS MERINO SKIRTS at

Gallery
vivuceurt tiwiin

Jan. 7, 1875,

LBCIVBE BY

TUESDAY,

the twenty-fourth day of November. A. D. 1874, at
10 o’clock in the forenoon, at the Sheriff's office In
Portland, in said county, all the right in equity
which Michael Lodin, alias Michael Loden, alias
Michael Lordcn. of Portland, in the County of Cumberland, has or had on the twenty-second (22) day of
December, A. D. 1873, at 5 o’clock and forty-ftve
minutes in the afternoon, when the same was attached on the original writ in the action on which
said execution was obtained, to redeem the following
described mortgaged real estate, to wit:—A certain
lot of land, with the buildings thereon, situated on
the Northwesterly side of West Commercial street,
in Portland, in the County of Cumberland and State
of Maine, and bonnded, beginning on said street at
the Easterly corner of land which said Loden (other
wise Lorden) conveyed to Jeremiah Carroll by deed
dated April 3d, 1867; thence Northwesterly bv said
Carroll’s land sixty-three and one-half (63$) feet to a
stone wall; thence
by said wall thirtyseven and three-fourths (37})
feet, more or less, to
land then of Hiram Brooks; thence Southeasterly
by said Brooks' line sixty (60) feet to Commercial
Street; thence Southwesterly by said street thirtyseven and three-fourths (37}) feet to the first bounds.
me suuie uemg me iNormeasieny
pare oi a lot oi
land conveyed by said Brooks to said Carroll and
Loden by deed dated October 18th, A. D. 1874, recorded in the Cumberland Registry, Book 329, page
324, and the same conveyed to said Loden by said
Carroll by deed dated April 3d, A. D. 1867, and recorded in Cumberland Registry, Book 351, page
325, to which deeds and the deeds therein reterred to
reference is made for a more particular description.
Dated at Portland, this (lGth) sixteenth day of October, A. D. 1874.
w3w!3
W. H. DRESSER, Deputy Sheriff.

consignment

|

sc4Prices.

HON. DANIEL DOUGHERTY,
Concert by Chandler'. Full Baud.

BY

and

Admission.

of

Bvery Saturday Afternoon,

which the following distinguished talent will ap-

Thursday Evening,

ss:

execution, and will

TAKEN
auction to the highest

a

Course,

&

Sheriff’s Sale.
Cumberland,

Every Week.

Thamday.

MADAME SOPHIE DO WLAND, Soprano,
(First appearance in Portland,)
MBS. FLOBA E. BAR BY, Contralto,
MB W. H. FESSENDEN, Tenor,
MB. JTOHN WINCH, Basso,
IIEBMANN KOTZSCMMAB, Pianist.

s,

O I Li S

One

Thursday Evening,
GRAND
VOCAL

Marine Underwriters,

No. 33

the

Winter Season.

Cards

Mile, lima Di Mur ska,

LORING,
& ADAMS,
and

Concert of

—

Change of Bill Every n.ul.y

Dec. 17th,

Thursday Evening, Dec. 3d,
REV. E. H. CHAPIN.

se26

BURNING & WOOL

GOOD

ocl5tf

friends for the

DAVIS & CO.

SPERM, LARD,

To

Grand

EVENING,

FOB THE

New Faces

SMITH.

Thursday Evening,

ROLLINS,

Fire

—

_M.

Friday Evening,

oar

patronage we now enjoy, and inviting a
carefal serntiny of the standing of oar
companies and onr business facilities we
pledge our best services to those who entrust their insurance to as.

Which

Wanted.

Mabel Burnham,

Teacher of Singing*
Order* left at BtoeUbridge’s.

furnish

propose

MACHINERY,

be

MRS. H.

patrons

Thanking

—

DEALER

to

we

EVERY

—

assisted by the distinguished Vocalist

ABSOLUTE INDEMNITY

Bergmanns Zephyr Woisted.

deOdiBtf

Mrs.

that many in this cily are to-day feeling
nader the protection of policies
which are emtirely worthless#
So far as the wise management, large
experience and immense assets of many of
the oldest, wealthiest and best Insurance
Compauics of the world can afford

oar

BY TBE

pear

EVIDENCE ABOUNDS

it to

Formerly Music Ilall, Portland, Me.
OPEN

Mendelssohn QuintetteClub FaU and

in

against loss byflre

19th,

GRAND CONCERT COMPANY.

!

other agency in New Eng-

bo

Nov.

Ward’s Opera House.

assisted by her

Insurance

possessed by
land.

OF

JAPANS,

I C E
N. O CltAHl,

Fire

Admission 25 cents, or five tickets for $1 00 if purchased in advauce at Hawes* Mnsic Store.
Reserved seats 35 cents, for sale Wednesday ruorning, Oct. 14th.ociadCt

CONCERT

GRAND

qUINTETTE CLUB.

N1RS. C. K. DAWKS, Soprano,
HISS HATTIE WEEKS, Contralto,
HR. JOHN MORGAN, Tenor,
HISS LEAFY CHANDLER, Accompanist.

—

Thursday Evening,

MARCHIONESS CORSET.

VARNISHES !

AMPHION

MADRIGAL CLUB !

FIRST-CLASS

A. P. FULLER,

House No. l niuui'oc
Rcut.

Varnished and Shipped by

facilities for

Office, or on ap-

ocl7

PURE

ranging in age FROM TEN TO ONE
HUNDRED
AND
FIFTY
FOUR
YEARS.
These aabstautial institution,, meat of
which have for many year, established
themselves in the confidence of this com.
munity hr prompt and honorable adjustmeot oi nnmeron, and heavy tome., afford

AND

EVENING, Oct. 18th.

Chandler’s full Brass Band.

GLEE

YORK

Sunday Concert

SUNDAY

COURSE^_1874-75.

Northeasterly

POST OFFICE DEPARTMENT,

Grand

Thursday Evening, Nov. 5th,

—

and

a

Save yonr Dollars and Doctor’s biils and trvr the
Japanese Cough Candy for Colds and Sore Throat.
Price 5 cts. Sent to any address and for sale by G.
W. STOVER, Portland, Me., 74 Portland St.

CARGOES OF

1

Dollars!

seenre

change of
a

James L. Black,
Benj. Gribben,
Cbas. W. Hanson,

First appearance in this city of tlie

f_IV.

i true Jamaica Ginger, combined with choice
aromatics and genuine French brandy, and is vastly
superior to every other Extract or Essence of Ginger
before the public—all of which are prepared with alcohol by the old process.

in Robertson’s great comedy of Cmmic. pronounced
by tho press and public to be unequalled and one ot
the finest specimens of character acting on the
American Stage. Also as Peter Poll in the
ocl7tf
screaming iarce of The Toro Polls.

Lecture and Concert

of

assets

ECCLES,

9

C. W. Stevens.
Hicks,
Members of other organizations are requested to
uniform.
ocl7dl w
[Advertiser copy.

Million
Seventy
CO.,

Anything desired in a Catholic Bookstore
be found at T. P. McGowau’s, Congress
ielfitf
Block.

ICE.

Companies, representing

mt. BCL.VII, HVt\

ARMY AND NAV Y

ADDITIONS

or

will appear in his renowned pertormance of

ap<>ar in

of insurable property.

cast

On Monday Evening October 10th.

C. L. York,

—

Don’t Suffer J

can

S.

see

the popular Comedian and Character Arlsr

until

Band

OTTR GAL.
For particulars and
bills of the day.

usual.

as

characters,

COMMITTEE OF ABBANGEMENTS.

to

of

Prices

Department

Chandler’s
o’clock.

by

WEW

_^_

pure,

announcing

OED NO. 297.

_

A Thing of beauty is a joy for ever.— And
such is a rich flowing head of hair.
Reader, if
you have this great gift of nature and it is not
use
the
it
is
the
Beariue;
only safe
fading out,
and reliable dressing you can get.
Every
ocl3d&wlw
druggist sells it.

Concert

superior nud extensive
facilities for ellecting reliable insurance

Just above the Preble House,
ocl7

comedy

Friday Evening Oct. 23d.

our

all classes

SAPPHO
in tbc mu.-ical
comedy of the
LAD* OV AMIITO.V
Miss Alfy Chippendale in her mirth provoking

city’hall
E. H. Rich,
J. H. Crowell,
H. J. How,

upwards,

NELSON &

Symonds’ Dye House, India Street.—Coats
dyed §1.25; overcoats $1.50; pants 75 cents.
sel5eod2m*
Horse* to I.ct.
Five or six fine driving horses will be let to
responsible gentlemen urtil next May for their
keeping. Those who can find it convenient to
board them at Sawyer & Wilson’s stable prefered. Kind and gentle for ladies.
Good
readers. Good for grocers.
to
W.
H.
Hall.
Apply
cct13
eod3t

vicinity

COOL AS A CUCLHBEK,
one night only of the celebrated

Appearance for

—

Portland Police

FANCY WOOL HOSE

A Splendid Beverage.—A trial of Webbs’

IMPORTANT TO TRAVELER!.
When you visit or leave the City of NEW
YORK, save annoyance and expense of carriage hire and stop at the GRAND UNION
HOTEL, opposite the GRAND CENTRAL
DEPOT. It has over 350 elegantly furnished
rooms and is fitted up at an expense of $900,000. Elevator, steam and all modern improvements. European Plan. The RESTAURANTS,
Lnnch Counter and Wine Rooms are supplied
with the best the market can furnish—nrices
moderate. The cuisine is unsurpassed. Stages
and Cars pass the Hotel every minute for ail
parts of the City. G. F. & W. D. HARRISON,

and

day

Annual Benefit Ball!
THE

October 17th.

TOE BEST BILL VET !
Mr. Jas. J. Bartlett in his successful comedy

THIRD

patrons and the citizens of Portland

surance

umn.

of preparation. Therefore, insist upon y our
grocers furnishing you with this hraud. d&w

j

This, Saturday Evening,

fancy

toonr agency enables ns to present a list of
leading American and English Fire In-

LADIES’ AND MISSES’

To-Dav, at 10 a. in., F. O. Bailey & Co. sell
at auction kitchen ware, cloth,feather bed matSec
auction coltress, office furniture, &c.
chocolate is all that is required to convince any
person of its peculiar merits, It is not only
delicious, but nutritious, healthful and simple

Saturday

Exchange St.

RECENT

yard

Mrs. Manchester is still at the U. S. Hotel.

Grand Msiiuee I hi* A* IV. at 9-30 o’clock.
Popular prices 25 and 15 cents.

Saturday

OF

House.

Proprietors and Managers. .Messes. Shaw & Ellis

daughters

We have pleasure la
our

ou

HOSE

MANUFACTURER

Silk,

upwards,

cts.

LADIES’

HISCELLANEOCS NOTICES.
The Eureka Machine

No, 22

LADIES’ AND CHILDREN’S

YORK COUNTY.

Burglars recently broke into Chas. S. Blais
dell’s store in Berwick, and stole a quantity of

ACADEMY,

PORTLiAXD

Museum & Opera

—

AMR.

Agency

& ADAMS,

all Sizes.

Flatulency, Sluggish Digestion,

Rodney L. Fogg, of Augusta, Superintendent
of Government Operations on Dix Island,
against whom a warrant was issued weeks ago
by TJ. S. Commissioner Bradbury, on achargo
of bribing voters at the September election in
Augusta, appeared before the Commissioner,
waived examination, and gave bail in the sum
of $500 to appear at the United States District

AT

& NAVY HALL.

—

Shirts and Drawers i

slightly

COUNTY.

KENNEBEC

!

J. W. RAYMOND would respectfully
to the citizens of Portland, that
he will open a select scho- >1 f >r Young Ladies.
Misses and Masters at the above named hall
on
afternoou, Oct. 17th, at 2.30
o’clocK, and continue on Wednesday and
afternoons. Terms for twelve lessons $4.00.
Private lessons will be given any hour of the
by
Mr. R. assisted bv his two
who will be at
the hall on and after Oct. 19tb, from 10 to 12 a. m.
and from 2 to 5 p. m. A private class for advanced
scholars in
dancing will commence at the Hall
on Wednesday
Evening Oct. 21st. Applications tor
this class will be received at the hall duiing the day.
For terms apply at the hall.
oclSdlw

ROLLINS,
LORING,

Heavy do from $1 upwards.

se-

accident, Monday, He was riding with
four heavy wheels drawn by two horses, and
when near Pinhook, one of the wheels came
off. causing him to be thrown to the ground,
and the axle striking hi3 left ankle, broke both
bones thereof,

DANCING
—

OB'

Good value at $1.00.

COUNTY.

vere

and

down

GINGER,

were

Insurance

Ladies’Uudervests for 65c,

miTTC

ANDROSCOGGIN COUNTY.

ENTERTAINMENTS.

RAYMOND’S
SELECT

ARTIV

CONGRESS STREET

NEWS.

STATE

Timely advised for coming loss prepare!
we tell you wliy, and how, and
where.

ENTERTAINMENTS.

announce

a sermon.

The Kennebec Universalist Association will
meet at Winthrop Oct. 21st and 22d.
Bev. G. L. Walker, D. D., formerly of State
street church of this city, and lace of New Haven, is now in Europe, and has an earnest call
to take charge of the American Chapel at Geneva, Switzerland.

I

NEW NO. 495

front

the

building, and construct a wing from the present structure to the bridge, of the same height
Two largo drying
as the present main mill.
rooms will bo put in the buildings, which probably will require at least three miles of piping.
Three new and powerful wheels are to be set,
six run of stone in place of two, and four new
wet machines, making five in all,—adding
greatly to the capacity of the mill.
J. W. Jones has put up this year at his factory at Farmington, over 400,000 cans of sweet
corn. The crop has been excellent, exceeding
by 100,000 cans the amount expected by Mr.
Jones and the farmers the first of the season.
This year no corn has been

NEW ADVERTISEMENTS

CAMPBELL.
jtt

NEW

SILK .YAK LACE.
Just the thin? for trimmin? Cashmere
and Brilliantines at

NELSON & CO.'S
ocl5tl3t

«f ust above live Preble ll«u*f

DK. S. FITCH*
lias removed to !J59 Wert *A3d *ir«ef» New
ocSinlm*
Work City.

***<————Ml——

POETRY.

“0, Ted! what a flight you have given us;
a night I have spent.
I feared an accident. We have had men scouring the hills,
but they could find no trace of you. Thank

A Petition to Time.

gently. Time!
glide adow n thy

us
us

Let

convulsive weeping, she grew calmer, and I
wiped her eyes with penitent kisses. She
lelt me, smiling, and I was congratulating
mysell on having escaped so easily, when a
door opened, and my grandfather stood before on the landing. One glance at his
shaking white head and stem face assured
me that the trou’olo
\va-|yet to come.I suppose
I must have looked like a guilty culprit, with
my wine-flushed face, my wind-tossed hair,
and disordered clothes.
“Well, sir!” He spoke briefly, and then
stood silent, waiting an explanation,
“I am sorry to have caused you any uneasiness,” I began, trying to curb the irritated
temper, which was born of my exhausted
nerves.
‘T met some village friends and
joined them at a supper in town. I quite
forgot the flight of time; it must have flown
ou silken wings.”
“Indeed!” My grandfather's tone was hard
as steel, and quite as cold and
cutting.
“I repeat that I am sorry to have caused

stream

we sometimes glide
a quiet dream!,
Humble voyagers aro we.
Husband, wife, and children three—
(One is lost,—an angel fled

Gently, as
Through

'*>

overhead!)

To the azure,

Touch us gently, Time!
We’ve not proud nor soaring wings;
Our ambition, onr content,
Lies in simple things.
Humble voyagers are we,
O’er Lifers dim, unsounded sea,
Seeking only some calm clime;
Touch us gently, gentle Time!

OLD JANET.
Old Janet!

It

old nickname that I
had given her, though we were children towas an

gether,

and she six weeks my junior.
She
was a creature of moods and swift impulses.
She was tender, proud, humble, all at once,
and, more than all, she was rigidly just. Not
even her inordinate affection for Teddy Burr
could hoodwink her sense of justice, or blind
her eyes to a perception of my follies when
the cost entailed by them was likely to fall on
our common

•

gracious favor.
“I will tell grandpa,” she repeated, planting herself firmly before me, her clumpy little
feet set wide apart, and all her roughened,
bright, brown hair tumbling, cataract fashion, from under her gypsy hat.
My only answer was the tightening of the girths with a
as a

his inquiry.
“I shouid be glad to tell you,” I replied,
with an impertinent affection of coxcombry,
“but, unfortunately, one woman who was
present filled my mind to the exciusion of all
the others. I can describe her, if you wish,
for she was more beautiful than an houri
seen in a dream of Paradise.”

By

this time 1 was mounted and riding out
of the gate. But, as 1 swept past her, I looked
back, aud pursing up my lips, sung out insultingly : “Tell tale! tell tale! Tell tales, if
you dare!” and so cantered off.
She did tell. Not one of the people emuit

t'iujcu

tuc

jjiacu
one of

wuuiu

nave

“A woman—a woman.” He controlled
his shaking limbs, and raised his head, with
one of his old, sharp glances flashing out

from his keen,

ueuayeu me,

them knew that I had
and I was proportionold Janet for carrying
out her threat. I think that when I was punished she suffered more than I did. For two
days I would not speak to her, and she moved
about the house with red eyes and unkempt
head. On the evening of the third day, I was

though every
wilfully done wrong,
ately indignant with

Alas, alas,”

are

about?”

you sorry
as

ciliation as

might

I asked,

as

humiliating for her as possible. It
warning to her in future not

serve as a

to meddle.

“O, Ted, I

so

“Well, then,” I answered, mollified,“if you
are really sorry, you must go without your
supper, to-night,'as I did that night, and then
I’ll make it all up with you.”
“O, will you, truly. Dear Ted, how good
you are. I am so glad. I dou’t mind going
without my supper—that’s nothing. I wish
you had asked something harder of me. But
won’t you kiss me, Teddy—just once?”
“To-morrow,” I answered, turning shortly
“After it’s all over.JI’ll kiss you, if
away.
you want. But not to-night.”
“Very well; to-morrow, then.”
She took her little, wistful, tear-stained

Harrisons
Burt and I

graced air, going early, supperless
naa

nut

pic^aicu

iui

to

bed,

and

LspeaKi uon
“until you have read

not quite in-

derly.
“Janet,
Janet,”

“And

I kissed Janet the next morning, aud so we
made up our difference; and pretty much in
this way we quarrelled and kissed aud made
up again till I was eighteen years of age and
sent away to school. By that time it was
pretty well understood that grandfather designed us to be married as soon as my education was finished, and inherit his property.
I don’t know that either of us thougnt much
ot it. Janet was ray love, and I accepted
her devotion as I fancied a mau should—
grandly. My grandfather, watching his idol

anxiously

leaves in her rounded cheek and chin. She
flushed up spleudidly, and drew slightly away
It was the first time I had known Jauet was
shy, and it added a keener relish to my appreciation, somewhat supercilious of her
frank and generous country beauty. Graudfather smiled proudly.
“There’s no girl like our Janet!” he said to

“She

brought up by men—women
don’t train such girls—and she’s got a man’s
a
mau’s
courage,
will, and a man’s sense of
honor, added to a woman’s tenderness. You
are a happy man, Ted, to
possess her.”
I acquiesced, with inward
superciliousness,
thinking my grandfather was getting childish
in his old

But I remembered it ail afterward, and recognized his wisdom.
One day, late in the afternoon, I got
my
horse out, and, promising Janet that I would
be gone but an hour, rode briskly away over
the white, hard, winter {ground.
The cold
air set my pulses bounding; the blood mounted to my head, and singing furiously, I rode
on and on.
In the outskirts of the town I
chanced to’meet some acquaintances; among
them Bret Harrison, a college chum, with his
sister. They urged me to join them, and we
rode into town, with the promise of a gay
age.

night before us. We had supper, music,
wine; song followed song, toast followed
toast; and. while Rosalind Harrison’s splendidly beautiful southern eyes smilingly invited love into miue, I lorgot
honor, forgot
my promise to Janpt, (orgot everything that
a

should remember. The first red
streaks of early dawn were visible over
the
eastern hills when I rode
homeward. The
touch of the cool,
pine-scented air on ray
foerhead was
the fever in my blood
was cooled as I swept
on; but there was a
sickening fall of the pulse within, which was
new to me.
The first sight that greeted my
eyes as I
swung the gate, Was Janet flying towards
Lad
she
not
me.
Evidently
slept. Her face
was pale, her yesterday’s evening’s dress was
not laid off, and dark shadows underlined her
wiseman

pateful;

heavy eyes.
“What! up so soon ?” I cried, wfth affected
gayety, as I flung myself to the ground—“aud
waiting fora ride? Jump up, now, and you
shall have one canter before I put Bess in the
stable. She’s dead tired out with her night’s
work.”
But Jenet's

arms

only

to throw her
burst of tears.

answer was

about my neck with

a

Heirs Wanted.
JOHN JAMIESON, eldest son of William Jamieson, of Glasgow, Scotland, merchant and manufacturer, was born loth Dec., 1793, and emigrated in
early life, it is supposed to Canada. It alive, he is
entitled to succeed to property in Scotland of considerable value. Information wanted regarding him, or
his childien and descendants, if any. Address
CROSS, DUNN & DAVIDSON, Advocates, Montreal, Canada.
oc9dlm

apply.

SOU ABE,

sp24BURROWS BROS.

LOST AND FOUND.

dtf

FAINTER,

FOR

MAY

6

Portland

a

suitably rewarded by leaving it

at

ocl6

THIS OFFICE.
dlw

Lost.
LADIES* Russia Leather PORTMOSNAIK,
containing a small sum of money. The finder
will be suitably rewarded by leaving it at this Office.

A

Frank H.

STREET.

Me.

ocl4dtf

To Let With Board.
Pleasant front room, with board, at
oc!3d2w
49 Pleasant Street.

To Let
good rooms, connected, to let, with board, at
203 Cumberland St., comer of Franklin. Also
>ther good rooms,
oc7tf

TWO

STATE

IVatch and Chronometer maker*’* Too!*,
mathematical, Optical and Philonophical Instrument*, School
Apparatus, Ac.,
56 market Ntreet, Printers Exchange,
PORTLAND, MB.
WOODFORD,
myl9

TWO
given immediately.

a

suite of
BOARD,
WITH
room, suitable ior families.
Lions lor
few
one

a

oc7

rooms

single gentlemen

aud

one

large

Also accommo
at 52 Free St.

at No. 83 Brackett

Street.oc!4tf

to Wm. II.

JEKKIS. Real Esocl3dlw*

A

Let.
NICE three story brick house, No. 65 Danlorth,
corner Winter street, pleasantly situated, con-

tains 11 rooms;also
6 months or a year.
at 23 Pine street.
ocl3

house

Western Promenade for
Inquire of J. C. PROCTER or
lw

LET!

Room iu the Second Story of the
Primers’ Exchange, with power if
required. Apply to PRESS OFFICE
or to B. THURSTON A CO., Ill
Exchange Street.
dtf

half of
tuaoaiiuj

a

To Let
double Brick House, ten

ouuauwi uu i/ituiUHU

2234 Cumberland st.,
Boarding
Wilmot. Also table board.
at

OUecl.

rwo

To Let.
BOARD, suit of
WITH
HIGH* SPRING ST.

rooms

at

37

comer

ot

HOUSE

Jp24_

15* Pearl Street.

sc23tf

boarl at 152 PEARL ST.

se23dtf
Year

Boarding.
|

desiring good accommodation 5 minutes
walk from the City Bnilding can learn, by apthis office where such can be obtained.
] dyingat
Penns reasonable.
se23tf

rHOSE

se29

poses,

L.

178 COMMERCIAL STREET,
PORTLAND. ME.
dti

CALL

9 BOARDS,

J1 0

close

*

mj28

a

PINE

FLOORING

lots to salt

consignment

purchasers,

In The World.

AT

L19

and STEP
lor sale low

RYAN & KELSEY,
No. 101 Commercial Street.

aud examine for yourselves.

S. W. EATON.
Portland, July 21,1874.

jy21d3ra

Andrew hawes,
GEORGE JOHNSON,
October 15th, 1874.

Exchange Street.

ag5*f

A TTT JO
A A tk 15

"p

State.

FOR

SALE

Bond

se22dtd

DAW

John Paul is
ot

oar

c.

5,

—

SIX

one

of

NEW

humorists.—Springfield Rep.
by a

dis-

WORCESTER.

dSw

CONSULATE OF SPAIN.
I'o merchants and Shipmasters.

BOOkTELL IT ALL

Mormon High Priest Inyear*
troduction by Mr*. Stove. This .tory of a
./Oman s experience layi bare the "hidden
Ufe,"
mysteries, secret doings, etc. of the Mormons as a
wide-awake woman sees them."
Bright, Pure
it
is
Good,
tho
best
now
book
and.
out, actually
in<7 with pood thing* for *11. It i* popular everyand outsell* all other books three to
where, with everybody,
one.
Minister* *ay *• Cod speed it.** Eminent women
endorse it Everybody want* it; and agent* are selling
from 10 to 20 a day I 25th thousand now in press! We
want 5.000 more trusty agent* NOW—men or women —and
we will mail Outfit Frees to those who will canvass.
Largo
pamphlets with full particulars, terms, etc. sent free to alL
Address A. i). Wouxiimoxo* ft Co.. Hartford, Con".

or

oc»

J. BRIDE,

By Ma PKmhMse of Balt Lake City, for *5
tho vile of a

—

—

Excursion, will be continued through
the months of Oetober and November,
1874
Return Checks will be honored for
seven days after Thanksgiving Day.
Tickets and State-rooms with C. C.
RREGG, 87 Washington Street, and at
Depot, foot of Summer St., Boston.
Express Train Leaves Boston at 0 P.
W., and Worcester (Foster St. Station)
it 7.-20 F, M.
Boats leave Pier 40 Sort!: River, Sew
fork, at 4 P. M.

the brightest

onl.
Circulars tree.

for

DOLLARS,

FROM BOSTON

York._ ocl5t4w
1£ AGENTS WAXTED

d3w

Secretary.

Norwich Line to New York
and Retnrn

EE

The book lias been demanded
public clamor too general to be

ige, post-paid, for 25
'67 Broadway, New

FREDERIC HENRY UERRISH,

—

WANTED—AGENTSsen?"*
Prize Stationery Package
Sample Pack-

/Commissioners.

BY

Premium
THE

■

t7"OlJ are hereby notified that on and after the first
A day of September, 1871. the new
regulations
by the Government or the Republic ot
prescribed
P»™ i” regard to Consular lees will take eftect.
The fees for clearauce of vessel* are as follows:

**

KENDALL& WHITNEY.
Send for

a

circular.

TO

j

fcI7d«Swtt

CONTRACTORS.

KALED PROPOSALS will be received at the
^ office of F. H. Fassett, Architect, until October
4th, for furnishing the material and labor for a
lotel at Old Orchard Beach, Saco, for the Orchard

leach Association
Plans and specifications can he seen at the office of
i he Architect alter Monday next.
The right to reject any or all bids is reserved.

Portland, Oct. 15,1874.

d9t

MOLASSES.
] Porto Rico, Barbadoes, Sagua and
Caibarien molasses.
Prime Grocery Gteda Per Sale by
< GKO. S. HINT A CO.
111 Commercial Street.
QCl3

_d2w
Wiater Board lor Horses
near (be city.
Address
E. C. O’BRION,

Publisher and Doohseller.

se29eod3w*

Remnants of Carpeting.
Articles may be left with the janitor, at the Portland Fraternity Rooms. Congress Street, or will be
called for, if notice ot their locality is given. The
donor’s name and statement of contents should be
attached to each package. Public acknowledgment
of all gifts will be made.
It is requested that donations be made as soon as
possible, as the need 's immediate.
By order ot the Directors,

regarded.—N. Y. Tribune.
-AMJvJJl.*
was it Shakespeare or Bacon who
said of John Paul’s new book,— There's Magic in
■he web of it?”—N. Y. Graphic.
Agenlft Wanted for this, tbe best book of the
season.
Prospectus Free. Address
>cl5t4w COLUxMBIAN BOOK CO..Hartford,Conn.

PRESS, SCREWS,GRINDERS, &

Grub Exterminator,
1 G10R catching Canker Worm Grubs, for sale by
JAMES A. NORTON & CO., Spring Street
L
Dove

Tape.

ocl4f2w

TAHIV

CIDER AND WINE MILLS,

—

OF

ceived.

Y.
dlm&w5w

meet for the purpose aforesaid at the office of L. B.
Dennett, No. 4$ Exchange street. Portland, on the
Iflh days of November and April next, at 10 o’clock
n the forenoon, and at the store of Andrew Hawes,
Stroudwater Village, Deering, on the ninth day of
January next, at 2 o’clock in the afternoon.

ALBERT COLBY A SONS,

a

B. T. BABBITT,
64 to 84 Washington Stieet, N.

THE

Old and new books bought and sold by the piece or
I y the pound. Over one hundred thousand volumes
ow on hand.

13 Free Street

FOR SALE.

SOUTHERNin

Cheapest Book Store

pur-

this market.

TAYLOR,

Rubber Blankets.
White Rubber Cloth, 1 yard wide.
Mosquito Netting.
Thread.

purchased previous to October 5th will participate.
Address tor Bonds and full particulars,
nORGElfTHAU, BRUNO A CO.,
Financial Agents, £3 Park Row, N. V
P. O. Drawer ‘i9. Applications for Agencies re-

Commissioners’ Notice.
UNDERSIGNED having been duly appointed commissioners by the Judge of Probate
tor the County of Cumberland, to receive and decide upon all claims against the estate of Mark Tricksy, late ot Cape Elizabeth, deceased, except those ot
the administrator, hereby give notice that they will

—ALSO—

Warrauted Superior to
any Machine ever offered In

package.

sp24

100.000 bent Rift Locust Treenails,
150.000 best flawed While Oak da.
30,000_best quality Canada Knees

dim

Manufacturing

rWO

each

State.

LOWEST CASH PRICES

Napkins.
Ticking.
Blankets, single and double.
Bed Covers, single and double.

Tablets.

Y. Industrial Exhibition Co.

new

aay26dtf

AT

occupancy,
formally dedicated on the 22d
of October.
A large supply of bed and table linens Is needed
before the institution can begin its work, and the
friends of the Hospital throughout the State are
earnestly solicited to contribute any of the articles
named in the following list, in such quantities a
they may feel able to give:
Cotton Cloth, bleached and unbleached, 40 inches.
1 yard, and 2J yards wide.
Crash, Russian and American.
Huckabuck.
Bird’s eye towelirg.
Table linen, unbleached and colored.

BUY A

VPDDV

method of packam now packing It
only Balls, the coating of which will saponify, and
does not injure the Soap. It is packed iu boxes containing 24 and 48 lbs. one lb. Balls, and in no other
way. Directions In English and German for making
hard and soft Soap with this Potash accompanying
a

or

Salesroom 953 Fore St., J. F. MERRILL.
Manufactory, Rear of No. lO Cross St.
PORTLAND, MAINE.

For Family, or light

Board.

HAVE recently perfected
I ing
my Potash,
Lye, and
in

called

Vhite Oak & Hard Wood Plank & Wedges

of Directors announce to the public
the eastern pavillion is nearly ready lor
THEthatBoard
and will be

Authorized by the Legislature of the State of N. Y.
2d Serie Drawing,
OCT.
1874.

Sanonifvinet SnhRtnnf'ft.

Locust Treenails.

New Sewing Machine

IV.

Of double the strength of any othc v

OF

er.

surface

Maine General Hospital.

POSTPONEMENTS IMPOSSIBLE.

OR Id YE,

Air nnd ECONOMY af ICE.
Wholesale and Retail at Manufacturers’ Prices,
iheaper than any other. CAN SAVE THE ADVANCE IN ICE IN ONE SEASON, and get a bet* er article by buying of manufacturer or agent.
Jon’t fail of being convinced of this fact before buy-

,

Notice.

AGENTHlorthe “Life and
Explorations of Dr. Livinga fresh book.
Price
suited to the times. Address, B. B. RUSSELL, PuboclOdlw
lisher, Boston, Mass.

—

I

People who torture themselves by trying to doctor
their own feet should remember tLat nil operation*
by Dr. K. are entirely free from any pain or inconveniences whatever, and that the boot can be worn
at once, with perfect comfort. Rooms in Boston 67
Temple St. and 37 Tremont St., located in Boston
since 1840.
oc5tt

Complete, authentic,

WILL

THE PEERLESS.

’73,

PORTLAND, ME.

Gentlemen or a Gentleman and bis Wile can
be accommodated with lirst class Board and
looms at No. 20 Brown Street.
my!9dtf

AMOUNT

Dr. IV. KeBonon Sc Sobh, BmIob.
Will make his regular monthly visit o
Oct. 13th. Rooms tirst floor U.
1 $
Tuesday
S. Hotel entrance on Congress St. Hours
m
Vw
amCOilNftw from 8 a. m. till 8 p. m Saturday 5 p. m.
Prices-Hard and solt Corns and Bunions 25 to 50 cts each, Ingrowing and Club nails 50
cts. to $1.00 each.

oclOtlw

Pure Concentrated Potash, First Mortgage

In all
taken as in

Disease_a Speciality.
kennisonTchieopodist,

From

1

1ST
ANTTFT1
*" JAiN
LDlf

oc2dtr

6m

de.

PUT UP ONLY IN BLUE BOXES.
ATB1EDAND Il'Ht REMEDY
Sold by Druggists.
oelOt lw

PIKE,

and you would

Foot

Use

stone.”

Try it once
without It.

W. F. PHILLIPS A CO.,
4. W, PEHK1NS A CO.

rayl

GO.,

Carbolic

lVAilgllV9lil

FOU SALE AT WHOLESALE BY

AND ALL THROAT DISEASES,

W ells’

mw___•_

VI

not bo

& CO., BOSTON.
se23t4w

Me.

■£%.

will be found invaluable.

COUGHS, COLDS, HOARSENESS,

on

1874.

a?
IVJLM

B. T. BABBITT’S

unsurpassed in Simplicity, Ease of ManUgement, Durability, Dryness and Purity

Rooms To Let.

l

Fryeburg, October 1,

Summer Complaints and Diarrhoea,
so common with young children, the

MASON & HAMLIN

Co., Portland,

Fryeburg,

A. O. A C. W.

the

For

respects a Hrst class house Gnests will be carried to
and from all trains ot the P. & O. It. K. tree of

is

Vanforth Street and
Western Promenade,
Western terminus .f Spring Street
Horse Cur Line,

Gentlemen and their wives and two or three
gentlemen can be accommodated with
rooms and board at 75 Free street.
oc7lf

THE

Qfc

Tuesday, the 6tli instant.
They respectfully invite the patronage of their
friends and the traveling public generally, and assure them that they will endeavor to make this in all

charge.

It is superior to any other preparation, requiring no
persuasion to induce ihem to take it, and is also peculiarly adapted for females during pregnancy.
It is a positive preventive against the mod ot infants
souring on the stomach. In cases ol

is considered to be one of the greatest discoveries of
the period for Rheumatic, Neuralgic, and
Ery.ipelatoun Affection..
Banian, Enlarged Joints of the Feet.Nenralgia,
Sore Throat, Paralysis, Rheumatism, Pains of all
kinds—cure guaranteed. Wm.M. Giles’ LINIMENT IODIDE OF AMMONIA. 60c. and
*1.00 a bottle. Depot 151 Sixth Avenue, New York.
For sale by Fred T. Meaher & Co., and W.F. Phillips

eodly

public

AS A

Liniment of Iodide of Ammonia

Enropenn Finn.)

Indigestion,

FOR CHILDREN

LAX4TIVE

offered. Organs RENTED with PRIVILEGE of PURCHASE, to almost any part of
the country. First payment *9.99 or upwards. Illustrated Catalogues and circulars, with full particulars, sent tree on request.
Address MASJN & HAMLIN ORGAN CO.
oclOtiw
Boston, New York or Chicago.

House.

Stomach,

Rheumatism and Goat.

.

ever

HOVEY, Proprietor.

it to the

smoothly.

and Best Assortment In the
the latest Improvements,

cor.

rWOsingle
deasant

TO

Dyspepsia,

beneficially on

of the

Headache,

winner, or THREE HIGHEST MEDALS
and DIPLOMA of HONOR, at VIENNA,
'73, and PARIS, ’67 nowoffer the FINEST ASSORTMENT of the REST CABINET
ORGANS in the world, Including new styles
with recent improvements, not only exclusively
for CASH, as formerly.but also on NEW PLANS
OF EASY PAYMENTS, the most favorable

and having newly furnished it throughout, will open

proving the fact—well

Largest
;ombining all

Superior for Sewers, as it keeps iree from
■ediment, and constantly grows harder. Superior for
Chimneys, as it requires less space, always gives a
rood draft, and costs less than brick.

Manufactory

Suit, of Rooms

run

and

Oxford House in

if

Hydraulic Cement Drain and Sewer
Pipes,
it keeps out all
Superior for Well Sides,

THE

The subscribers, having recently purchased the well
known

In all Styles, Grades and Sizes.
The

floor Also
rooms, at No. 4 Cotton streot
doors from Free Street.
au3dtf

’72 and

full supply of the best

a

OXFOBD^HO U SE.

Dry Air Refrigerators

LET, two unfurnished rooms on 2d
rpo
X several furnished

Pipe Co.,

H.

A.
ocl3

SAVE THE ADVANCE ON ICE !

To Let.

JOHN W, STOCK WELL, Manager,
Manufacture under the Stockwcll Patents of 1870

hand

5, 7 and 9 Union Square, Broadway, be*
tween 11th & 15th Sts., N. T.

PLEASE SEND FOR CIRCULAR.
lulldlwtTSTtf

dtf

THE

ou

dtt

(American

for any purpose famished at
Manufacturers’ Prices.

To Let.

’71,

so

Ask your druggist lor it.
For sale by GEO. C. GOODWIN

WILLIAM W. OVER.

a»2

machinery

No. 33 Plum Street.
Apply to ST. JOHN SMITH.
sel5dtf
No. 27 Widgery’s Wharf.

Portland Cement Drain

which acts

or

Acidity

tcrized by great gentleness; the patient experieuces
no sudden change, no marked results, but
gradually
his troubles
“Fold their tents, like the Arabs,
And
silently steal away.”
This is no new discovery, but has been long used
with wonderful remedial results, and is pronounced
by the highest medical authorities, “the most powerful tonic and alterative known”

CHARLES F. ROUNDS,

FUEL CONknown to men
science—that water is the best medium to transh
mt the mechanical forces,
generated in the combustion of fuel, to the production of motive
power.

3UMED—thus

House to Let.
Pine Street (Hull Block), recently
occupied by Robert I. Hull, long or short lease.
Possession given immediatelv.
Inquire of
MATTOCKS & FOX.

water.

vith

f 1(01 OUTIONED

No. 02

as

TABLE BOARD

jarred senses
was lying
among
the bottom of a rocky

I

To Let.
TENEMENT containing 8 rooms, pleasantly loA cated. Rent $250 per year. Also, 5 rooms,
about $140 per year. Apply to
W. W. CARR,
se29lf
197 Newbury Street.

oc5

tentlemen and a few table boarders wanted, at house
STo. 4 Locust Street.
octldtf

Maine,

these particulars as much care has been
the largest and most perfect engine ever constructed.
The result is—the greatest amount of power

U. OO.

comer

Rooms to Let With Board.
pleasant unfurnished rooms with hoard,suitable for gentleman and wife. Also two single

ll

rooms

always

Sourness

It iWffalnlM lhi> Raw«Ir. nniAfs
nprvpfl
and gives such a healthy tone to the whole system as
to soon make
inyulid feel like a new person.
t^e
1 to operation i* not violent, nut is dm.ac-

hv

Extra Insurance to Pay !

number of years, and

Indorsed and prescribed by tho leading physicians
the country, as being the GREATEST
AMT-ACID yet presented to tne medical public. It
immediately anti certainly relieves

throughout

secretive organs as to impart vigor to all the vital
forces.
It is no alcoholic appetizer, which stimulates for a
short time, only to let the sufferer fall to a lower
depth of misery, but It is a vegetable tonic acting directly on the liver and spleen.

COAL AO WOOD.

of this Engine hod in view, in its
construction, the great need that exists tor a perfect
Steam Engine—of small power—adapted to all kinds
of light mechanical work, and that should also combine all that is good in Steam Engineering.
The first point was, to secure a perfectly philosophical Boiler and Furnace, in order to insure the
most perfect combustion, ana to take up the greatest
possible amount of heat in generating steam.
The second point was, to make a perfect cut-off
Engine, working steam expansively, and keeping up
the temperature of the cylinder to prevent loss by
radiation or condensation.
The third point was. to combine and make the
whole a mechanically and scientifically correct machine ; all its parts being provided with means to
take up lost motion, so that It may be used for
any

“SUPERIOR TO CALCINED OB CARBONATE
OF 9IAGNEMIA, WITHOUT THEIR DANGEROUS ASSOCIATIONS.”

or Debilitated 1

ORGAN

The inventor

on

QC12_

inrigorntor,

and

—

MAGNESIA.

Then try JURI BEBA, the wonderful tonic

o

of

—

making?

grades ot

placed by its perfect duplicate.

To

wo

Boarding.

a

Apply

ia-

d2w*

and intend to keep

In shoit it is the SIMPLEST, SAFEST, most
DURABLE and most ECONOMICAL Engine in
the world. We fully guarantee them in aU the above
particulars. COLT’S ARMS CO. have spared no
expense in getting up SPECIAL TOOLS AND MACHINES with which to build these Engines, so that
every part is made up to gauge, and are perfectly interchangeable, the importance of which will be understood by all who are at all familiar with machinery. Thus, every Engine of a given size is an exact
duplicate of every other one of that size, and m case
of breakage, the broken part cau be immediately re-

dressmaker. Possession

Enquire

cf

ROGERS,

Spingler

To Eel.
for

on

HEAD OF UNION WHAKF,

No Danger from Ezpltiion-No liability
to get out of Order.

1*4 Federal St.

MILK

Are yoa so Languid that anv exertion requires more of an eflort than you feel capable of

HOTELS.
No

d&wly

suitable

the carrying

fe

Weak, Nervous,

No. 160 Commercial Street,

TO LET.
rooms

copartnership

JOHN T.

AGENT.

je23eodtf

YOU

ARE

DYER

prie75c“

Heartburn,

JURUBEBA

Coal and Wood Dealers

C. P. BABCOCK.

0. F.

a

the business

MANUFACTURERS OF

STORE

To Let.

have formed

Houghton,

Portland,

MODEL MAKERS & JOBBERS,

a

A

ROUNDS-&

7 & 9 CENTRE STREET.

tf

WOODFORD A BABCOCK.

FINE

Board,
GENTLEMAN desiring board in a private famcan
loam
where
ily
by applying at this office.

Copartnership Notice.

given

most
bumMonback 11 it

HICKS & CO.,

1

HAVE YOU TRIED

aul2

BY

CATARRH.

good order.

_

Possession given October 1st. Enquire of S. W. ROBINSON, Beal Estate Agent, 205 Middle street.
Portland, Sept., 30, 1874_
dtf

BOARD.

SALE

in

to satisfy the
skeptical. Mo
bug about It.
ey

HENRY T. CARTER, INS Earn SI.
«oltt

Baker & Co.

Institute, 1809, 1870 and 1871 > field
Medal by TonUiana and Texas
Slate Fairs, 1871; and First
Premiums whenever fnirly
pat in competition,

quality,

importan

uhTTLi

THAT

One Thousand Cider Barrels
ot best

la

edy will cure

For Sale.

and 130 MIDDLE ST.,

A.

NO. 333 CONGRESS STREET,
RESIDENCE

THE

and have taken tbe stand formerly ntwnnfed

KEILER,

TO

13th, lost between Preble and Brackett
OCTOBER
Street Lava EARRING The finder will be

my

darling-my
.°>t,lailk God, he

**

U

that people should
know it.
Dr. Evans' Rem-

READERS.

Cider Barrels

undersigned having taken the stand of Harlow & Hunt, will continue the business at

•

80 MIDDLE ST.

Lost.

I was startled out of my dismal reverie
by
; horrible sense of a falling, a
sickening crash
; s though the world had been shattered: then

my

All collections promptly attended to by E.
LEIGHTON, Constable and Bill Collector.

JOHN MASSURE,
YS1DORO J. OJEDA.
oc9ti

Portland, Oct. 8,1874.

RY

Under Patents dated Oct. 27th, 1868, April 13th and
20th, I860, and June 28th, 1870.

mitt w

at the

the public will And New and Second Hand
Furnitnre,
Lounges, Spring Beds, Mat trasses,
Looking Glasses, Book Cases, <&c.
Repairing of all kinds neatly done.

EDGAR S. BROWN,

L.

ship liabilities. He will continue the business
store occupied by us, No. 381 Congress St.

Where

HARTFORD, CONN.,

ET
IUI D
II IZi

The new Singing School Book, “THE SON©
MONARCH.” [75 cts.], is attracting general attention as one of the Best Books ever made for Singing Schools.
The above books sent pcst-paid on receipt of retail
price.
OLIVER DITSON & CO., Boston.
CHAS. H. DITSON & CO., 711 Broadway, N. Y.
se25
d&w2w

Copartnership.

due the late firm and will pay the copartner-

claims

BAXTER

PORTLAND, MAIN K.

mjm. m*

a copartnership under
ATWOOD, STEADMAN Us

THE

factoring Co.,

oc2dtf

Sebago
tate Agent.

WE

vard.

WmydarUng!” O.
r
13 not dead!
7
i 1 not! dead!

STREET,

of

Partnership heretofore existing between the
subscribers under the firm name and style of
Massure & Ojeda has been this day dissolved by
mutual consent.
John Massure is to collect all

Colt’s Patent Fire Arms Mann

(2nd door below Canal Bank,)

Wanted—Carpenters.

It was a soft, dark day—still, horribly
still,
vith the calm that follows or precedes a tem>est. Now and then the heavy plunge of
j liding masses of snow was heard as I walked
i o the station, and great flakes fell from the
, louds at distances.
Our train labored heaviThe wheels clogged, the rails
y along.
, reaked, and the
sullen air seemed to be
\ bribed with
forebodings of disaster. To add
| 0 our
a
gloom, heavy fog settled about us.
I'he sheets of black
vapor which at stated inervals roll up from the
Thames, and mase
..ondon like tbs cities one sees in
dreams,
'ague and terrible, would have been but silrery mists, compared with the thick curtain
i hat wrapped us and
crept as we crept on-

ead and wounded at
orge, amid and under the ruin of cars. I
ould not move, I was bruised and crushed. I
ouid not tell if my limbs were broken, but I
(1 :lt the blood
trickling over my cold face from
1 wound in my head.
Half the night passed while we Jay there
1 efore
help came. I was silent, listening to
t lie moans o fthe wounded and
dying. The
, weather
changed; a cold wind blew up and
] fted the fog; the clouds parted,and I saw a
s tar
looking down upon me. It made me
t tiink of
Janet—my old Janet—and I called
l er name aloud. The star
changed; it was
anet’s face that bent over
ifle, her hands
piped the blood from my face, her voice
s
ounding in my ear.

Law,

To Be Let,

want a few good Carpenters immediately.
Apply at shop in Doten’s Mill to-day.

iver.

insensibility. When
eturned, I realized thdt I

Counsellors at

name

Dissolution of

to Loan*

MANUFACTURED

ATWOOD,

CO., and have purchased the stock and will continue
the business of Harris, Atwood & Co., at the old
stand, No. 145 Commercial Street.
A. A. ATWOOD,
E. M. STEADMAN.
Portland, Oct. 13, 1874.ocl5d3w

STEAM ENGINE,

O’Donnell & Sylvester,

W. W. HARRIS,

have this day formed

PORTABLE

tt

liquidation.

WEthe Arm

borse

apll

in

128

Nutter Bros. & Co. A first class tin plate and
located three story brick house, No.
AT sheet
iron worker. None hut first class need
THE18 centrally
Brown St., containing twelve rooms, Gas and
29 MARKET
Portland Me. sc29tf
water.

I whistled Bosalind Harrison’s
memory
lown the wind, and, now thatold Jenet was
ost to me, hugged her dear image closer than

< ame

THE

name

Copartnership Notice.

on

PORTLAND, MAINE.
40

ATWOOD

A. A.

sold. Apply to F.
bought
G. PATTERSON, Dealer in Real Estate, Office 13
Flnent Block.
oc4dtf

215 COMMERCIAL STREET,

Wanted.

io

■

Money

Boylston Street, Boston, Mass.

scnooiS'

books. By L. O. Emerson and W. S. Tilden.
In Book I, which is for Primary School*,
we have a 3 years* course of study, very plainly laid
ont, with abundant directions to teachers,and a large
number of sweet songs, for the little ones to sing by
rote and by note. Price 35 Cents.
In Book II, the course above indicated is continued.and becomes a little more theoretic. The book
is fitted for the use of the younger scholars in Grammar Schools.
Price 50 Cents.
In Book III, part singing is introduced, and the
ear is trained to harmonic singing. For Higher Classes in Grammar Schools.
Price 50 Cents.
The music in these charming and useful books was
selected and arranged by the practiced hand of Mr.
L. 0. Emerson, and the theoretic part has been well
tested by Mr. Tilden before placing in the Readers.
For 0igh Schools, nothing succeeds the above
Readers better than “THk HOUR OF MIN©*
IN©.” [51.00], already in extensive use. If that
has been used, try
“CHOICE TRIOS,”
[51.00], a collection of the best 3-part music.

F. F. HARRIS.
Portland, Oct. 12,1874.oc!5d3w

Estate

or

Patent Boiler.

my9

Arm

class Real Estate Secuilty, in Portland,
ON first
vicinity—Rents collected, taxes paid, &c.,
Commission. Houses
and

MARINE, STATIONARY AND PORTARLE STEAM ENGINES.
Alcott’s Turbine Water Wheel,
Elevators, Derricks, Hoisting
Engines, and Blanchard’s

MUSIC

Dissolution ot Copartnership.

BULLETIN.

Iron Founders, Boiler
Makers and Blacksmiths.

Portable Engine,

Real

ior

In 3

good

Patterson’s

hooks

to out

Sole Agents,

29

AMERICAN*" SCHOOL

islwttf

brook.

Engineers,

OF

music

in

C. M. PICAItD & CO.

o

the present and attend to adjusting the affairs ot the
late firm, and either partner is authorized to sign the

G.

Price One Dollar per Bottle. Men!
address on receipt of price.

Whitney,

PORTLAND.

For Sale in the Town of West-

F.

any

Agent* for the Stale of Maine.
Send lor rcular.
oeMjtwtf

COPARTNERSHIP.

EDWIN CHURCHILL,
No. 4 Portland Pier,
From 12 to 2 o’clock. P. M.

cistern in the cellar, cellar under whole
House, fine cement bottom; grounds ornamented
with fine shade trees. This is one oi the finest residences in the county. Terms easy. Enquire ot G. R.
Davis & Co., Portland, or Otis Brown, Westbrook.
mar21tf

VIA CHI NETWORKS

84 MIDDLE

removed

than

water

more

use.

Kendall A

&
HARRIS,
THECO.copartnership
is this day dissolved by mutual consent.
The Messrs. Harris trill remain at the old stand for

and

PORTLAND

Jy9dtt

aul8

FINE residence one-balf mile from the Railroad
Depots, Post-office, good Schools and Churches,
six miles from Portland; House and Ell two stories
thirteen finished rooms, double parlors with marble
mantles, Wood-house and Stable connected—all in
good repair, painted and blinded, Barn 40 x 60 on the
premises; grounds contain 15$ acres, excellent land,
well fenced, 30 apple and pear trees, $ acre choice
strawberries, three good wells of water upon the place

mhMU

Office hours

Office 1 1-8 Union Wharf.

A

COMMERCIAL STREET.

FOR SALE—One New
power, built to order.

have

throw s

It works easier and

other Pump in

CROSS

&

of

HOLYOKE'S WHARF.

MAKCFACTUBEBS

richardsojT

Eyctj Ingredient Perfectly Harm lest
Its Separate Form.

Simple, Durable, En«y of Action, Cheap

"AT CLARK

O

REMOVAL.

A

Hackmatack Knees, Ship Timber,
Masts and Spars. Deck Plank and
all kinds ol Hard Wood sawed to
Order

I

DR.

remoyed to 536 Congress Street.
from 2 to 4 P. M.

CURED

so tlmt the patient will not know
It, bat the .fleet
will be the same. Those who have Friends
addicted
to the terrible vice of intemperance should
give this
Sovereign Remedy a trial. This preparation acts ag
a Tonic and
Stimulant, and so partially supplies the
place of the accustomed liquor, and prevents the absolute and moral prostration that follows a
sudden
breaking oil from the nse of Stimulating Drinks.

,

augldtf

LOT of vacant land, situated on the west side
of High, between Pleasant and Danforth, Sts.
This lot has a front of< about 61 feet and is about 194
feet deep, and plans have b*en drawn bv How. for a
block of seven or nine genteel and convenient residences, and adapted for the same. Enquire ot

—

Utf

REMOVAL,

au29dtf_
FOR SALE.

W. H. SI MON TON,

Railroad

DR.

HOUSE

»|.2Itf

DRUNKENNESS

removal:

has

Secretly.

by tbe use of Dr. DeMoreno’s celebrated French Remedy, which Is (be best known Medicine for the lore
of Strong Drink. Il Can bo Ulvea

remov-

CHARTaES A. RING has removed to No.
413 Congress, Corner of Chestnut street.

No. 42 Pleasant Street. For particulars
apply at the house from 3 to 5 P. M.

mar28

tf

It Can be Given

ed his Office from 179 Commercial Street to
Wharf at the landing ot the Co’s Steamer.
mar23

For Sale.
FOGG.

PIPING.
IK

former residence of Dr. French.

Wives Save your Husbands
and Friends.

ROSS, Treasurer of the Portland,
WJJd-dAM
Bangor and Macbias Steamboat Co.,has

—

WATER

—DEALER

oe8

<itt

Removal.

BLOCK of new houses Situated on Avon street,
(one lot irom Deering Street,) containing 8 finished rooms each, besides Bath Room with all the
Aodern improvements. Inquire on the Premises ol
E. G. P. SMITH,
or of JOHN C. PROCTER, 93 Exchange St.
Sept. 29th, 1874.se29d3w

CLARK,

AND

Congress St., Corner of Pearl,

For Sale

3 Kaon East •( Temple St.,

GAS

365

on

lyugStreets.

ocl2

has removed to

gep29-3mJOHN C. PROCTER

FEDERAL STREET,

10S

lork and

Casa ot Cnturrh of lO Years’ Standing.
CITY MARSHAL PARKER SAYS:
Dr. Wilkinson :
Sir—Alter taking one treatment ot your Oxygenized Air I am pleased to sav l am better of m> Catarrh, of the pains In my head and of myself altogether, after spending hundreds of dollars in othe
medicines without receiving anv permanent relief.
GEO. W. PARKER, City Marshal.

DR. E. W. BROOKS,

THE

dtf

W. €.

Years, Duly,
MRS. .JACKSON,
Widow Ot Rcnj. M. Jackson, late Grocer
corner of

removal!

A

ju9

Wanted.
OA QUABRYMEN for Powell McCabe & Co.’b
Wiilay House, N. H., P. & O. R. R. Pay
$2 per day if good men.
*oc5-2w

nan^mght, bad she been reared by a women.
Ifter all, I preferred sto think that she loved
ne, even tben|in spite of that iron old man;

was

dlw*

Real Estate For Sale.
valnable and centrally located property

PORTLAND, MB.
L.

Notice.
Meeting ot the Subscribers

REMOVALS.

2-story house and the lot No. 41 Centre St.,
between Congress and Free Streets, known as
Cole property. Inquire of

the

Roofing Slate,
JAMES

~

House

For Sale.

patent Common Sense stove

ocl2

an-

THE

McGOWAN,

S. G. DORMAN.

Case ot Cousumptioii.
19 Myrtle St., Portland, Oct. 1,1874.
Dr. w.»•
Wilkinson:
Sir—I am so much improved since
taking your
Oxygenized Air Treatment as to t>urpri»e my relatives and friends. I was in wbat the doctors called
the second stages ot
Consumption, superinduced to
some extent by Catarrh, and had the
best medical
attendance the city could tarnish, without being
benefited. I am so pleased with
jour mode of treatment and Its result so tar that
you are at liberty
y to
refer to me all similarly afflicted.

CAPT. E. BREEN,
C. H. FARLEY, No. 4 Ex
se28d3w

or

to the Female Orphan Asylum, will be held at their house, on
corner of State and Dantorth Streets, on Tuesday
the 20th Inst., at 3 o’clock in the afternoon.
ABBY S. BARRETT, Sec’y.
Portland, Oct. 12lh, 1874.
ocl3dlw

Elm street, known as the Day Estate, having a
frontage of 200 feet, together with the substantial
brick dwelling house tnereon. TermB one-quarter
cash, the balance on one to seven years credit. ApWM. H. JERRIS,
ply to
oc 1-3w*
Real Estate Agent.

NO. 119 COMMERCIAL STREET

jyl7

damper, saves more c al than all others put to
gether saves J of the coal, keeps a regular heat.
Agents make from $1 to $10 per day. D. H.
BURNS, Corner of Newbury and Fremont Place.

cruel distinctness. “Let him go in peace.
Those whom he took in place of us to be his
friends have already played the part of Judas
and betrayed him.”
What could I say. For it was Burt Harrison’s hand that, unsklllfully disguised, had
penned that miserable epistle in the hope of
forever separating me from Janet Fentonoleigb, Was he not Judas? So I left them,
without another word. And at that last hour
f knew the truth. My grandfather had never
cared for me except for Janet’s sake, and
when he fancied that I had ceased to love
her,
he hated me.
I felt like a ruined
man—stunned,reeling—
as I stepped out into the
open air. A great
blank suddenly yawned in my life. I had always depended on Janet’s love. Whether I
were aDnarentlv true to her nr false whether
L laughed, or sneered, or smiled at her, I exher to love me. I felt it impossible
peeled
or her to be
false, “A man’s courage, a
nan’s will, and a man’s sense of
honor,added
to a woman’s tendernesshow then could
Janet cast me off, possessing these qualities?
Sometimes I pished and jeered, and told
mylelt all this had come from the man’s trainng Janet had received. She would have
dung to me, in spite of everything, as a wo-

My only reply was to bend and kiss the exquisite dimples {that lay like crumpled rose

me.
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“Why should we bear enmity against a
stranger, Janet?” said my grandfather, with
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“Oh, Teddy,
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answer

glad grandpa forgave you, for
afraid I never could have broken my promise
to him.’’
But I choose to think that she could.—
Overland Monthly.

swered her sweet, clear voice; “quite happy,
you and I! Cheer up—cheer up, Dada.”
1 stood apart, listening as if on the other
side of a great gulf. Neither of them looked
at me.
“Forgive me,” I pleaded, for once in humbleness. “If you are thus determined to
cast me out of your hearts, let me, at least,
hear you say that you forgive me before I

that she was happy. But sometimes when
my domineering temper overtopped even its
ordinaiy exacting demands on Janet’s sweet
humility, he would shake his head and mutter foreboding of the “wild nature—the Burr
blood,” which 1 had inherited from my ancestors.
I passed my first vacation abroad.
One
excuse alter another I made, until two
years
were gone before I came home
again. The
welcome then was warm. My grandfather,
whose hair had whitened wonderfully, leaned
heavily on my arm as he walked up and down
the room.
“You see I am changed, Ted.-changed for
the worse—in these two years. But Jauet—
you think Janet’s changed for the better:
don’t you, eh?1’
He looked
in
faoo

my

But the

am so

brave girl, it’s all true.
left to love each other alone,
he said, clinging to her hands.

You and I

together.

v

ana

paiea Dy turns.
came, brave and true:
“I am afraid not, she said.

You have confessed it. You have been false
to my Janet. Janet, Janet.
The pathetic old voice, breaking out into
this strange, sad cry, rung through the lonely
passages, and reached her, wherever she was.
She flew into the room, and bending over
him, without a look at me, kissed his white
hair and withered cheeks, soothing him ten-

bravado as I could assume, lightly humming
“Love is a sickness,” one of our grandfather’s
old airs which Janet and I expected to sing

m

said,

that, and explained

be assured of before I condemned you, is true.

your supper, than the little girl who is hidiDg
net honest tears up stairs in bed,”
It was tough woik. His looks and words
were hard to bear; but I sat it out, munching my bread with a defiant air, and afterward going out ot the room with as much

satisfied, because he

lie

up.”
“It is true, in part, I am afraid.
But, O,
grandfather, for pity’s sake, listen to me; let
me speak one word for myself.
I am not so
wholly base, or to blame, as this says—”
“Stop!” my grandfather cried. ‘T will not
hear another word, The one factl wanted to

it won’t hurt Janet, this discipline.
the metal she’s made of. But as
for you sir, it strikes me that you have much
more the air of a culprit, sitting there eating

was

me:

look

see

Janet closely,

luuuii

treachery.

faithlessness to me.”

I like to

to

“Is it true?” my grandfather asked; but I
could not teply. “Is it true, sir?” persisted
the pitiless voice, and then I forced myself to

My grandfather’s sharp, gray, needle-gun eyes
seemed to shoot me through and through.
“Little Janet is to be punished because she
tvas nonest enough to show you up in your
reply

me

He pointed with a long, lean finger to an
open letter on the table.
I took it up; it was the history of my intercourse with Rosalind Harrison from beginning to end—terribly precise, terribly true 1
I felt the blood surging hot and dark into my
face under those piercing, needle like gray
eyes that watched me as I read the damned

tears, she went away from the room, up stairs
to hide them out of sight.
“So, so, master Theodore, that’s it, is it?”

in

He took

nusuea

‘“Not to-night, please, dear dada,” she
pleaded, without stirring; and when he asked
her what was the matter, went hurriedly on:
“I am not to have any tea to night. I don't
really mind it. It’s nothin—and Teddy’s going to forgive me—and—he will kiss me in the
morning—and we are always going to be good
friends after this—always, forever—”
Then her voice broke, and, with a rush of

something

classmates.

ljoli

side.

I muttered

were

already established there.

homeward like the wind. Janet was not in
sight. A servant led me up to my grandfather’s room. He was sittiug alone, a majestic gray figure, by the table. I hastened
forward to greet him, but he suddenly
stretched out his hand, and repulsed me
with a gesture so stern, a look so pathetic
and dignified, that I stood as if rooted to the
floor.

missed her. She always sat at his right hand
feeding out of bis cup or plate, as the willful fancy moved her, and he now peremptorily ordered her to her usual seat by his

telligible.
“Well,

were
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then I will come to you, even if it be from
the other side of the world.”
I thrust her
hands from me and turned my face to the
wall.
That was our parting, and for over three
long years that was the last I saw or heard of
Janet Fentensleigh.
“A man’s courage, a
man’s will, and a man’s sense of honor, added to a woman’s tenderness.”
I was in the south of Italy when her summons came to me:
“Come home, Teddy.”
Only these three words, but never did homesick wanderer cross the seas with lighter
heart than mine, in answer to that sweet
command.
Jauet met me at the familiar doorway. Janet in mourning, but always my bright, my
beautiful, my old Janet. Our meeting was
silent, but full of such sweet joy.
She took me, later, to our grandfather’s
grave. “He forgave you at the last,” she
said, softly. “He spoke of you tenderly—and
he bade me send for you.
“But it he had not?” I asked eagerly. “If
he had not forgiven me, Janet, what then ?
Would you have sent for me just the same?”
She hung her head, while her sweet face

FOR

MORRELL.

HOOPER,

J. H.

on

Sebago; also a one story house in rear—Lot 36 x
This valuable property will be sold at a bargain
on easy terms of payment.
It will rent for over
$600 per annum. Price only $4700. Apply to P. G.
Patterson, 13 Fluent Block,oc!0-2w
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girl and
the rocky, ice-

—and—say good bye to me, Teddy.”
“I will not say it,” I burst out furiously.
“I will marry you yet, in spite of that old tyrant. I will wait for you till he is dead, and

Rosalind, and she straightway cast the
old fatal spell over me. I loved her passionately when I was with her, but when I was
away I longed for Janet. I longed to hear
Janet’s voice, to feel the touch of her hand.
I thought of Rosalind by day, but dreamed of
Old Janet by night. I had been at school
only a few weeks, when a peremptory summons came, bidding me home.
The message
was given in such terms that I feared serious
illness was at the bottom of it, and fled

vjridUUliUUir

tuio.

sob-

see

face off to the other side of the room, and sat
penitently down by the fire. She sat there
quietly while the belt rung, and my grandfather and I took our places at the table.
I
had pictured her, in my mind, with a disx

blushing

and

the Harrisons; they are bad core through.
Old and young are alike treacherous and deceitful. Who plays with them plays a losing
game. Let me warn you in time.
He shook fearfully, as if with ague. I offered to support him, fearing that he might
fall, cut he repulsed me and led Janet away.
I could hear him muttering to her of “Poor
girl, my Janet!” and of the “bad Burr
blood” that spoiled me. And then he kissed
her, weeping. How he loved that girl!”
When I went back to the college town, the

sorry because—because
you are so angry; and I was so sorry to see
I
you punished and grandpapa so angry.
would a thousand times rather have beeu
in
stead.
forpuuished your
Please—please
give me, Teddy—do.’’
Tears were flowing plentifully, and she was
wiping them with her ruffled muslin apron
all in a inuss.
am

added,

as

MISCELLANEOUS.
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and
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parts ot the State.
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the delicate

me.”
But she would not listen.
“I nromised him to come back.” she said.
“and I will keep my word.”
“But you love mel you love me, Janet!” I
cried.
“I love you, Teddy. I have always loved
you, and I always will. Now let me go.”
“But if vou love me, why do you leave me
Janet? Why are you so cold and hard—why
is it so impossible to move you?”
Then for the first time she broke dawn.
“Cold to you? Ah, Teddy, don’t you see
bow I am suffering ? I love you—I love you!
Oh, why cannot we be as we once were,
when we were children together? We were
so happy then.
Why did you slight me, and
hurt me, and make grandpapa angry ? It is
all your fault—yours.”
She was crying and calling my name, with
her face hidden in my arms. I took her to
my breast, and kissed and soothed her with
an
exultant heart. Let the old man vent his
spite now where he would, Janet was mine—
mine! But all at once she stood up, pale and
calm, and held out her hands:
“Good-bye, Teddy! I am going now. We
must not see each other again. Forget me!
I hope you will be happy; I hope you will
find some one to love, and to love you; and

bing, “O, grandpa !” she hid her pure young
face in his bosom. He held it there, and
kis3sd the bright brown curls in a passion of
fierce tenderness. Then he turned to me:
“I forgive you this once, for the sake of
my girl, who, God pity her, loves you. But,
mind you, only this once; tor not even you
shall play fast and loose with my darling.
When once her name is dropped between us,
master Ned, it is dropped torever. I know

she to make up our
quite
ready
difference, for I missed her a great deal in my
daily sports; hut I meant to make the reconI was

he

in all

“Why should we wreck our lives in humoring the whims of a spitefhl old man ? Oh
Janet! my love, ray darling! do not leave

“What is tier

EDUCATIONAL.
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I burst out in a fierce rage.

?”
“Miss Harrison—Miss Rosalind Harrison,”
I simpered. “You know the family, grandfather—the Harrisons of the south.”
“Jar.et! Janet!” My grandfather suddenly
raised his voice, calling loudly, I stood stupefied with astonishment. In another moment
Janet was by my side, fluttering with anxious solicitude. He took her hand in his,
and, turning her to the cruel light, studied
intently the fair young face which not even a
night’s sleepless watching could make less
than freshly lovely. “Janet, my Janet, do
you love this man, this Theodore Burr? Is
your true heart bound up in him, my girl ?

me, Ted.”

“What

eves.

Real Estate
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name

sitting in the dining-room waiting for tea,
when Janet stole up to me with a shy, hesitating air.
“Won’t you forgive me, Teddy, dear?”
she whispered.
I made no answer, but sat resolutely gazing out of the wiudow at the red and brouzed
foliage tosscn by the autumn winds.
“I am so sorry.” A pair of quivering wet
lips were laid on my hand, a slender biown
arm stole about my neck.
“Please forgive

shortly.

crav

laboriously,
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posure, through convalcsence, and as long as
I needed a nurse, Janet stayed with me.
Every morning she received a letter from her
grandfather, couched in affectionate terms
and expressing great anxiety for her, but not
once alluding to me.
He never came near
me, never asked after my welfare; I was dead
to the old granite heart. I felt bitter indignant, but was too proud to complain.
At length the time arrived when Janet
said that she must go; and then came a battle of wills. I begged her to stay with me.
I entreated, implored, using ail n>y noted
powers of eloquence, which were now all the
more effective that I was in deadly earnest.
But all in vain. Terrible power, used teriibiy in vain. It was a novel experience to
me to fail.
“Stop, Teddy!” said Janet, crying. “You
must not speak of this again. I promised
grandfather if he would let me come to you,
that no word of love should be spoken between us, He trusts in my honor. Let me

prompting

defiaut air.
“You know dada does not like it, and I will
surely tell him.”

anrl
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the strong man carried me up
bound side of the ravine. Oh, my old Janet
—my lost darling 1 More than the bleeding
of my wounds was the bleeding of my heart,
and more than the
pain of my hurts
was the pain of my penitent love for you durthat
desolate
ing
journey.
Through the days of unavoidable sickness
which followed that night’s wounds and ex-

called for.”
“We will leave Janet’s name out of this
discussion, “if you please.” The old man
spoke with quiet dignity, but my temper
flashed like lightning.
“We will leave it out now, aud forever
after, if you like!” I flung back, my prudence all cast to the four winds.
The words must have struck him hard and
heavy, but he made no sign—not then.
“Will ycu tell me who were your companions in last night’s orgies?”—some suspicion
which I had not wit enough to guess at

guardian.

cept by permission

slowly

you any uneasiness,” I went on, struggling
hard with my furiously rising blood; “but,
pardon me, I think it would have been quite
as well if you had slept the
night away as usual. The anxiety regarding me, which you
and Janet display, seems to be wholly un-

‘‘Mind uow, Teddy, I will tell Grandpa,”
she said one day, when, coming unexpectedly
to the stables, she surprised me leading out
Bass, the bay maie, preparatory to a ride into
town. Bess was our grandfather’s pet mare,
and nc person was allowed to mount her ex-

BUSINESS CARDS.

men

God I you are safe at home.”
I led her into the house,
soothing her as
well as I could. Alter a few moments of

BY B. W. PBOCTOB.

Touch

She stood up and beckoned to ouo of the
who were helping to draw out from under the wrecked timbers the crushed human
beings about us. He came with light, looked
and then turned away.
There’s others that’s hurt far worse than
him, Miss. We must look to them first.”
Janet caught hold of his arm, and snatching her purse from her pocket, thrust it into
his hand.
“For God’s sake help me 1” she cried. “Oh,
you must help me get him away from here.
Take that—there is money in it—and do as I
bid you.”
The man yielded. Janet took off her large
thick shawl and spread it on the ground.
They loosened me as tenderly as possible
from the wreck, and placed me on the shawl.
Next Janet took off some otherportion of her
dress and covered me—I felt her lips touch
my cheek as she did it; then she took two
corners of the shawl in her small, fair hands,
the man look the other two, and so, step by
step, tenderly, not to jar my bruised body,

wbat
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